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Introduction

Model Based Diagnosis (MBD) is an approach developed inside the Artificial

Intelligence community for the automatic diagnosis of system malfunctions.

The basic idea underlying MBD is that of exploiting some (qualitative) de-

scription of the system to be diagnosed (i.e. the system model) together with

some reasoning mechanism in order to produce explanations of a set of avail-

able observations of the system behavior in terms of the health conditions of

its components (either nominal or one of a finite set of faulty modes).

The MBD approach has its roots in the work of (Davis, 1984) where the

usefulness of knowledge of the system structure and behavior for automatic

diagnosis is advocated. A solid formalization of MBD has then been laid in

the foundational works of (Reiter, 1987) and (de Kleer and Williams, 1987).

Since then, MBD has captured a growing interest in the Artificial Intelligence

community, witnessed by the liveliness of the annual International Workshop

on Principles of Diagnosis (often referred to simply as DX) which first took

place in 1990.

The applicability of MBD has significantly widened and, just to name

a few of the most relevant accomplishments, the diagnosis of systems with

dynamic and stochastic behavior and of distributed and multi-agent systems

have started to be addressed.

Moreover, MBD has already been proved to be effective within several appli-

cation domains including spacecraft (Muscettola et al., 1998), telecommuni-

cation networks (Rozé and Cordier, 2002), power generation (Travé-Massuyès

and Milne, 1997) and supply (Thiébaux et al., 1996), automotive (Console

and Dressler, 1999) and aeronautics (Picardi et al., 2004).

It is worth noting that MBD does not prescribe a specific representation

for the system model and/or a particular reasoning mechanism: most of the

existing proposals are based on propositional or first order logic (which is

the formalism exploited in the already mentioned works by (Reiter, 1987)
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and (de Kleer and Williams, 1987)); more recently, however, as the diagnosis

of dynamic systems has started to be addressed, the use of automata in

their different flavors (timed, probabilistic, concurrent, symbolic) has been

studied by several authors (see e.g. the seminal works (Sampath et al.,

1995) and (Sampath et al., 1996)). Alternative formalisms, such as Petri

Nets, Qualitative Deviations and Qualitative Differential Equations, Process

Algebras and Bayesian Networks have also been explored (see e.g. (Portinale,

1995), (Struss et al., 1996), (Panati and Theseider Dupré, 2001), (Console

et al., 2002), (Lucas, 2001)).

MBD is not the only existing approach to automatic diagnosis: on the one

hand, the Artificial Intelligence community has explored a complementary

way with the so-called rule-based diagnosis, where symptoms are matched to

causes through heuristic rules elicited from interviews with human experts;

on the other hand, the Process Control community has developed mathemat-

ical techniques in a research area which goes under the name of FDIR (Fault

Detection Identification and Repair).

However, as already pointed out in (Davis, 1982), MDB appears to be more

robust than rule-based diagnosis in many application domains, not to men-

tion the well-known difficulties and inefficiencies that arise in rule-based di-

agnosis because of the need of eliciting knowledge from the experts.

On the other hand, by using qualitative models of the system, MBD can per-

form reasoning tasks that would be impossible, unreliable or computationally

intractable with numeric models such as those used in pure FDIR.

The main motivation for the research described in this dissertation comes

from two well-known theoretical results about the complexity of the MBD

task:

1. finding a diagnosis is in general NP-complete ((Friedrich et al., 1990),

(Bylander et al., 1991))

2. the number of diagnoses for a given diagnostic problem can be in the

worst case exponential in the size (i.e. number of components) of the

system model. This holds true even if only minimal diagnoses (w.r.t.

set inclusion) are considered (Bylander et al., 1991)

These two propositions tell us two important facts about the MBD process:

not only the computation of a diagnosis is hard from a time-consumption

perspective but the solution set itself can be exponentially large. Even by
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restricting our interest to preferred sets of diagnoses w.r.t. set inclusion the

solution space can potentially have an intractable size.

Historically, the first attempts to address these problems have proposed

the adoption of preference criteria among different diagnoses. Preference

criteria discussed in the literature include minimizing the number of faults,

focusing on minimal diagnoses (w.r.t. set inclusion) and maximizing the

qualitative or quantitative probability of diagnoses (see e.g. (Reiter, 1987),

(de Kleer and Williams, 1987), (Kurien and Nayak, 2000)).

The adoption of preference criteria to focus the search towards preferred

diagnoses has been widely exploited in diagnostic systems since it has the

advantage of both reducing the average computational complexity and re-

turning a more significant result set to the client.

At least two other broad types of approaches have been explored in order

to address the intractability results stated in propositions 1. and 2. above

(if not in the worst case, which remains clearly intractable, at least in most

cases and/or for restricted classes of system models).

The first one aims at finding spatially efficient ways for representing the (can-

didate) diagnoses space; the second one assumes that the system is described

at different levels of abstraction (abstraction hierarchy) and that the abstract

levels can be used for guiding the diagnostic process and, in some cases, for

choosing an appropriately abstract (and thus compact) representation for

diagnoses themselves.

The main focus of this thesis is to devise novel methods for reducing the

size of the representation of the set of solutions to diagnostic problems. Note

that all the proposed methods address the computation and the representa-

tion of the whole set of diagnoses, even if we will show how each of them can

be coupled with existing preference-criteria in order to trade incompleteness

for additional efficiency.

An essential property of the methods that we will propose is that the compact

representation is not computed a-posteriori, after the diagnostic problem has

been solved. Instead, the sets of candidate diagnoses considered during the

search for the solutions are represented in the same, compact way proposed

for the final set of diagnoses and the search algorithm directly manipulates

such a representation.

The advantages of these methods will then be twofold: on the one hand, the

computational process will be more efficient because the size of the search

space is reduced; on the other hand, the set of solutions, by being more com-
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pact, will be easier to analyze and manipulate; moreover, as we shall see in

the following chapters, the way in which a particular set of diagnoses is rep-

resented will sometimes carry also some implicit information on the structure

of the set, thus providing useful information to the client of the diagnostic

algorithm.

In our effort to find these novel methods we will consider system models

that span both static (chapters 2, 3, 4) and dynamic systems (chapter 5).

The goal of obtaining a compact representation of diagnoses will be tack-

led with different strategies: through a characterization of the entire set with

syntactically constrained logical formulas (chapter 2), through automatic ab-

straction (chapter 3) and through model compilation (chapters 4 and 5).

The following is a brief summary of the contents of the present disserta-

tion.

Chapter 1 formalizes the basic concepts underlying MBD, including

the notions of system model, diagnostic problem, diagnosis and preference

criteria among diagnoses.

Chapter 2 introduces the notion of scenario, a special kind of CNF

formula over the component variables which can be used to encode a large

number of diagnoses using the same amount of space needed for encoding

just a single diagnosis.

We show how the solutions to a diagnostic problem can be computed as sets

of scenarios and how preferred diagnoses can be efficiently extracted from

such sets of scenarios.

Chapter 2 is based on results which have been accepted for publication in

(Torasso and Torta, 2005).

Chapter 3 deals with automatic abstraction techniques which preserve

all the discriminability power of the system model by abstracting only the

details that are not relevant for diagnosis.

A system model may contain irrelevant details when it is built from a library

of component system models or when the number and/or precision of the

observables assumed by the system model are reduced (e.g. in on-board

diagnosis).

We start by studying the abstraction of behavioral modes of components

into more abstract behavioral modes. Then we move on to consider the

abstraction of groups of components into abstract components.

The results presented in chapter 3 have been partially published in (Torasso

and Torta, 2002), (Torta and Torasso, 2003a), (Torta and Torasso, 2003b).
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Chapter 4 explores the use of a spatially efficient way of representing

boolean formulas (in particular, Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams) as a for-

malism for compact representation of the system model, efficient computation

of diagnoses and compact representation of the set of solution diagnoses it-

self.

We consider the encoding and solution of atemporal diagnostic problems. As

a special focus, we demonstrate effective ways of extracting preferred diag-

noses based on their likelihood.

The results presented in chapter 4 have been partially published in (Torasso

and Torta, 2003) and (Torta and Torasso, 2004).

Chapter 5 extends the techniques of chapter 4 to on-line diagnosis of

dynamic systems. The challenge consists not only in representing the transi-

tion relation needed in a dynamic context but also in the on-line detection of

system malfunctions and the extraction of preferred diagnoses based on the

likelihood of the trajectories of states traversed by the system over time.

Conclusions summarizes the contributions of the thesis and the research

perspectives it opens.
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Chapter 1

A Formalization of Diagnosis

This chapter formalizes the basic notions of system model, diagnostic prob-

lem and diagnosis. Our definitions are very close to the ones originally pro-

posed in the foundational works of (Reiter, 1987) and (Poole, 1989) and used

as a reference in most of the subsequent research on MBD.

We also show that compositional notions of system model, like the one pro-

posed in (Darwiche, 1998), can be easily expressed in our framework and

discuss some commonly adopted preference criteria among diagnoses.

Finally, we illustrate the main concepts introduced in this chapter by means

of an example system taken from the spacecraft domain. Such example sys-

tem will be used for illustrative purposes and experimental validation also in

the other chapters.
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1.1 System Descriptions

We start with a formal definition of the system model, the System Descrip-

tion. Our definition captures qualitative system models, where the relevant

system parameters are represented as discrete variables ranging over finite

sets of qualitative values.

Definition 1.1.1 A System Description (SD) is a pair (SV, DT) where:

- SV is the set of discrete system variables partitioned in INPUTS (system

inputs), COMPS (components) and INTV ARS (internal variables). A

distinguished subset OBS ⊆ INTV ARS represents the system observables.

We will denote with DOM(v) the finite domain of variable v ∈ SV; in

particular, for each C ∈ COMPS, DOM(C) consists in the list of possible

behavioral modes for C (an ok mode and one or more fault modes)

- DT (Domain Theory) is an acyclic set of Horn clauses defined over SV
representing the behavior of the system (under normal and abnormal con-

ditions); the clauses are constructed in such a way that the roles associ-

ated with variables belonging to different sorts are respected: INPUTS and

COMPS variables will always appear in the body of clauses and each vari-

able in INTV ARS will appear at least once as head of a clause. Moreover

we require that any instantiation of COMPS∪INPUTS is consistent with

DT

We will assume that, for each diagnostic problem, not only the values of

(a subset of) the OBS variables but also the values of all of the INPUTS

variables will be given.

The clauses in the Domain Theory express the dependencies of the values of

INTV ARS variables on the values of COMPS and INPUTS variables. In

particular:

- INPUTS and COMPS constitute purely exogenous System Variables

(SVexo) i.e. their values are completely determined outside the model

- INTV ARS constitute purely endogenous System Variables (SVend) i.e.

their values are completely determined inside the model

8



Since DT is a Horn Theory, the models we consider are deterministic1.

Moreover our approach, as those by e.g. (de Kleer and Williams, 1987),

(Darwiche, 1998) addresses static diagnosis (i.e. we do not model system

evolutions over time) 2. Since in static diagnosis feedback loops are not

modeled, we assume that DT is acyclic. It is convenient to associate with a

System Description a directed, acyclic graph that can be directly computed

from DT and expresses in a more immediate way the influences among System

Variables.

Definition 1.1.2 Given a System Description SD = (SV, DT) the asso-

ciated System Influence Graph G is a DAG whose nodes are in one-to-one

correspondence with the variables in SV representing the influences among

System Variables; whenever a formula N1(v1)∧ . . .∧Nk(vk)⇒M(u) appears

in DT , nodes N1 through Nk are parents of M in G.

The System Influence Graph is a DAG because DT is acyclic. Note,

however, that G may contain undirected cycles, while e.g. (Dechter and

El Fattah, 1995) requires G to be an undirected tree.

Since G is acyclic, a partial order relation holds between connected nodes

in the graph:

Definition 1.1.3 We denote with � the usual precedence partial order rela-

tion over nodes in DAG G, i.e.: N � M if there exists a directed path from

N to M .

If G consists in two or more connected components, it is sufficient to

perform the diagnosis of each of the independent sub-systems corresponding

to such connected components. In the following we will then assume for

simplicity that the System Influence Graph is always connected.

1.2 Diagnostic Problems and Diagnoses

Given a System Description SD we can characterize specific diagnostic prob-

lems over it as follows.

1We will relax this assumption in section 4.8.1 of chapter 4; see also the concluding
chapter of the thesis for additional comments on the restrictions that we have put on the
Domain Theory.

2We will address dynamic systems in chapter 5
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Definition 1.2.1 A diagnostic problem is a 3-tuple DP = (SD, OBSAV,

INPUTS) where SD is a System Description, OBSAV is an instantiation

of OBSAV ⊆ OBS and INPUTS is an instantiation of INPUTS

It is worth noting that, in general, a diagnostic problem specifies the

values of only a subset of the observables OBS. This partial availability of

the observables may be one of the main factors leading to a large set of

alternative diagnoses.

The knowledge of OBSAV may further partition the System Influence Graph

and give raise to totally independent diagnostic problems (an example of

this situation is described in section 1.5). For simplicity, in the following

we’ll assume that G remains connected even after asserting the knowledge

of OBSAV; in order to reduce a generic diagnostic problem to such case, it

is sufficient to apply the well-known partitioning techniques developed for

Structure-Based Diagnosis in (Darwiche and Provan, 1997).

Finally, we characterize diagnoses as solutions to diagnostic problems.

In the following two definitions, we report the characterization of two well

known notions of diagnosis, namely consistency-based diagnosis and abductive

diagnosis.

Definition 1.2.2 Given a diagnostic problem DP = (SD, OBSAV, IN-

PUTS), an assignment D = (c1(bm1), . . ., cn(bmn)) of a behavioral mode

to each component ci ∈ COMPS is a consistency-based diagnosis for DP if

and only if:

DT ∪ INPUTS ∪OBSAV ∪D �	 ⊥
or, equivalently:

∀m(v) ∈ OBSAV DT ∪ INPUTS ∪D �	 m(w), w �= v

Definition 1.2.3 Given a diagnostic problem DP = (SD, OBSAV, IN-

PUTS), an assignment D = (c1(bm1), . . ., cn(bmn)) of a behavioral mode to

each component ci ∈ COMPS is an abductive diagnosis for DP if and only

if it is a consistency-based diagnosis for DP and:

∀m(v) ∈ OBSAV DT ∪ INPUTS ∪D 	 m(v)

In the above definitions, a consistency-based diagnosis is just required to

be logically consistent with the inputs and observations (given the model),

while an abductive diagnosis must also logically entail the observations 3.

3In (Console and Torasso, 1991) the authors have shown that there exists an entire
spectrum of notions of diagnosis ranging from fully consistency-based to fully abductive.
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1.3 Compositional System Descriptions

The definition of System Description given in section 1.1 is not compositional

in the sense that the system model is not defined in terms of the models of its

components. However it is straightforward to accommodate a compositional

notion of System Description to our notion.

To this purpose, in the following definitions we introduce the notions of

Component Description and then of Compositional System Description as a

special case of System Description.

Definition 1.3.1 A Component Description (CD) is a pair (CVC, DTC)

where:

- CVC is a set of discrete variables partitioned in INC (component inputs),

{C} (component variable), OUTC (component outputs).

In particular, DOM(C) consists in the list of possible behavioral modes for

C (an ok mode and one or more fault modes)

- DTC (Component Theory) is a flat set of Horn clauses defined over CVC

representing the behavior of the component (under normal and abnormal

conditions); the clauses are constructed in such a way that the roles associ-

ated with variables belonging to different sorts are respected: INC variables

and C always appear in the body of clauses and OUTC variables only ap-

pear as heads of clauses. Moreover we require that any instantiation of

INC ∪ {C} is consistent with DTC

Definition 1.3.2 A Compositional System Description (CSD) is a System

Description (SV, DT) that is related to a set CD1, . . . , CDn of Component

Descriptions (one per component) in the following way:

- COMPS is the set of the component variables C1, . . . , Cn appearing in CD1,

. . ., CDn

- INPUTS corresponds to the set of component inputs that are not outputs of

another component, i.e.:

INPUTS = (
⋃

C∈COMPS

INC )\( ⋃
C∈COMPS

INC ∩
⋃

C∈COMPS

OUTC )

- INTVARS corresponds to the set of the component outputs, i.e.:

INTVARS =
⋃

C∈COMPS

OUTC
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- DT corresponds to the union of the component theories DTC, C ∈ COMPS

In the given definition of CSD there isn’t an explicit representation of the

system topology (i.e. the way components are connected to each other).

However, we require that if an output O ∈ OUTCi
of a component Ci is

connected to an input I ∈ INCj
of another component Cj, O and I are the

same variable; an explicit representation of the system topology can then be

obtained by automatically deriving the System Influence Graph G from DT .

The notion of Compositional System Description is strongly related to

the notion of Structured System Description introduced in (Darwiche, 1998);

Darwiche characterizes each system variable as either an assumable or a non-

assumable.

Definition 1.3.3 (Component Description) (Darwiche, 1998) A Com-

ponent Description is a triple (I, O, DTO) where I is a set of non-assumables;

O is a non-assumable s.t. O �∈ I; and DTO is a set of propositional sentences

over I, O and a set of atomic propositions AO (component assumables) s.t.

every instantiation of I ∪AO is consistent with DTO.

Definition 1.3.4 (Structured System Description) (Darwiche, 1998)

A Structured System Description (SSD) is a tuple (P, A, G, DT), where

P (non-assumables) and A (assumables) are sets of atomic propositions s.t.

P ∩A = ∅; G (System Structure Graph) is a DAG over nodes P; DT is a

function which maps each node P ∈ P into a set of propositional sentences

DTP s.t. (GP , P, DTP ) is a component description (GP is the set of parents

of P in G). It is required that the assumables which appear in DTP , P ∈ P

are a subset of A and that component descriptions do not share assumables.

In particular, given a Component Description in Darwiche formalism

CDD = (I, O, DTO) it is possible to map it into a Component Descrip-

tion in our formalism CD = (CVC , DTC) provided that DTO is Horn and

that it mentions only one assumable AO:

- I maps to INC

- {O} maps to OUTC

- DTO maps to DTC

- the only assumable AO appearing in DTO maps to variable C

12



1.4 Preferred Diagnoses

The usefulness of being able to rank the solutions to a diagnostic problem (i.e.

diagnoses) according to some criteria has been recognized since a while in the

Model Based Diagnosis community (see e.g. (de Kleer and Williams, 1987)).

It is indeed quite common that, given a diagnostic problem, the number of

diagnoses is large, and it is not always possible to further discriminate among

them by taking additional measurements, for example because the diagnosis

is being performed on-board.

The possibility of ranking diagnoses essentially comes from the assump-

tion, satisfied by most real world domains, that the probability distribution

of the behavioral modes of a component is skewed; in particular, the nomi-

nal behavior of a component is usually much more likely than the abnormal

ones. For example, in approaches based on infinitesimals of probability (e.g.

(Kurien and Nayak, 2000)) this means that the likelihood of the nominal

behavioral mode is at least one order of magnitude larger than the ones

associated with abnormal modes.

In order to be able to compute the quantitative prior probability of a

diagnosis, the prior probabilities of system components being in each of the

possible behavioral modes (P (ci(bmi)), bmi ∈ DOM(ci)) must clearly be

available.

It is well known from the MBD literature that, given a diagnosis D =

(c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn)) and assuming the independence of the failure of dif-

ferent components, the prior probability of such diagnosis is:

P (D) =
n∏

i=1

P (ci(bmi))

In diagnostic problems, we’ll have to deal with posterior probabilities of di-

agnoses given the inputs and observations. However, in the case of abductive

diagnosis, it turns out that using the prior probabilities is perfectly equivalent

to using the posterior probabilities.

Property 1.4.1 Let’s consider two diagnoses D1 and D2 for a diagnostic

problem DP = (SD,OBSAV, INPUTS) such that their prior probabilities

are related as follows:

P (D1) = kP (D2)
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Then, also their posterior probabilities P ′ given a set of observations OBSAV

and a set of input values INPUTS satisfy the same relation, i.e.:

P ′(D1) = kP ′(D2)

To see why this property holds, it is sufficient to apply Bayes rule 4:

P ′(D1) = P (D1|OBSAV) =
P (OBSAV|D1)P (D1)

P (OBSAV)
=

P (D1)

P (OBSAV)

because P (OBSAV|D1) = 1 (abductive diagnoses and inputs entail observa-

tions); similarly:

P ′(D2) =
P (D2)

P (OBSAV)

and thus:

P ′(D1) = kP ′(D2)

This property is important, since it allows us to use prior probabilities as de-

fined above without the need of computing posterior probabilities. Unfortu-

nately, the property does not hold for consistency-based diagnosis; however,

the use of prior probabilities is possible also for consistency-based diagnosis

under some approximations commonly acceptable in the context of MBD.

In (de Kleer, 1990) the author shows an approximation of quantitative

probability that is often very reasonable in diagnosis. In particular, he as-

sumes that, if bmi is a behavioral mode of component Ci, the prior probability

of component Ci being in mode bmi can be approximated by the expression

εri where ε is some very small quantity and ri is a non-negative integer. In

such a case, the prior probability of a diagnosis D = (c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn))

can be approximated by:

P (D) = εR

where R =
∑

ci(bmi)∈D ri. By adopting this approximation, the computations

of probabilities are reduced to the computations of integer powers of ε, and

thus are simpler and more efficient. In the following we will refer to ri as the

rank 5 of instantiation ci(bmi) and to R =
∑

ci(bmi)∈D ri as the rank of D.

4It is easy to see that, since the inputs and diagnoses are mutually independent, IN-
PUTS does not need to appear in the equation that follows.

5A rank r is an integer ≥ 0 approximating a quantitative probability p (Goldszmidt
and Pearl, 1992); for our purposes, it is sufficient to know that an event with rank r is one
order-of-magnitude more likely than an event with rank r + 1. Since smaller ranks mean
higher probability, a rank expresses a cost.
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Under this approximation, the posterior probability of a consistency-based

diagnosis D = (c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn)) given observations OBSAV and inputs

INPUTS can be expressed as:

P (D|OBSAV, INPUTS) =
εR

Nmne

where R =
∑

ci(bmi)∈D ri, N is a normalization factor equal for all diagnoses,

m is the maximum domain size of observables in OBSAV and ne is the

number of observations in OBSAV that D does not entail. If ε � 1/mne,

P (D|OBSAV, INPUTS) can be approximated by εR, which is the prior

probability for D. This kind of approximation, as pointed out in (de Kleer,

1990), is often very reasonable in diagnosis.

A further approximation assumes that all the faulty behavioral modes are

equally likely, and have a much smaller probability than the nominal mode.

This leads to the minimal-cardinality preference criterion, which ranks a

diagnosis D based on the number f of faulty components it contains. Indeed,

the approximated probability of such a diagnosis is simply:

P (D) = εf

and f can be regarded as the cost assigned to D, since clearly the preferred

diagnoses are the ones with the smallest number of faults.

According to the minimal cardinality criterion, both P (D) and P (D|OBSAV,

INPUTS) are approximated by εf , where f is the number of faulty com-

ponents in D. Also in this case, then, it is possible to reason with prior

probabilities.

1.5 An Example System

We now illustrate the concepts introduced so far by means of a simple model

of the propulsion sub-system of a spacecraft (see figure 1.1). The system cor-

responds to a portion of the one used by NASA in (Kurien and Nayak, 2000)

to validate the performance of Livingstone, the MIR (Mode Identification

and Reconfiguration) module of the core autonomy architecture of RAX, the

Remote Agent eXperiment (Muscettola et al., 1998).

In the following chapters we will continue to refer to this and other (ex-

tended) portions of the propulsion sub-system for illustrative purposes and

also to experimentally validate the performance of some of our algorithms.
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Figure 1.1: Propulsion system

In our qualitative model we have taken into consideration just some as-

pects of the propulsion sub-system by considering as components an oxidizer

tank (T1), a fuel tank (T2), a set of valves (V11, V12, V13, V14, V21, V22, V23,

V24), one engine (E1), two pipe join points (J1, J2) and two pipe split points

(S1 and S2). Pipes themselves have not been modeled as components.

For the different kinds of components, we have modeled several possible

fault modes for valves, one fault mode for the engine and the tanks and no

fault modes for join and split points. More precisely:

- DOM(Vij) = ok, so (stuck open), sc (stuck closed), lk (leaking) and hb (half

blocked)

- DOM(Ei) = ok, br (broken)

- DOM(Ti) = ok, sc (stuck closed)

- DOM(Ji) = ok

- DOM(Si) = ok

As concerns the inputs of the propulsion subsystem, we assume that the

operating condition opcVij
of each valve (i.e. whether it has been commanded

to be open or closed) is known. Moreover, we assume the knowledge of

the three observable parameters FJ1,V14 ,FJ2,V24 and OE1 which represent the

output of the two join points and the output of the engine (⊕ symbols are

attached to observation points in figure 1.1).

The outputs of the other components are not observable and each of them

is denoted by the variable FNi,Nj
which represents the flow between two

consecutive components in the system.

The domains of the INPUTS and INTV ARS variables are as follows:

- DOM(opcVij
) = O (open), C (closed)

- DOM(FNi,Nj
) = f (flow), rf (reduced flow), nf (no flow)
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Figure 1.2: Propulsion system influence graph

- DOM(OE1) = t (thrust), rt (reduced thrust), nt (no thrust)

Figure 1.2 shows the topology of the System Influence Graph associated

with the model of the propulsion sub-system; the nodes corresponding to

observable variables are depicted in black.

Note that the observable nodes partition G in three disconnected sub-graphs;

if the values of all the three observables are given with a specific diagnostic

problem, it can be partitioned in three simpler sub-problems.

In table 1.1 we report the models for generic valves, tanks, engines, join

and split points.

The group of formulas describing the behavior of a valve V shows that the

output flow out depends, beside on the behavioral mode of V , on the input

flow in and on the current operating condition opcV of the valve; for example,

the first formula of the group asserts that, if valve V is in the ok behavioral

mode and is open, it will simply report its input flow (for example, f) to

its output. On the contrary, if valve V is in the hb behavioral mode (half

blocked), its operating condition is closed and the input is f, the output is rf

(reduced flow). In general, we use the symbol * for denoting any admissible

value for a variable in order to limit the number of formulas.

The models reported in table 1.1 provide a library of component models

that can be used for building the Compositional System Description of the

system.

For building the Component Description of each system component, the for-

mulas of table 1.1 corresponding to the component type must be appropri-

ately instantiated; for example, for valve V11 the formulas for a generic valve

are instantiated so that system variables V11, FT1,V11 , opcV11 and FV11,S1 re-
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valve join
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(f) ∧ inr(∗)⇒ out(f)
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(f)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(nf)⇒ out(rf)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(f)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)
V (lk) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(nf)⇒ out(nf)
V (lk) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) tank
V (lk) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) T (ok)⇒ out(f)
V (lk) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) T (sc)⇒ out(nf)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) split
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) S(ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ outl(∗)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) S(ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ outr(∗)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf)
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf)
engine
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(f)⇒ oe(t)
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(rf)⇒ oe(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(nf)⇒ oe(nt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(f)⇒ oet(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(rf)⇒ oe(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(nf)⇒ oe(nt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(nf) ∧ ier(∗)⇒ oe(nt)
E(br) ∧ iel(∗) ∧ ier(∗)⇒ oe(nt)

Table 1.1: Models for generic valves, engines, join points, tanks and split
points
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place V , in, opcV and out respectively.

Let’s now consider a diagnostic problem for the system of figure 1.1, s.t.

the following information is provided:

- OBSAV = {FJ1 ,V14 (f ),FJ2 ,V24 (f ),OE1 (rt)}
- INPUTS = {opcV11 (O), opcV12 (C ), opcV13 (O), opcV14 (O), opcV21 (O),

opcV22 (C ), opcV23 (O), opcV24 (O)}
i.e. the operating conditions of the valves are as depicted in figure 1.1 where

closed valves are depicted in black.

The following instantiation of COMPS is an abductive (and then also a

consistency-based) diagnosis for the given diagnostic problem:

D1 = {V11 (ok),V12 (ok),V13 (ok),V14 (lk),V21 (ok),V22 (ok),V23 (ok),V24 (ok)}
Indeed, from INPUTS and D1 one can easily derive the atoms in OBSAV

through the formulas of table 1.1 once they have been instantiated for the

specific components of the propulsion system as described above.

There are exactly three other preferred abductive (and consistency-based)

diagnoses (when the minimal cardinality criterion is adopted); in particular:

D2 = {V11 (ok),V12 (ok),V13 (ok),V14 (hb),V21 (ok),V22 (ok),V23 (ok),V24 (ok)}
D3 = {V11 (ok),V12 (ok),V13 (ok),V14 (ok),V21 (ok),V22 (ok),V23 (ok),V24 (lk)}
D4 = {V11 (ok),V12 (ok),V13 (ok),V14 (ok),V21 (ok),V22 (ok),V23 (ok),V24 (hb)}
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Chapter 2

Characterization of Diagnoses
with Scenarios

This chapter addresses the problem of finding a compact characterization of

the set of diagnoses.

To this end, we introduce the notion of scenario, a special kind of CNF

formula over the component variables which can be used to encode a large

number of diagnoses using the same amount of space needed for encoding

just a single diagnosis.

We show how the solutions to a diagnostic problem can be computed as sets

of scenarios by presenting first an exhaustive algorithm and then an efficient

algorithm which exploits probabilistic information in order to restrict the

result set to preferred scenarios.

Finally, we discuss the issue of how to efficiently extract preferred diagnoses

from sets of scenarios and characterize a class of system models for which our

techniques perform particularly well. We also present experimental results

concerning the use of scenarios for the diagnosis of a space robotic arm.

This chapter is based on results which have been accepted for publication in

(Torasso and Torta, 2005).
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2.1 Introduction

One of the main sources of complexity of the diagnostic task concerns the

number of diagnoses: in fact, the number of solutions to a diagnostic problem

is potentially exponential in the dimension of the system being diagnosed (i.e.

the number of its components).

Besides computational efficiency, the potentially large number of diag-

noses poses another very serious problem, that is the scarce information

content carried by such a large set of diagnoses to the client of the diagnostic

algorithm that has to take an action or to repair the system 1.

Ideally the client would like to receive as result only the diagnosis reflecting

the actual status of the system. This is clearly not always possible, because of

the partial observability of the system. Nevertheless researchers in the MBD

community have spent a great deal of effort in trying to reduce the number

of resulting diagnoses and to alleviate the computational intractability.

Some proposals directly address the problem of finding a representation

where the set of diagnoses is characterized in a more compact way than in

the extensional enumeration of each diagnosis.

An important example of this approach is described in (de Kleer et al., 1992),

where kernel diagnoses are introduced; also the works by (Friedrich, 1993)

and (Darwiche, 1998) propose compact characterizations, respectively with

theory diagnoses and with consequences in Negated Normal Form. All these

works show that the size of their proposed representation is on average smaller

than the size of the set of diagnoses and/or that it is much smaller under

certain conditions (e.g. availability of hierarchical information for Friedrich

and tree-like system structure for Darwiche). Moreover, (Darwiche, 1998)

shows how, at least for certain subsets of diagnoses like the ones with the

minimal number of faults, it is computationally easy to extract them from

the proposed characterization.

The approach that we take in this chapter is based on a novel way of

compactly characterizing sets of diagnoses, namely by means of sets of sce-

narios. Scenarios (originally introduced in (Portinale and Torasso, 1999))

are special Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) formulas over component vari-

1It is worth noting that the client of a diagnostic algorithm is often a human being
but in some cases it could be a software agent, in particular if diagnostic problem solving
is part of a complex system with modules for control, monitoring, diagnosis and repair
coordinated by a supervisor
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ables with multiple behavioral modes, capable of representing large sets of

diagnoses using the same amount of space needed for encoding just a single

diagnosis. While a diagnosis assigns exactly one behavioral mode to each sys-

tem component C, a scenario S assigns to C a set of alternative admissible

behavioral modes Adm(C). Scenario S then encodes all the diagnoses that

assign to each component C a behavioral mode from Adm(C). Basically, a

scenario expresses in a compact way a set of alternatives that the diagnostic

process has not been able to discriminate because of lack of observations.

The approach that we propose exploits scenarios during the search for the

solutions, thus significantly reducing the search space size. Moreover, the use

of scenarios combines very well with the use of preference criteria for guiding

the search and pruning the search space. Also the extraction of preferred

diagnoses from their scenario-based representation is computationally easy,

at least in case we are interested in the diagnoses which minimize the number

of failed components.

In the following sections, we will use as a running example the portion of

the propulsion sub-system presented in section 1.5. Then, at the end of the

chapter, we will present and discuss extensive experimental results concerning

the application of our techniques to a different domain: the diagnosis of a

robotic arm developed by ASI (Agenzia Spaziale Italiana) and TecnoSpazio

as part of the SPIDER Manipulation System (SMS) (Mugnuolo et al., 1998).

An in-depth discussion about the modeling of the robotic arm behavior for

diagnostic purpose can be found in (Portinale et al., 1999).

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 2.2 the concepts of sce-

nario and preference criteria among scenarios are introduced and the notions

of consistency-based and abductive diagnosis are reformulated in terms of

scenarios.

Section 2.3 discusses the central ideas on how to search for the scenarios

encoding the (abductive) solutions to a given diagnostic problem and sec-

tion 2.4 presents a diagnostic algorithm that implements such ideas.

In section 2.5 we identify some characteristics of the system model that make

scenarios particularly useful and effective for an efficient search and a com-

pact encoding of the set of diagnoses.

In sections 2.6 and 2.7 we propose two improvements on the algorithm pre-

sented in section 2.4. In particular, section 2.6 discusses the benefits that can

be obtained by imposing an ordering on the processing of the observations

based on an heuristic evaluation while section 2.7 focuses on how preference
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criteria among scenarios can be used to prune the search space as well as the

set of solutions.

The description of how diagnoses can be extracted from their scenario-based

representation is reported in section 2.8 while section 2.9 shows how the tech-

niques described for abductive diagnosis can be applied (almost unchanged)

to consistency-based diagnosis.

The last two sections of the chapter are devoted to reporting the experimental

results of test runs of the diagnostic algorithms within the prototype of the

diagnostic agent for the SPIDER robotic arm (section 2.10) and to discussing

the contributions of the material presented in this chapter (section 2.11).

2.2 Scenarios

2.2.1 Definition

We define a scenario to be a representation of a particular set of assignments

to COMPS:

Definition 2.2.1 Given a System Description SD = (SV, DT), a scenario

is a tuple S = (Adm(c1), . . ., Adm(cn)) where COMPS = {c1, . . . , cn} and

Adm(ci) is a subset of DOM(ci). A scenario represents the set of all assign-

ments (c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn)) to COMPS such that bm1 ∈ Adm(c1), . . . , bmn ∈
Adm(cn).

A scenario can also be expressed as a CNF logical formula:

S =
n∧

i=1

(
∨

bmi∈Adm(ci)

ci(bmi))

In the following we will use interchangeably the set-theoretic or logical inter-

pretation of a scenario as it is more convenient in the specific context.

The number of assignments encoded by a scenario is simply given by:

na = |Adm(c1)| × . . .× |Adm(cn)|
A scenario is said to be inconsistent if, for some i, Adm(ci) = ∅. Clearly, an

inconsistent scenario doesn’t encode any assignment.

If a scenario S = (Adm(c1), . . . , Adm(cn)) encodes a subset of the assignments

encoded by another scenario S’ = (Adm′(c1), . . . , Adm′(cn)) (i.e. Adm(ci) ⊆
Adm′(ci) ∀i = 1, . . . , n), we say that S subsumes S’.
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In particular, a scenario can be used to encode a subset of the solutions

to a diagnostic problem 2:

Definition 2.2.2 Given a diagnostic problem DP = (SD, OBSAV, IN-

PUTS), a scenario S = (Adm(c1), . . . , Adm(cn)) is said to be a solution

scenario for DP if every assignment (c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn)), bmi ∈ Adm(ci)

encoded by S is a diagnosis (i.e. a solution) for DP

The above definition of solution scenario is neutral w.r.t. the adopted

notion of diagnosis. In the following, we will first focus on abductive diag-

nosis and then, in section 2.9, we will show how to apply the concepts and

algorithms to consistency-based diagnosis.

Finally, we say that a solution scenario is prime if no other solution sce-

nario is subsumed by it.

2.2.2 An Example

In figure 2.1 and table 2.1 we report for convenience the propulsion system

introduced in chapter 1, its System Influence Graph and the models of its

components. As already noted in section 1.5, the observability of variables

FJ1,V14 , FJ2,V24 , OE1 (depicted as black nodes in the System Influence Graph)

splits any diagnostic problem in three independent sub-problems: the first

subproblem involves T1, V11, V12, V13, S1 and J1, while the second subproblem

involves T2, V21, V22, V23, S2 and J2 and the third one involves V14, V24 and

E1.

Now, let us suppose that we are given a diagnostic problem where FJ1 ,V14 (rf ),

FJ2 ,V24 (f ) and OE1 (rt), i.e. there is reduced flow in input to V14, there is

normal flow in input to V24 and the observed output of engine E1 is reduced

thrust. All the valves are assumed to be in operating condition O (open)

except V12 and V22 which are in operating condition C (closed).

As said above, we can split the diagnostic problem in three independent sub-

problems. If we focus our attention on the first one we have that:

COMPS = T1, V11, V12, V13, S1, J1

INTV ARS = FT1,V11 , FV11,S1, FS1,V12 , FS1,V13 , FV12,J1, FV13,J1, FJ1,V14

OBSAV = FJ1 ,V14 (rf ),

INPUTS = opcV11(O), opcV12(C), opcV13(O)

2As we shall see, it is not possible, in general, to encode the whole set of diagnoses with
a single scenario.
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valve join
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(f) ∧ inr(∗)⇒ out(f)
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(f)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(nf)⇒ out(rf)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(f)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)
V (lk) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(nf)⇒ out(nf)
V (lk) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) tank
V (lk) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) T (ok)⇒ out(f)
V (lk) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) T (sc)⇒ out(nf)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) split
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) S(ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ outl(∗)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) S(ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ outr(∗)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf)
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf)
engine
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(f)⇒ oe(t)
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(rf)⇒ oe(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(nf)⇒ oe(nt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(f)⇒ oet(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(rf)⇒ oe(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(nf)⇒ oe(nt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(nf) ∧ ier(∗)⇒ oe(nt)
E(br) ∧ iel(∗) ∧ ier(∗)⇒ oe(nt)

Table 2.1: Models for generic valves, engines, join points, tanks and split
points
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Figure 2.1: Propulsion system of chapter 1 and its System Influence Graph

Despite the fact that the subproblem involves just four components (plus a

join and a split point that by our modeling assumption can never fail) the

number of diagnoses is quite large. By exploiting the notion of scenarios

introduced in the previous section, all abductive diagnoses can be captured

by means of just four scenarios:

• scen11 = T1(ok) ∧ (V11(lk) ∨ V11(hb)) ∧ (V12(ok) ∨ V12(so) ∨ V12(sc) ∨ V12(lk) ∨ V12(hb))
∧(V13(ok) ∨ V13(so) ∨ V13(lk) ∨ V13(hb))

• scen12 = T1(ok) ∧ (V11(ok) ∨ V11(lk) ∨ V11(hb) ∨ V11(so)) ∧ V12(hb)
∧(V13(lk) ∨ V13(hb) ∨ V13(sc))

• scen13 = T1(ok) ∧ (V11(lk) ∨ V11(hb)) ∧ (V12(hb) ∨ V12(so)) ∧ V13(sc)

• scen14 = T1(ok) ∧ (V11(ok) ∨ V11(lk) ∨ V11(hb) ∨ V11(so)) ∧ (V12(ok) ∨ V12(sc) ∨ V12(lk))
∧(V13(lk) ∨ V13(hb))

It we consider, for example, scen13, it is easy to see that it encodes four

elementary diagnoses:

T1(ok) ∧ V11(lk) ∧ V12(hb) ∧ V13(sc)

T1(ok) ∧ V11(lk) ∧ V12(so) ∧ V13(sc)

T1(ok) ∧ V11(hb) ∧ V12(hb) ∧ V13(sc)

T1(ok) ∧ V11(hb) ∧ V12(so) ∧ V13(sc)

The second sub-problem, involving components T2, V21, V22, V23, S2 and J2

gives rise to a set of diagnoses that can be captured by means of the following

scenarios:

• scen21 = T1(ok) ∧ (V11(ok) ∨ V11(so)) ∧ (V12(ok) ∨ V12(so) ∨ V12(sc) ∨ V12(lk) ∨ V12(hb))
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∧(V13(ok) ∨ V13(so))

• scen22 = T1(ok) ∧ (V11(ok) ∨ V11(so)) ∧ V12(so) ∧ (V13(lk) ∨ V13(hb) ∨ V13(sc))

Finally, the third sub-problem (the one involving components V14, V24 and

E1) has a set of diagnoses represented by just one scenario:

• scen31 = E1(ok) ∧ (V14(ok) ∨ V14(lk) ∨ V14(hb) ∨ V14(so))
∧(V24(ok) ∨ V24(lk) ∨ V24(hb) ∨ V24(so))

The simple examples reported above show that scenarios are capable of rep-

resenting a large number of diagnoses in a compact (and perspicuous) way.

Even if we do not consider all the diagnoses but only the ones involving the

minimal number of faults, the number of scenarios encoding them can usu-

ally be significantly smaller. For example, the first diagnostic sub-problem

admits four single-fault diagnoses:

• D1 = T1(ok) ∧ V11(lk) ∧ V12(ok) ∧ V13(ok)

• D2 = T1(ok) ∧ V11(hb) ∧ V12(ok) ∧ V13(ok)

• D3 = T1(ok) ∧ V11(ok) ∧ V12(ok) ∧ V13(lk)

• D4 = T1(ok) ∧ V11(ok) ∧ V12(ok) ∧ V13(hb)

which are encoded by just two scenarios (i.e. scen11 and scen14).

2.2.3 Encoding Scenarios as Bitmaps

In this section we present a specific binary encoding of scenarios that is

both easy to understand and efficient. This will make evident how the space

needed to store a scenario is linear in the number of system components and

is thus comparable to the space needed to store an elementary diagnosis.

Given a scenario characterized by (Adm(c1), . . . , Adm(cn)) we associate

with each component ci a bitmap Bi of length li = |DOM(ci)| such that

Bi[k] = 1 if bmik ∈ Adm(ci) and Bi[k] = 0 otherwise.

We then define B = B1 • B2 • . . . • Bn to be a bitmap associated with the

whole set of components, • being the concatenation operator.

A bitmap B is said to be elementary if it represents an elementary as-

signment (i.e. an assignment of exactly one value to each variable ci), thus if

and only if ∃!ki : Bi[ki] = 1, i = 1, . . . , n. Note that an elementary diagnosis

can be represented by an elementary bitmap.
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As a scenario can represent many elementary assignments, a generic

bitmap B represents one or more elementary bitmaps B1, . . . , Bs such that

B = B1| . . . |Bs with | being the “bitwise or” operator.

Example 2.2.1 Let us reconsider the scenarios scen11, . . . , scen14 of sec-

tion 2.2.2. These scenarios can be easily encoded via bitmaps. First of all, we

have to arbitrarily choose the order of appearance of each component in the

bitmap (let us assume that such order is T1, V11, V12, V13). Moreover, let us

assume that the behavioral modes of a valve are listed according to the order

ok, so, sc, lk, hb while the ones of a tank are ordered as ok, sc. By taking into

consideration these conventions the bitmap encoding of scen11, . . . , scen14 is:

scen11 = [10 00011 11111 11011]

scen12 = [10 11011 00001 00111]

scen13 = [10 00011 01001 00100]

scen14 = [10 11011 10110 00011]

while the bitmaps of the four elementary diagnoses summarized by scen13

are:

[10 00010 01000 00100]

[10 00001 01000 00100]

[10 00010 00001 00100]

[10 00001 00001 00100]

It is immediate to see that the space used for encoding any elementary diag-

nosis is exactly the same as that needed for encoding a scenario. �

2.2.4 Sets of Scenarios

As shown in section 2.2.2, it is not possible, in general, to encode in a single

scenario all the solutions to a diagnostic problem; in most cases we have to

deal with sets of scenarios. In this section we introduce some useful operators

for manipulating sets of scenarios and discuss their computational complexity

assuming a bitmap encoding.

A set of scenarios S = {S1, . . . , Sm} is intended to encode the union of

all the assignments encoded by its elements. Logically, a set of scenarios can

be expressed as a disjunction of the logical formulas corresponding to the

scenarios it contains:

S =
∨

Si∈S
Si
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Given a diagnostic problem DP , a set of scenarios S is said to cover a subset

of observations {m1(v1), . . ., mk(vk)} ⊆ OBSAV if it encodes all and only

the solutions to DP when OBSAV is restricted to {m1(v1), . . ., mk(vk)}. In

particular, a set of scenarios covering OBSAV represents all the solutions to

DP .

We define some basic operators on sets of scenarios as follows (see also

figure 2.2). Operator � transforms a set of scenarios into an equivalent one

(i.e. a set of scenarios which encodes the same set of assignments) of equal

or reduced size 3.

First, if two scenarios S ′, S ′′ in S only differ for the sets Adm′(ci), Adm′′(ci)
they assign to some component ci, i.e.:

S ′ = (Adm′(c1), . . . , Adm′(cn)),

S ′′ = (Adm′′(c1), . . . , Adm′′(cn)) and ∀cj �= ci : Adm′(cj) = Adm′′(cj)
operator � replaces them with a single scenario S assigning Adm′(ci) ∪
Adm′′(ci) to ci (we will call this operation aggregation and denote with A(S)

the result of performing all the possible aggregations on the set of scenarios

S). Then, operator � removes from A(S) both inconsistent scenarios and

scenarios which subsume other scenarios.

It is easy to see, from definitions given in section 2.2.1, that these transfor-

mations don’t affect the set of assignments encoded by the set of scenarios.

Assuming the bitmap encoding described in section 2.2.1, any single check for

inconsistency, subsumption and aggregability can be performed in linear time

w.r.t. the length of the bitmap: inconsistency of a scenario can be checked

by looking for a sequence of 0s corresponding to all the behavioral modes of

a component; in order to find out if S subsumes S ′, it is sufficient to check if

B(S)&B(S ′) = B(S) where & is the bitwise AND operator; finally checking

whether S ′ and S ′′ can be aggregated requires a comparison of two bitmaps

that should match except for the bits associated to a specific component.

Once it has been determined that S ′ and S ′′ can be aggregated, computing

their aggregation S also takes linear time in the length of the bitmap.

Given a set of scenarios of size k, we need to perform:

- a quadratic number of pairwise aggregability checks and at most a linear

number of aggregations (remember that each aggregation reduces by one the

size of S)

- at most a linear number of inconsistency checks

3The size of a set of scenarios S is simply its cardinality |S|
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�{S1, . . . , Sk} {Ti ∈ A({S1, . . . , Sk}) s.t. Ti is consistent
and � ∃Tj , Ti subsumes Tj}

{S1, . . . , Sk} ⊗ {T1, . . . , Tm} �{Si ∩ Tj , i = 1 . . . k, j = 1 . . .m}
{S1, . . . , Sk} ⊕ {T1, . . . , Tm} �({S1, . . . , Sk} ∪ {T1, . . . , Tm})

Figure 2.2: Operations on sets of scenarios

- at most a quadratic number of pairwise subsumption checks

Thus, the total complexity of applying � is O(k2 · n · l) where n is the

cardinality of COMPS and l = maxi(|DOM(ci)|).
Operator ⊗ computes the set of all intersections of a scenario in the first

operand with one in the second operand. After computing such set it is

necessary to apply operator � to it because, for example, some inconsistent

scenarios may have been generated by an intersection between disjoint sce-

narios.

Intersecting any two scenarios is done simply by performing the bitwise AND

of their associated bitmaps, that requires linear time in the length of the

bitmap. Thus, given two sets of scenarios of cardinality k1 and k2 respec-

tively, the complexity of applying ⊗ is O(k1 · k2 · n · l) + O((k1 · k2)
2 · n · l),

i.e. it is dominated by the application of � to the resulting set of scenarios.

Operator ⊕ computes the union of two sets of scenarios and then applies

operator � to the result. The complexity of applying ⊕ to two sets of sce-

narios of cardinality k1 and k2 (dominated by � as for ⊗) is O((k1 + k2) · n ·
l) +O((k1 + k2)

2 · n · l).

2.2.5 Applying Preference to Scenarios

Since in this chapter we deal with scenarios, we need to extend the preference

criteria discussed in section 1.4 to them; this can be easily done, thanks to

the fact that the solutions encoded in a scenario are all mutually exclusive.

The prior probability os a scenario S is then given by:

P (S) =
∑

bm1,...,bmn

P ((c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn))) with bmi varying over Adm(ci)

It is easy to see that P (S) can also be expressed in the following way:

P (S) =
n∏

i=1

(
∑
bmi

P (ci(bmi)))
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This formula shows that, in order to compute the prior probability of a

scenario, we don’t have to unfold it into the set of diagnoses it encodes. The

computation of P (S) takes only time O(n · l) (where n and l are defined as

in section 2.2.4) regardless of the number of encoded diagnoses.

Another important measure that can be associated to a scenario S is the

probability of the most probable assignment encoded by S:

Γ(S) = maxbm1,...,bmnP ((c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn)))

As for P (S), Γ(S) can be computed in time O(n · l) without unfolding S

since the following equation holds:

Γ(S) =
n∏

i=1

maxbmi
(P (ci(bmi)))

As for the posterior probability of a scenario given a specific diagnostic

problem, the same considerations of section 1.4 hold. In particular, for ab-

ductive diagnosis prior probabilities can be safely used, while for consistency

based diagnosis quantitative probabilities must be approximated as described

in section 1.4.

2.3 Searching for the Solutions

Before presenting the specific algorithms for computing the set of solution

scenarios given a diagnostic problem, in this section we discuss the main

ideas and motivations underlying our strategy.

The first central idea is to start our search with a set of candidate solu-

tions containing all possible assignments to COMPS, and gradually refine it

using an observation at a time. Each observation taken into consideration

potentially discards some assignments of behavioral modes to some compo-

nents.

Note how this approach is different from building the candidates set start-

ing with the empty set and adding to it diagnoses as they are discovered.

Instead, it is more closely related to the solution of Constraint Satisfaction

Problems where the set of solution tuples is compactly encoded by a network

of constraints and gradually restricted by putting into play one constraint at

a time.

The use of scenarios plays a key role in making this strategy possible: the

initial candidate set can indeed be represented very compactly by means of
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a single scenario R where Adm(ci) = DOM(ci), i = 1, . . . , n.

In the following we will denote with nodesi the set of nodes in the search tree

at level i, starting with the root at level 0, i.e. nodes0 = {R}. Set nodes1

(i.e. the set of children of the root node R) is simply a set of scenarios that

covers observationm1(v1); in other words, if the same diagnostic problem was

given with only m1(v1) in OBSAV, the nodes at level 1 would be its solution

scenarios. Similarly, nodesi, i = 2, . . . , k (where k = |OBSAV |) are obtained

by using observation mi(vi) to further refine the set of scenarios at level

(i − 1), i.e. nodesi−1, resulting in the solution scenarios to the diagnostic

problem with OBSAV restricted to {m1(v1), . . . , mi(vi)}. Clearly, at level

i = k we obtain the solution scenarios to the original diagnostic problem (i.e.

a set of scenarios covering OBSAV).

Once we have defined how the search space looks like, we are left with

the choice on how to generate it. Note that, since every node of the search

tree is a scenario, instead of performing a blind search we can exploit the

preference criteria among scenarios defined in section 2.2.5 as a guide; that

is, instead of assigning a preference measure only the leaves of the search tree

a posteriori, we can assign it to internal nodes as well in order to direct the

search process itself.

We will then associate with every node S in the search tree the measure Γ(S).

Since Γ is an admissible 4 heuristic function (see section 2.7), a best-first strat-

egy based on the Γ measure of the nodes would guarantee to generate solution

scenarios in globally decreasing preference order. However, such a best-first

strategy would require, in the worst case, an amount of space exponential

in the number of components; thus we have chosen to adopt a depth-first

strategy and exploited the node preference measures only for ordering the

children of an expanded node (i.e. local versus global preference).

The second central idea concerns the decomposition of the original prob-

lem DP = (SD, {m1(v1), . . . , mk(vk)}, INPUTS) into a set of subproblems

that are solved independently and whose solutions are then merged into co-

herent global solutions. For each observation mi(vi) we thus compute the

solution scenarios Si for sub-problem DPi = (SD, {mi(vi)}, INPUTS) (that

is, DP with OBSAV restricted to mi(vi)) and store it into a cache for later

retrieval.

Let’s now consider how a generic internal node of the search tree is actually

4An admissible heuristic function is a function that never under-estimates the goodness
of a partial solution.
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expanded, remembering that a node S at level i− 1 is a solution scenario for

observations up to mi−1(vi−1). In order to expand it, observation mi(vi) is

considered and a set of scenarios C is generated from S; such scenarios are

solution scenarios for observations up to mi(vi).

It is easy to see that, since we have previously stored solution scenarios Si

for sub-problem DPi, the set of children of S is simply given by:

C = {S} ⊗ Si

Then, if we consider the whole search space, by expanding the nodes using

the formula above starting at the root R, the search process computes the

following expression:

nodesk = ((R⊗ S1)⊗ . . .⊗ Sk)

which represents the set of solution scenarios to the original problem DP ,

assembled from the solutions to sub-problems DPi. Decomposition, besides

being a well-known technique in software engineering for managing complex

problems, exploits the independence that some observables usually exhibit

from one another. In the context of diagnostic problems, independence of

two observables means that their values are determined by disjoint sets of

components, i.e. in the System Influence Graph G, the sets of component

nodes reachable backwards from them are disjoint.

Definition 2.3.1 Let comps(mi) and comps(mj) be the subsets of COMPS

containing the component variables connected respectively to observable vari-

ables mi, mj ∈ OBSAV in the System Influence Graph G. We define the

degree of dependence between mi and mj as:

dependence(mi, mj) =
|comps(mi) ∩ comps(mj)|
|comps(mi) ∪ comps(mj)|

Following our definition, mi and mj are considered completely inde-

pendent when dependence(mi, mj) = 0 and completely dependent when

dependence(mi, mj) = 1. Note that, even if we are assuming that G is

connected, it may well be the case that two observables mi, mj have a degree

of mutual dependence equal to 0 while, e.g., both of them have a non-zero

degree of dependence with a third observable ml.
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If all observables were almost completely independent from one another,

then each mi(vi) would interact very weakly with other observations and

almost no conflicts would arise by applying the ⊗ operators, so that:

|nodesk| ∼ |S1| · . . . · |Sk|

i.e. nodesk would contain nearly all the possible combinations obtained by

picking up one scenario from each set of solutions Si to sub-problems DPi.

Of course such a degree of independence rarely holds in real systems, so the

suitability of the decomposition approach is not always obvious.

It is important however to note that scenarios can equally well be em-

ployed in a different approach where DP is not decomposed in sub-problems

DPi; in such approach, the expansion of a scenario S at level i− 1 requires

computing the restrictions imposed on S by observation mi(vi) from scratch.

This computation has to be performed for all scenario nodes at level i − 1

(the set nodesi−1). If observables are strongly related to each other, the

computations are significantly different; on the contrary, if observables are

enough independent from one another, such computations would end up to

be essentially the same computation repeated for |nodesi−1| times. We have

also implemented and tested such strategy and in section 2.10 we will com-

pare the results obtained by using it with the results obtained by exploiting

the decomposition strategy.

2.4 The Exhaustive Algorithm

2.4.1 Description

In this section we discuss how a set of solution scenarios covering all the

available observations can be obtained by means of the approach introduced

in section 2.3. As said before, we first present an exhaustive algorithm (sum-

marized in figure 2.3), while in section 2.7 we will refine such algorithm in

order to return only “preferred” solutions whose Γ measure is within a certain

range of the Γ measure of the best solution.

In the exhaustive algorithm of figure 2.3, the first loop over observations

in OBSAV solves subproblems DPi = (SD, {mi(vi)}, INPUTS) and stores

their results Si in the array Explanations. The function that actually solves

DPi is called Explain() and will be discussed in detail in the next section.
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Then, the search space is initialized with a single scenario (RootScenario)

where all the components instantiations are allowed (i.e. Adm(ci) = DOM(ci),

i = 1, . . . , n). Such scenario is associated with the whole set of observations

given in the problem (i.e. OBSAV), because all of them have still to be

considered in order to reach the solutions to the problem.

Note that the set OBSAV is reordered using a function SortObservations().

Clearly, the order in which observations are processed does not affect the set

of solutions returned, however it turned out to have a big impact on the

performance. We will discuss this issue in section 2.6.

The remaining part of the algorithm is devoted to combining the cached

solutions of the subproblems into a set of global solutions.

At each iteration of the While loop, the first open node S in the search tree

is selected for expansion. If the set of observations associated with such sce-

nario (i.e. the ones still to be accounted for) is empty, then S is a solution

scenario, and it is added to the Solutions set.

Otherwise, the children of S in the tree are generated by function Expand()

by intersecting S with the solution set Si associated with the current obser-

vation mi(vi) (i.e. the observation at the head of the list associated with

S):

C = {S} ⊗ Si

Such children are added at the head of the open-nodes list, causing a depth-

first visit of the search space to take place (see section 2.3).

At the end of the process, we’ll have visited a tree whose root is RootScenario,

whose internal nodes at level i are partial solutions that account for m1(v1)

through mi(vi), and whose leaves are the desired global solutions. Given k

observations, the height of the tree is thus exactly k.

The exhaustive algorithm uses a preference criterion in order to expand

first the locally most promising scenarios. The function that sorts the chil-

dren nodes in order of preference is called HeuristicSort() and is based on

the best-diagnosis probability measure Γ introduced in section 2.2.5, which,

as already noted, constitutes an admissible heuristic function.

2.4.2 The Explain() Function

The purpose of the Explain() function is to solve a diagnostic problem

restricted to a single observation (see figure 2.4 for a sketch of the algorithm).
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Function ExhaustiveDiagnose(SD, OBSAV , INPUTS)
ForEach M(v) ∈ OBSAV

Explanations[M(v)] ← Explain(M, {v}, SD, INPUTS)
Next

Open ← [≺RootScenario, SortObservations(OBSAV )�]
Solutions ← ∅
While (Open �= ∅)

≺Scenario, ObsSet� ← Head(Open)
Open ← Tail(Open)

If (ObsSet = ∅)
Output “Solution Found”
Solutions ← Solutions ⊕ {Scenario}

Else
Children ← Expand(Scenario, ObsSet)
Children ← HeuristicSort(Children)
Open ← Append(Children, Open)

EndIf
Loop

EndFunction

Function Expand(Scenario, ObsSet)
CurrentObs ← Head(ObsSet)
RemainingObs ← Tail(ObsSet)
ChildScenarios ← ∅
Children ← NIL
ObsExplanations ← Explanations[CurrentObs]

ForEach Expl In ObsExplanations
If ({Scenario} ⊗ {Expl} �= ∅)

ChildScenarios ← ChildScenarios ⊕ ({Scenario} ⊗ {Expl})
EndIf

Next

ForEach Child In ChildScenarios
Children ← Append(Children, [≺Child, RemainingObs�])

Next

Return Children
EndFunction

Figure 2.3: Sketch of the exhaustive algorithm
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Suppose M(v) is the observation we want to diagnose; this leads to in-

voking Explain() with M as the first argument and {v} = Adm(M) as the

second one.

First, the function filters the Domain Theory of SD according to parameter

INPUTS; this means removing all the clauses whose antecedents contain

atoms inconsistent with INPUTS itself. If we consider the diagnostic task

as a CSP (see (Portinale and Torasso, 1999)) in which constraints are repre-

sented by clauses in DT , such filtering corresponds to removing constraints

that, given the current INPUTS, do not impose any restriction.

Then, function RExplain() is invoked. Function RExplain() starts by

calling ParentExplain() which computes the set of assignments to parents

of M in G which cause M to assume value v. As assignments to COMPS

can be conveniently encoded in scenarios, it is in general possible to do the

same with the assignments to parents(M), i.e. it is possible to encode them

with a set of structures similar to scenarios (that we call parent-scenarios)

which assign Adm() sets to parents Pi of M ; a generic parent-scenario will

then look like:

((P1, Adm(P1)), . . . , (Pl, Adm(Pl)))

Function ParentExplain() thus returns a set of parent-scenarios covering

M(v). For now we’ll just consider ParentExplain() as a black box; the

description of a possible implementation of ParentExplain() will be given

in section 2.5.

At this point we are left with a set of parent-scenarios entailing M(v)

directly (i.e. through a derivation of length 1) to explain. For each of them,

we explain each variable P it mentions and then we compose explanations

for the individual variables in explanations for the whole parent-scenario by

“multiplying” them through the ⊗ operator: indeed, an explanation for the

parent-scenario is obtained by picking up consistent explanations for each of

its variables in all the possible ways.

If P ∈ INPUTS , since we have already filtered DT based on INPUTS,

the set of parent-scenario explanations is unaffected. If P ∈ COMPS , on

the other hand, we must refine the parent-scenario explanations computed

thus far (IndirectExplanations) by restricting the possible values for P to

Adm(P ). Finally, if P ∈ INTVARS , RExplain() is called recursively and

the parent-scenario explanations refined accordingly.

Explanations for each parent-scenario directly explaining M(v) are then

merged using operator ⊕: each of them represents an alternative way of
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obtaining M(v).

It should be noted that, during the solution of a diagnostic problem, func-

tion ParentExplain() can end up being called several times with the same

arguments, i.e. the same value v for the same node M to explain.

In our prototypical implementation of the algorithm we haven’t implemented

any mechanism for caching the explanations of M(v) in order not to have to

recompute them several times; despite this choice we have obtained satisfac-

tory experimental results concerning the algorithm computation times (see

section 2.10). It is straightforward, however, to conceive a modification of the

Explain() function which, after computing the explanations for M(v) as a

set of scenarios S, labelsM(v) with S so that the next time ParentExplain()

is called with M and v as arguments, S can just be returned without further

computations 5.

2.5 Exploiting Noisy-Max Models

It should be clear from the previous discussion that the advantage of using

scenarios comes from the fact that many elementary assignments can po-

tentially be encoded and handled together with a single scenario. From a

space usage point of view, it is worth noting that the bitmap representing a

scenario (see section 2.2.1) has exactly the same number of bits as an elemen-

tary bitmap representing a single assignment; from a time usage perspective,

being able to operate on a combinatorial number of assignments with a single

scenario operation generally leads to substantial savings.

An important issue is thus whether the (partial) solutions to diagnostic prob-

lems can be encoded by a small number of scenarios. This partially depends,

of course, on the specific diagnostic problem at hand; however, as we will

show in this section, it turns out that certain characteristics of the system

model guarantee a good encoding rate for all the diagnostic problems.

Given a node instance M(v), function ParentExplain() computes a set

of solution parent-scenarios 6 (sp-scenarios for short) SPS.

This task can be performed in two phases, like the task of finding an irre-

5Such an improvement would be analogous to the use of an Assumption-Based Truth
Maintenance System in the General Diagnostic Engine described in (de Kleer and
Williams, 1987)

6We use the term solution parent-scenarios, because such scenarios would be solution
scenarios if the DT and graph G were restricted to M(v) and its parents
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Function Explain(M, Adm(M), SD, INPUTS)
SD’ ← {filter DT according to INPUTS}
Explanations ← RExplain(M, Adm(M), SD’)

EndFunction

Function RExplain(M, Adm(M), SD’)
DirectExplanations ← ∅
Explanations ← ∅
ForEach v ∈ Adm(M)

DirectExplanations ← DirectExplanations ⊕ ParentExplain(M, v, SD’)
Next

ForEach Expl ∈ DirectExplanations
IndirectExplanations ← {DOM(c1), . . ., DOM(cn)}
ForEach ( P, Adm(P) ) ∈ Expl

If (P ∈ Inputs) Then
Next

EndIf
If (P ∈ Comps) Then

NodeExplanations ← { ( DOM(c1), . . ., Adm(P), . . ., DOM(cn) ) }
Else

NodeExplanations ← RExplain(P , Adm(P ), SD’)
EndIf
IndirectExplanations ← IndirectExplanations ⊗ NodeExplanations

Next

Explanations ← Explanations ⊕ IndirectExplanations
Next

Return Explanations
EndFunction

Figure 2.4: Sketch of the Explain() function
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dundant set of prime implicants covering a boolean function f (see e.g. (Hill

and Peterson, 1974) for the Quine-McCluskey algorithm). First, all prime

sp-scenarios are computed; then a minimal-cardinality, irredundant subset

of such sp-scenarios covering M(v) is selected as SPS. Unfortunately, it is

well known that this task is computationally intractable; in particular, the

second phase is exponential in the number of prime sp-scenarios generated

during the first phase, which can in turn be exponential in the number of

parents of M . Moreover, while boolean variables are only two-valued, the

variables in our model are multi-valued, leading to additional complexity.

It is also worth noting that, unlike in the digital circuits synthesis domain

where this task is performed only once at design time, we need to execute

it over and over for each diagnostic problem instance. It is thus unlikely

that, even by exploiting the optimized heuristic techniques developed for the

digital circuits domain, computations can be acceptably efficient. However,

we can reach a satisfactory level of efficiency by other means, exploiting some

characteristics of the domain theory and making some not too restrictive

assumptions.

First, as already noted, the number of prime sp-scenarios is at worst expo-

nential in the size of the family of M 7, i.e. in the backward branching factor

of G. Such branching factor is generally much smaller than |COMPS| for

real world systems models (this is one of the main reasons of the effectiveness

of Bayesian Networks).

Second, we do not necessarily require neither that SPS is irredundant nor

that it contains only prime scenarios: it suffices, for us, that we can identify

a reasonably small set of sp-scenarios covering M(v); if this is accomplished

by phase one, phase two can be skipped altogether.

As a relevant application of this idea, we have identified a characteristic of

DT which guarantees to find a small set of covering sp-scenarios by perform-

ing only phase one. Such characteristic requires that the values of a generic

node M in G are determined according to the noisy-max rule 8: the values

in DOM(M) are totally ordered, and each of the parents of M in G entails

a potential value for M independently from the other parents; the unique

value of M is then determined as the maximum among the set of potential

7A family is a set composed by a node and its parents (Darwiche, 1998)
8The noisy-max rule was introduced in Bayesian Networks as a generalization of the

noisy-or rule (see e.g. (Srinivas, 1993)). In (Portinale et al., 1999) the authors have showed
how to transfer such concept into a deterministic domain.
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values entailed by the parent nodes.

It should be noted that, especially in engineered devices, it is not uncommon

that some values of a parameter dominate over other values of the same pa-

rameter in the sense above; for example, if just one of the variables influencing

such parameter entails a deviation from the nominal value, it is generally the

case that the parameter will actually reflect such deviation even if all the

other influencing variables entail the nominal value (excluding cancellation

effects; we will come back to cancellation effects at the end of this section).

These and similar considerations constitute the practical justification of the

introduction of the noisy-max rule in Bayesian Networks.

Given a DT expressed with the noisy-max rule, it is easy to see that the

following is a necessary and sufficient condition for a parent scenario S to be

an sp-scenario for M(v) (note that in the following formula S denotes the

logical definition of the scenario):

DT ∪S 	M(v) and ∀w ∈ DOM(M), w > v : DT ∪S �	M(w) (sp-entail)

Condition (sp-entail) requires that S derives M(v) and that S does not

derive any other value w for M s.t. w follows v in the noisy-max ordering of

DOM(M); in this way, by applying the noisy-max rule, the unique value v

is derived for M .

Figure 2.5 sketches the algorithm of ParentExplain() when DT is rep-

resented according to the rules of noisy-max. The algorithm considers each

parent P of M in turn (external loop) and generates an sp-scenario that is

added to the set of solutions DirectExplanations.

Driven by condition (sp-entail), the algorithm assigns to Adm(P ) the set

of values u in DOM(P ) such that P (u) (possibly together with some input

atoms) entails M(v). The input-atoms element represents (a conjunction of)

input atoms consistent with the system inputs INPUTS given with the di-

agnostic problem under consideration.

For any other generic parent Q of M , the algorithm assigns to Adm(Q) the

set of values u in DOM(Q) s.t. Q(u) (possibly together with some input

atoms) does not entail M(w) for w > v.

It is easy to see that the scenario S defined by Adm(P ) and Adm(Q) for the

other parents Q of M entails M(v) since P entails M(v) and the other par-

ents can’t “cancel” such implication through the noisy-max rule by entailing

M(w), w > v.

It is easy to see that no other sp-scenarios are generated in order to cover
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Function ParentExplain(M, v, SD’)
DirectExplanations ← ∅
ForEach P ∈ parents(M)

Adm(P) = {u s.t. (input-atoms ∧ P(u) ⇒ M(v)) ∈ DT’}
ForEach Q ∈ parents(M) \ {P}

Adm(Q) = { u ∈ DOM(M) s.t. � ∃ w > v:
(input-atoms ∧ Q(u) ⇒ M(w)) ∈ DT’}

Next

DirectExplanations ← DirectExplanations ⊕ {(Adm(P1), . . ., Adm(Pk))}
Next

Return DirectExplanations
EndFunction

Figure 2.5: ParentExplain() function for a noisy-max Domain Theory

M(v); since the computed set of sp-scenarios covering M(v) has a cardinality

at most equal to the number of parents of M , phase two can be skipped.

Example 2.5.1 This example has the purpose of showing that the model-

ing with noisy-max is not very restrictive and this kind of modeling can be

applied also to non trivial domains. In particular, we show how the model

library introduced in section 2.2.2 for modeling the simplified propulsion sys-

tem can also be represented in terms of clauses obeying the noisy-max rule.

Table 2.2 reports the noisy-max reformulation of the component models of

table 2.1. Next to the component name, we report the total ordering imposed

by the noisy-max rule on the values of the output variable(s).

As an example, consider that the input to a valve V is normal flow (i.e.

in(f)), that V is leaking (i.e. V (lk)) and its operational condition is open

(i.e. opcV (O)). It is easy to see that formulas in table 2.2 make two different

predictions for the value of the output variable out, namely f and rf; however,

value rf is chosen because it is stronger than f in the noisy-max ordering.

Given the noisy-max model of the propulsion system, we can illustrate

how the exhaustive algorithm can solve a specific diagnostic problem. Let us

consider a case where the operating conditions of valves are the same as in

the example discussed in section 2.2.2 (that is, all the valves are assumed to

be in operating condition open except V12 and V22 which are closed) whilst

the measurements are FJ1,V14(f),FJ2,V24(f), OE1(rt) (that is, there is normal

flow in input to V14 and V24 while the observed output of engine E1 is reduced
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valve (out: f < rf < nf) join (out: nf < rf < f)
in(f)⇒ out(f) inl(f)⇒ out(f)
in(rf)⇒ out(rf) inl(rf)⇒ out(rf)
in(nf)⇒ out(nf) inl(nf)⇒ out(nf)
V (ok) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) inr(f)⇒ out(f)
V (ok) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(f) inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)
V (lk) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) inr(nf)⇒ out(nf)
V (lk) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) tank (out: f < nf)
V (sc)⇒ out(nf) in(f)⇒ out(f)
V (so)⇒ out(f) in(nf)⇒ out(nf)
V (hb)⇒ out(rf) T (ok)⇒ out(f)
engine (out: t < rt < nt) T (sc)⇒ out(nf)
iel(f)⇒ out(t) split (outl, outr: f < rf < nf)
iel(rf)⇒ out(rt) in(f)⇒ outl(f)
iel(nf)⇒ out(nt) in(f)⇒ outr(f)
ier(f)⇒ out(t) in(rf)⇒ outl(rf)
ier(rf)⇒ out(rt) in(rf)⇒ outr(rf)
ier(nf)⇒ out(nt) in(nf)⇒ outl(nf)
E(ok)⇒ out(t) in(nf)⇒ outr(nf)
E(br)⇒ out(nt)

Table 2.2: Noisy-Max Models for generic valves, engines, join points, tanks
and split points

thrust).

Let us focus our attention on the subsystem involving V14, V24 and E1. For

such subsystem we have that:

COMPS = V14, V24, E1

INTV ARS = FV14,E1, FV24,E1 , OE1

OBSAV = OE1(rt)

INPUTS = opcV14(O), opcV24(O), FJ1,V14(f),FJ2,V24(f)

Note that for this subsystem, variables FJ1,V14 and FJ2,V24 act as INPUTS;

this is a result of the partition of the system model induced by the available

observations (see section 1.2).

Function Explain() prunes the domain theory by disregarding the clauses

incompatible with INPUTS. For example, since opcV14(O) ∈ INPUTS, the

only clauses that remain in the model of valve V14 are:

FJ1,V14(f)⇒ FV14,E1(f)

V14(ok) ∧ opcV14(O)⇒ FV14,E1(f)

V14(lk) ∧ opcV14(O)⇒ FV14,E1(rf)

V14(sc)⇒ FV14,E1(nf)

V14(so)⇒ FV14,E1(f)
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V14(hb)⇒ FV14,E1(rf)

Function RExplain() is then invoked in order to compute explanations for

the only available observation, i.e. OE1(rt). The direct explanations of

OE1(rt), computed by ParentExplain() consist in two scenarios.

According to the algorithm in figure 2.5, the first scenario requires that par-

ent FV14,E1 entails OE1(rt) while parents FV24,E1 and E1 are required not to

predict a value for OE1 stronger than rt. The resulting parent scenario is

then:

pscen1 = FV14,E1(rf) ∧ (FV24,E1(f) ∨ FV24,E1(rf)) ∧E1(ok)

The second parent scenario returned by ParentExplain() is computed sim-

ilarly (but this time the parent required to entail OE1(rt) is FV24,E1):

pscen2 = (FV14,E1(f) ∨ FV14,E1(rf)) ∧ FV24,E1(rf) ∧E1(ok)

There should be a third scenario where the parent required to entail OE1(rt)

is E1; however, as can be easily seen by looking at table 2.2, such scenario

is inconsistent and then it is not added to the set of direct explanations of

OE1(rf).

Since both FV14,E1 and FV24,E1 which appear in pscen1 are internal vari-

ables, they have to be further explained by recursively invoking RExplain().

Let us first focus our attention on the explanation of FV14,E1(rf). Because

of the restrictions imposed by INPUTS, the filtering of the domain theory

performed by Explain() has greatly reduced the set of alternative explana-

tions of FV14,E1(rf). In particular, ParentExplain() returns just a single

parent scenario:

pscen11 = (V14(lk) ∨ V14(hb))

As for the explanation of (FV24,E1(f)∨FV24,E1(rf)) we again get a single par-

ent scenario:

pscen12 = (V24(ok) ∨ V24(so) ∨ V24(lk) ∨ V24(hb))

By combining all the pieces together (via the ⊗ operator) we get the first

complete scenario explaining OBSAV, that is:

scen1 = (V14(lk)∨V14(hb))∧ (V24(ok)∨ V24(so)∨V24(lk)∨V24(hb))∧E1(ok)

With similar computations, starting from pscen2 RExplain() computes an-

other complete scenario:
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scen2 = (V14(ok)∨V14(so)∨ V14(lk)∨ V14(hb))∧ (V24(lk)∨V24(hb))∧E1(ok)

Function RExplain() adds scenarios scen1 and scen2 to the set of explana-

tions of OBSAV through the ⊕ operator. Such set represents the solutions

to the given diagnostic problem.

Also in this case we have got a very compact encoding of all the diagnoses. In

fact, just two scenarios are able to capture all the diagnoses. It is also worth

noting that the encoding is compact even if we compare the number of sce-

narios with the number of diagnoses with a minimal number of faults: in this

case we have just two scenarios while there are four single fault diagnoses. �

A formal analysis of the ParentExplain() function easily proves that the

number of returned solution parent scenarios can not exceed the number of

parent nodes in the influence graph. However, it is important to realize that

the actual number of parent scenarios is strongly influenced by the specific

instantiation of the child node M that we have to explain.

The explanation of the weakest instantiationM(low) (where low is the lowest

value in the noisy-max total ordering of the variable domain) is much more

constraining on the parent nodes since all of them have to assume values that

derive M(low). This has the effect that there is just a single solution parent

scenario which explains M(low).

On the contrary the explanation of the strongest instantiation M(high) puts

a constraint on each parent node in isolation: it is sufficient that a parent

node derives M(high), while the other parent nodes may assume any other

value. This situation gives rise to as many scenarios as the parent nodes

(provided that they are able to derive the strongest value and are not being

filtered out because of the constraints imposed by inputs).

In section 2.6 we shall discuss how the asymmetry in the number of parent

scenarios arising from the strength of the value to be explained can be ex-

ploited in the search of diagnostic solutions. The following example illustrates

a case of asymmetry in the propulsion system running example.

Example 2.5.2 Let us consider the variable OE1 representing the output

from the engine. We have already seen in the previous example that the ex-

planation of OE1(rt) involves two sp-scenarios (while there are three parent

nodes, i.e. FV14,E1, FV24,E1 and E1).

Let us consider now the explanation of OE1(t); it is easy to see that there is

just one sp-scenario:
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FV14,E1(f) ∧ FV24,E1(f) ∧E1(ok)

Finally, the explanation of OE1(nt) requires three sp-scenarios:

FV14,E1(nf) ∧ (FV24,E1(f) ∨ FV24,E1(rf) ∨ FV24,E1(nf)) ∧ (E1(ok) ∨ E1(br))

(FV14,E1(f) ∨ FV14,E1(rf) ∨ FV14,E1(nf)) ∧ FV24,E1(nf) ∧ (E1(ok) ∨ E1(br))

(FV14,E1(f)∨FV14,E1(rf)∨FV14,E1(nf))∧(FV24,E1(f)∨FV24,E1(rf)∨FV24,E1(nf))∧
E1(br)

This example shows that the number of sp-scenarios grows with the strength

of the instantiation of OE1 to be explained. �

The fact that scenarios work very well for noisy-max domain theories
9, does not provide direct evidence about the applicability of our approach

when the domain theory does not obey the noisy-max rule. In general, in-

deed, some (or all) of the families in a domain theory may not obey the

noisy-max rule. Clearly, if the number of such families is small compared to

the total number of families in the theory, the use of scenarios still yields

significant benefits.

For most families that can’t be modeled with the noisy-max rule, however,

it is still possible to adopt a partial noisy-max modeling and thus take ad-

vantage of the techniques described in this section.

To see how this can be done, consider the family of a node M for which it

has not been possible to find a total ordering of the values in DOM(M); in

such case, it is however very likely that at least a partial order can be found.

Then, given M(v) to explain, one can apply the algorithm in figure 2.5 with

two modifications: first, an sp-scenario centered on a parent P as described

in figure 2.5 should not only require that the other parents Q do not derive

values w > v for M but also that they do not derive values w not compa-

rable to v; second, an additional set of non noisy-max formulas should be

used to handle ties between non-comparable derivations possibly producing

additional scenarios to be returned. The following example illustrates this

idea.

Example 2.5.3 Let’s consider a modification of the model of the join point

given in table 2.1. In particular, we assume that the input and output flows

can assume the qualitative values f (normal flow), rf (reduced flow) and hf

(higher-than-normal flow) and introduce a cancellation effect when one of

the two inputs is below normal and the other one is above normal:

9If, instead of having each single parent independently entail a value of M , we consider
small disjoint groups of parents, the number of returned sp-scenarios is still small
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inl(f) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(f)

inl(f) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)

inl(f) ∧ inr(hf)⇒ out(hf)

inl(rf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(rf)

inl(rf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)

inl(rf) ∧ inr(hf)⇒ out(f)

inl(hf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(hf)

inl(hf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(f)

inl(hf) ∧ inr(hf)⇒ out(hf)

It is easy to see that it is not possible to express this set of formulas in a

pure noisy-max form, due to the cancellation effect caused by the presence of

a reduced and an high flow in input. However, we can impose the following

partial order on DOM(out):

f < rf, f < hf

and write a noisy-max theory as:

inl(f)⇒ out(f)

inl(rf)⇒ out(rf)

inl(hf)⇒ out(hf)

inr(f)⇒ out(f)

inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)

inr(hf)⇒ out(hf)

These formulas (together with the partial order) are not sufficient to assign

to out a unique value in presence of a cancellation effect. We need additional

formulas to be applied in these cases:

inl(rf) ∧ inr(hf)⇒ out(f)

inl(hf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(f)

Thus, if we need to explain out(rf) or out(hf) we just use the noisy-max

rule. If, on the other hand, we need to explain out(f), we first derive the

following sp-scenario using the noisy-max formula:

inl(f) ∧ inr(f)

and then derive two additional sp-scenarios using the non noisy-max formulas

given above:
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inl(rf) ∧ inr(hf)

inl(hf) ∧ inr(rf)

�

The techniques described in this section can thus be fruitfully applied to

a broad class of system models, even when the associated domain theories are

not noisy-max. In any case, the set of returned sp-scenarios can’t be larger

than the set of elementary assignments they encode, i.e. using scenarios

never leads to an increase of computational costs.

2.6 Ordering Observations

In section 2.4 we have described the general behavior of the algorithm in-

tentionally ignoring the issue of the order in which the observations are pro-

cessed. Of course, there may be situations in the real world where such

observations become available in a certain order (e.g. through manual mea-

surements) with significant delays between two of them; in such cases it is

reasonable to process them in the order they arrive. However, in many cases,

all the observations will become available approximately at the same time,

so that it is up to the diagnostic algorithm to decide in which order they

should be processed.

In the Constraint Problem Solving community significant attention has

been devoted to the ordering of the variables, since such an ordering has a

significant impact on the performance of the constraint problem solver. Also

in our approach to diagnostic problem solving the order of the observations

can have an impact on the way the search space is generated and explored.

In particular, the efficiency of our algorithm strongly depends on the total

number of nodes constituting the search tree. Even if different orderings

of the observations lead to the same set of leaves (i.e. solution scenarios),

the corresponding search trees can present big differences in the number of

internal nodes.

Let’s consider the set of nodes at level i+ 1, given by:

nodesi+1 = nodesi ⊗ Si+1

where Si+1 are the explanations formi+1; in the worst case the size of nodesi+1

is given by:

|nodesi+1| = |nodesi| × |Si+1|
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Two main factors can help reduce |nodesi+1|: the size of Si+1 and the number

of expected conflicts between scenarios in nodesi and scenarios in Si+1. We

now consider each of them in turn.

The first factor leads to ordering observations based on the size of the

sets of solutions Si to the associated subproblems DPi. In the diagnosis of

engineered real world systems, it is often the case that significant differences

in the sizes of sets Si naturally arise; this is strongly connected with the pos-

sibility of modeling the behavior of such systems using the noisy-max rule:

as already noted in section 2.5, indeed, the observation of a weak value w.r.t

the noisy-max ordering is usually explained by a smaller number of scenarios

than the observation of a strong value.

As a particularly meaningful example, consider a system model where the

values of observables are not expressed as absolute qualitative values but as

deviations from the nominal value; then, a zero deviation has likely a smaller

index in the noisy-max ordering of the values of the observable and has a set

of explanations (i.e. solution scenarios) much smaller than non-zero devia-

tions. This is true even if cancellation effects among faults can take place,

provided they represent a small number of exceptions.

Figure 2.6 intuitively illustrates how the shape of the search space can be

influenced by ordering observations with abnormal first versus normal first

in the example situation we have described: the number of nodes in the left

tree (abnormal first) is obviously much larger than in the right tree (normal

first), that means much worse performance.

Finally, it is important to note that our algorithm doesn’t require the pres-

ence of asymmetries in the strength of observations; instead, it just orders

observations based on the increasing size of their sets of solutions. However,

the fact that such asymmetries commonly arise in the diagnosis of real world

systems, justifies the use of observations ordering from a practical point of

view.

Let’s now turn our attention to the second factor that influences the size of

nodesi+1; given the current set of nodes nodesi, such factor leads to choosing

as the next observation an observation mi+1(vi+1) whose set of explanations

Si+1 is expected to generate as many conflicts as possible when ⊗-ed with

nodesi.

One heuristic that promises to potentially generate conflicts is that of choos-

ing the observation whose degree of dependence (see definition 2.3.1) from

the ones already processed is the highest. The rationale behind this is that
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Figure 2.6: Search space with abnormal observations first (left) and normal
observations first (right)

conflicts can only be generated when two scenarios assign disjoint sets of

values to some variable. Clearly, if two observations are (completely) inde-

pendent, their solution scenarios can’t induce any conflict when ⊗ is applied

to them.

In our algorithm we have incorporated both the above heuristics. In

particular, if we are expanding a node S at level i:

- the next observation mi+1(vi+1) we process is the one whose set of explana-

tions Si+1 is the smallest

- in case of ties, we choose mi+1(vi+1) so that the sum of the degrees of depen-

dence of mi+1 on the observables already considered (i.e. m1, . . . , mi) is the

largest

We will call this strategy late-branching to distinguish it from an opposite

strategy where, at each step, observation mi+1(vi+1) whose set of explana-

tions Si+1 is the largest is chosen (early-branching). In section 2.10 we will

present experimental results that show how late-branching strategy performs

significantly better than early-branching.

Note that a strict application of the late-branching strategy requires that

we know in advance |Si+1|, i.e. that we have decomposed the diagnostic

problem and already solved subproblems DPi. However, even if do not de-

compose the diagnostic problem, we can still use some heuristic to evaluate

|Si+1|, in particular the one discussed above which chooses observations with

a weak value before observations with a strong value.
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2.7 The Algorithm with Pruning

We now consider a slight but significant improvement to the algorithm pre-

sented in section 2.4. The main idea is that of pruning the search space by

exploiting the preference measure Γ defined in section 2.2.5.

The new version of the algorithm is reported in figure 2.7. Clearly, prun-

ing the search space leads to missing some of the solutions to the diagnostic

problem. However, if we are enough careful in designing our algorithm as to

only loose “bad quality” solutions (i.e. those with a probability much smaller

than that of the preferred ones), the result will be a more efficient diagnostic

process at the expense of a negligible probability of missing the right answer.

Moreover, the result will also be more informative since the client of the

diagnostic algorithm can focus its attention just on “good quality” solutions.

Let’s consider how the algorithm with pruning differs from the exhaustive

algorithm. First, we note that the variable BestSolutionGamma has been

introduced for storing the Γ measure of the best solution found so far. Such

a variable is potentially updated whenever a new solution node is reached, in

case its Γ measure improves on the previous value of BestSolutionGamma.

Another difference with respect to the exhaustive algorithm concerns the

test performed just before expanding a partial solution node; if the test

yields false, then such node and the entire subtree rooted in it will not be

expanded, i.e. the subtree will be pruned from the search space.

The test performs a simple check on the measure Γ(S) of the partial solution

at hand: if Γ(S) is less than BestSolutionGammaK , it returns false, otherwise

it returns true.

The test makes use of the parameter K which models the degree of selectivity

in pruning the search space. In order to understand the role of K, let us

consider the minimal-cardinality criterion described in section 2.2.5 where

the probability of a diagnosis containing f faulty components is approximated

by:

P (D) = εf

Under this assumption, let us consider the case when the best solution found

so far by the algorithm contains f faults; the test for acceptability of a partial

scenario with g faults becomes:

εg ≥ (εf )K = εfK

which implies g ≤ fK. By running the algorithm configured with parameter
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K we are thus (approximately) accepting as preferred diagnoses the solutions

that have up to K times as many faults as the best solution found so far.

If approximating the probabilities with εf is not reasonable for the system

under diagnosis, the test can easily be modified to perform some other check

over the quantitative measure Γ assigned to the scenarios.

The degree of selectivity expressed by parameter K varies between two

extremes: K=∞ induces the exhaustive algorithm behavior, while K=1 induces

a very selective pruning policy which discards all but the nodes that can

potentially improve the current value of BestSolutionGamma.

We now show that the algorithm guarantees that only solutions whose

rank is less than BestSolutionGammaK will be lost. We call this property

safeness:

Property 2.7.1 The algorithm with pruning is safe.

Proof: First, note that Γ is an admissible heuristic function. Given an in-

ternal node of the search space S at level i, a generic solution node L at

level k reachable from S is obtained by intersecting S with k − i scenarios

Ti+1, . . . , Tk where Tj , i < j ≤ k is a solution scenario for observation mj(vj):

L = {S} ⊗ {Ti+1} ⊗ . . .⊗ {Tk}
Given the definition of the operator ⊗, the set of assignments encoded by

L is then a subset of the set of assignments encoded by S; but, as per the

definition of Γ this implies Γ(L) ≤ Γ(S), i.e. Γ() is admissible.

From the admissibility of Γ it follows that we never discard a node from

which nodes with a better Γ measure could eventually be generated. More-

over, BestSolutionGamma can only increase as the diagnostic process goes

on, so nodes that have been pruned previously would be pruned again if

re-checked with the updated BestSolutionGamma. �

2.8 Extracting Diagnoses from Scenarios

So far we have discussed how to compute a set of scenarios as the solution to a

diagnostic problem. However, the client of the diagnostic agent in some cases

could be interested in getting the preferred elementary diagnoses instead

of the scenarios. In this section we will briefly discuss how the preferred

elementary diagnoses can be extracted from a set of solution scenarios in

decreasing order of probability.
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Function DiagnoseWithPruning(SD, OBSAV , INPUTS)
ForEach M(v) ∈ OBSAV

Explanations[M(v)] ← Explain(M, {v}, SD, INPUTS)
Next
Open ← [≺RootScenario, SortObservations(OBSAV )�]
Solutions ← ∅
BestSolutionGamma ← 0
While (Open �= ∅)

≺Scenario, ObsSet� ← Head(Open)
Open ← Tail(Open)
If (ObsSet = ∅)

Output “Solution Found”
Solutions ← Solutions ⊕ {Scenario}
If (Gamma(Scenario) > BestSolutionGamma)

BestSolutionGamma ← Gamma(Scenario)
EndIf

ElseIf (Gamma(Scenario) ≥ BestSolutionRankK)
Children ← Expand(Scenario, ObsSet)
Children ← HeuristicSort(Children)
Open ← Append(Children, Open)

EndIf
Loop

EndFunction

Figure 2.7: Sketch of the algorithm with pruning
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Process SolutionClient(ScenariosSet)
Solutions ← ∅
ForEach (S ∈ ScenariosSet)

SServer ← Spawn(SolutionServer)
Send(SServer, ( INIT, S ))
BestSolutions[SServer] ← Send(SServer, NEXT SOL)

Next

SServerBest = FindBestSolution(BestSolutions)
While (SServerBest �= NULL)

Solutions ← Solutions ∪ BestSolutions[SServerBest]
BestSolutions[SServerBest] ← Request(SServerBest, NEXT SOL)
SServerBest = FindBestSolution(BestSolutions)

WEnd

EndProcess

Process SolutionServer()
While (True)

Msg ← Receive()
Case Msg = ( INIT, S )

Scenario ← S
Case Msg = NEXT SOL

Return {next best solution encoded by Scenario}
WEnd

EndProcess

Figure 2.8: Sketch of the algorithm for extracting diagnoses from a set of
scenarios

Figure 2.8 sketches the basic mechanism we have developed for unfolding

a set of scenarios: we need simply to spawn a “solution server” for each

scenario in parallel. Then, a “solution client” process sends a request to all

the solution servers to return their next best solution and stores the results

in a vector. The best solution in the vector is clearly the next globally best

solution and the client returns it or stores it in a queue. Then, the process

which generated it is requested to produce its next best solution and so on,

until no more solutions are generated.

It is possible to “unfold” a scenario in its constituent diagnoses in pref-

erence order by performing a best-first search of the space of diagnoses it

encodes. Such best-first search can in general take exponential space and

time in the number of components. If, however, as it is usually the case,

preference is based on minimizing the number of faults, a linear space imple-
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mentation of such best-first search exists.

We partition the set of components COMPS into the following sets:

COMPSNF = {ci s .t . Adm(ci) contains both the ok and some faulty modes}
COMPSN = {ci s .t . Adm(ci) contains only the ok mode}
COMPSF = {ci s .t . Adm(ci) contains only faulty modes}
Let’s denote with #NF the cardinality of COMPSNF . First, we generate all

the tuples for which 0 components in COMPSNF are faulty; there are in fact

only
(

#NF
0

)
= 1 such tuples. The following diagnoses are generated:

{c1(v1), . . . , cn(vn)}
such that:

if ci ∈ COMPSNF , vi = ok

if ci ∈ COMPSN , vi = ok

if ci ∈ COMPSF , vi ∈ Adm(ci)

Then we consider the case where only one component in COMPSNF is faulty;

there are
(

#NF
1

)
= #NF such combinations. For a combination where cf is

the only faulty component in COMPSNF we generate diagnoses:

{c1(v1), . . . , cn(vn)}
such that:

if ci ∈ COMPSNF , ci = cf , vi ∈ Adm(ci)\{ok}
if ci ∈ COMPSNF , ci �= cf , vi = ok

if ci ∈ COMPSN , vi = ok

if ci ∈ COMPSF , vi ∈ Adm(ci)

By iterating this process with (2, . . ., #NF) faulty components in COMPSNF ,

we are guaranteed to generate the diagnoses in decreasing preference order

in space proportional to the number of components.

Note that this applies to unfolding a single scenario; in order to unfold a

set of scenarios S we thus need space proportional to n · |S| where n is the

number of components.

Example 2.8.1 Let’s reconsider the solution scenarios computed in exam-

ple 2.5.1, i.e.:

scen1 = (V14(lk)∨ V14(hb))∧ (V24(ok)∨V24(so)∨V24(lk)∨V24(hb))∧E1(ok)

scen2 = (V14(ok)∨V14(so)∨ V14(lk)∨ V14(hb))∧ (V24(lk)∨V24(hb))∧E1(ok)

Two solution servers, SRV 1 and SRV 2, are instantiated for unfolding sce-

narios scen1 and scen2 respectively.

In scenario scen1 we have that:

COMPSNF = {V24}
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COMPSN = {E1}
COMPSF = {V14}
while in scenario scen2 we have:

COMPSNF = {V14}
COMPSN = {E1}
COMPSF = {V24}
Server SRV 1 considers first diagnoses where all components in COMPSNF

are normal, and returns the following diagnosis:

D11 = V14(lk) ∧ V24(ok) ∧E1(ok)

Note that it could have returned as well the alternative diagnosis:

D12 = V14(hb) ∧ V24(ok) ∧ E1(ok)

which has the same number of faults; SRV 1 arbitrarily chose D11. In the

same way, SRV 2 also considers diagnoses where all components in COMPSNF

are normal, and returns:

D21 = V14(ok) ∧ V24(lk) ∧E1(ok)

arbitrarily choosing it over the equally preferred:

D22 = V14(ok) ∧ V24(hb) ∧ E1(ok)

At this point the client picks up the best diagnosis between D11 and D21.

Again, these diagnoses have the same number of faulty components, so the

client arbitrarily chooses D11 and stores it as the first diagnosis. Then it

issues a request to SRV 1 to produce another diagnosis, which is of course

D12.

The client arbitrarily accepts D21 over D12, since they are again equiva-

lent. After the selection of D22 and D12, SRV 2 and SRV 1 start producing

two-fault diagnoses (the ones where exactly one component in COMPSNF is

considered to be faulty). In particular, SRV 1 returns in sequence:

D13 = V14(lk) ∧ V24(so) ∧E1(ok)

D14 = V14(lk) ∧ V24(lk) ∧ E1(ok)

D15 = V14(lk) ∧ V24(hb) ∧ E1(ok)

D16 = V14(hb) ∧ V24(so) ∧E1(ok)

D17 = V14(hb) ∧ V24(lk) ∧ E1(ok)

D18 = V14(hb) ∧ V24(hb) ∧E1(ok)

while SRV 2 returns:

D23 = V14(so) ∧ V24(lk) ∧E1(ok)

D24 = V14(lk) ∧ V24(lk) ∧ E1(ok)

D25 = V14(hb) ∧ V24(lk) ∧ E1(ok)

D26 = V14(so) ∧ V24(hb) ∧E1(ok)
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D27 = V14(lk) ∧ V24(hb) ∧ E1(ok)

D28 = V14(hb) ∧ V24(hb) ∧ E1(ok)

Note that some of the diagnoses returned by SRV 1 and SRV 2 are equal

because scenarios are not disjoint in general. More specifically D24 = D14,

D25 = D17, D27 = D15 and D28 = D18. The client can however easily discard

duplicate diagnoses; in the end, the generation process has produced the fol-

lowing sequence of diagnoses: D11, D21, D22, D12, D13, D14, D15, D16, D17,

D18, D23 and D26.

Since the single fault diagnoses are all extracted before the two fault diag-

noses, the process could have been stopped as soon as both solution servers

started to produce two fault diagnoses. �

2.9 Scenarios and C.B. Diagnosis

In this section we describe how the techniques we have presented for per-

forming abductive diagnosis with scenarios can be adapted, with very limited

changes, to consistency-based diagnosis.

The high-level exhaustive diagnostic algorithm ExhaustiveDiagnose()

(figure 2.3) is still valid for consistency-based diagnosis and the same is true

for function Explain() (figure 2.4).

However, the internals of function ParentExplain() (called by Explain())

have to be slightly changed. In particular, if ParentExplain() is called

with M , v as parameters, it should return a set of sp-scenarios that are

just logically consistent with M taking value v; contrast this with the case

of abductive diagnosis, where ParentExplain() has to return a set of sp-

scenarios that logically entail M(v).

In section 2.5 we have looked at a specific implementation of function

ParentExplain() targeted to system descriptions based on the noisy-max

rule. In particular, we have identified a necessary and sufficient condition

(sp-entail) that a generic sp-scenario returned by ParentExplain() has to

satisfy; then we have showed how a small set of sp-scenarios covering an in-

stantiation M(v) can be easily computed.

In order to see how such implementation should be modified in the consistency-

based case, we first note that consistency-based diagnoses are a superset of

abductive diagnoses; thus parent scenarios satisfying sp-entail should still

be returned by ParentExplain(). However, for a parent scenario S to be

returned by ParentExplain(), there is now another sufficient condition:
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∀w ∈ DOM(M) : DT ∪ S �	M(w) (sp-consistent)

since, if S does not derive any value for M , it is certainly logically consistent

with the instantiation M(v) that has to be explained.

It turns out that, if the system model follows the noisy-max rule, a single

sp-scenario Scons encodes all the assignments to parents of M that satisfy

condition sp-consistent. In particular, let’s consider the subset of clauses

relating a parent P to M :

{ input-atoms1 ∧ P (u1)⇒M(v1),

. . . ,

input-atomsk ∧ P (uk)⇒M(vk)}
The set of admissible values Adm(P ) for P in Scons isDOM(M)\{u1, . . . , uk}
(i.e. the set of P values that do not predict any value for M). Sets Adm(Q)

in Scons for all other parents Q of M are computed in the same way.

Another important aspect that has to be addressed in order to apply our

techniques to consistency-based diagnosis concerns the assignment of a prob-

ability measure (either P (S) or Γ(S)) to a scenario S.

In particular, in section 2.2.5 we noted that for consistency-based diagnosis

we are no longer in the position of safely using quantitative prior probabili-

ties of scenarios instead of their posterior probabilities.

It is worth noting that even if the posterior probability of an elementary

diagnosis D = {c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn)} could be computed efficiently (an ap-

proximation method is described e.g. in (de Kleer, 1990)), P (D|OBSAV,

INPUTS) can no longer be computed as the product of P (c1(bm1)|OBSAV,

INPUTS), . . . , P (cn(bmn)|OBSAV, INPUTS); thus, computing P (S) and

Γ(S) would require to unfold S into the elementary diagnoses it encodes,

greatly reducing the benefits of using scenarios.

Therefore, in order to efficiently apply the techniques described in this

chapter to consistency-based diagnosis, one has to resort to one of the ap-

proximations mentioned in 1.4. It is worth noting that in section 2.8 one

of such approximations (namely, the one leading to the minimal-cardinality

criterion) was assumed even in the abductive diagnosis case.

2.10 Experimental Results

The algorithms presented in sections 2.4 (exhaustive) and 2.7 (with prun-

ing) have been implemented as part of a software system which represents a
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Figure 2.9: The SPIDER robotic arm

prototypical version of the diagnostic module for the SPIDER robotic arm

(Mugnuolo et al., 1998). While a detailed description of SPIDER and of the

modeling issues encountered in defining the domain theory for SPIDER are

reported in (Portinale et al., 1999), here it is just worth mentioning that SPI-

DER is a robotic arm with 7 degrees of freedom obtained by means of 7 joints

(each one involving four components) plus an end-effector. A schematic view

of the robotic arm is reported in figure 2.9.

The System Description of SPIDER is of medium complexity. The num-

ber of modeled components is 35: 4 components for each of the 7 joints of the

arm, plus 3 components for the manipulator (end-effector) and 4 components

with a global scope (e.g. the power supply). Components have on average

3.43 behavioral modes. Besides components, the System Variables include 90

endogenous variables (INTVARS), 45 of which are observables (OBS), and 9

inputs (INPUTS).

The Domain Theory DT itself consists of 1143 Horn clauses that obey to the

noisy-max rule. It is important to note that the System Influence Graph G
associated with DT is connected and cannot be partitioned even after the

knowledge of the observables has been asserted; in fact, all the observable

nodes are just leaves in the System Influence Graph G. For this reason,

the diagnostic algorithm has to deal with a connected graph with 134 nodes

independently of the specific diagnostic problem to be solved.

The software system developed for SPIDER includes a Simulator which

generates diagnostic problems consistent with the SPIDER system model
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after some faults have been injected and the values of the system inputs have

been specified. The system also includes a Presentation Module equipped

with a GUI for presentation of the results.

The Simulator has been used to randomly generate three batches of 200

test cases each: the three test sets contain diagnostic problems of increasing

difficulty. In fact, testset1 contains cases where just one fault is injected in

each test case, whereas testset2 and testset3 have been generated by injecting

2 and 3 faults respectively.

All the experiments that will be described in this section were obtained by

running a Java implementation of the prototype Diagnostic Agent; in partic-

ular, the software is compiled and runs using JDK 1.3 or higher. The exper-

iments have been performed on a Sun Sparc Ultra 5 workstation equipped

with SunOS 5.8; however, the system executes with acceptable performances

also on a medium level PC equipped with Microsoft Windows 98/2000.

The first statistics we present concern the exhaustive algorithm. Even if

it is quite unlikely that the exhaustive algorithm would ever be used in a real

world application because of resource constraints, it proved nevertheless to

be a good initial test-bed for checking the validity of techniques described in

this chapter and an upper-bound against which to compare the efficiency of

the algorithm with pruning.

We have performed our experiments using four different configurations of the

algorithm:

- E1 the algorithm uses scenarios and orders observations as discussed in sec-

tion 2.6, in particular it makes use of the strategy labeled late-branching

- E2 same as E1 but the diagnostic problem is not decomposed into sub-

problems

- E3 same as E1 but the algorithm makes use of the strategy labeled early-

branching

- E4 the algorithm does not use scenarios and directly computes elementary

diagnoses; it orders observations and decomposes the diagnostic problem as

in E1

Configuration E4, in particular, corresponds to using an implementa-

tion of function ParentExplain() which, instead of returning the set of

sp-scenarios directly explaining an instantiation M(v), returns the corre-

sponding set of elementary assignments to the parents of M . Moreover, the
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implementation of operator � is an empty function, so that the algorithm

never tries to aggregate together two elementary assignments. It is easy to

see that, just by instantiating ParentExplain() and � as described, the di-

agnostic algorithm performs its search on a space of elementary assignments

and returns a set of elementary diagnoses.

Table 2.3 reports the level of competence exhibited by configurations E1

through E4 on each batch of test cases; such measure is simply the per-

centage of test cases that the system was able to successfully solve without

running out of time (time-out) or memory. The time-out was set to 60sec

per test case for testset1 and testset2 and to 10min for testset3; note that

such time-outs represent the total elapsed time for solving the case, includ-

ing computation and I/O of statistics.

From table 2.3 we see that “easy” test cases (i.e. 1 fault) were solved by

all configurations. Configuration E4 wasn’t able to solve about 10% of “in-

termediate” (i.e. 2 faults) test cases. Finally, about 90% of the “difficult”

(i.e. 3 faults) test cases were successfully solved by E1, E2 and E3 while E4

failed for almost all of them, thus we decided not to report the associated

statistics.

cfg testset 1 testset 2 testset 3
E1 100 100 92.5
E2 100 100 92.5
E3 100 100 91
E4 100 90.5 N/A

Table 2.3: Competence (%) of the different configurations of the exhaustive
algorithm

Table 2.4 shows the compact-encoding power of scenarios for the exhaus-

tive algorithm in configuration E1. As one may expect, the benefits grow as

the test cases become more difficult, since the number of diagnoses tends to

be exponential in the number of injected faults while this does not hold in

practice for scenarios.

Besides a compact encoding of the solution diagnoses, one may expect

that the adoption of scenarios allows one to get significant savings in com-

putation time with respect to an algorithm which directly computes elemen-

tary diagnoses. Moreover, we also wanted to experimentally validate our

intuitions about the benefits of decomposing the diagnostic problem and of

considering observations in a particular order (section 2.6). For these reasons,
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testset 1 testset 2 testset 3
scenarios diagnoses scenarios diagnoses scenarios diagnoses
4.4 ± 0.5 23.3 ± 4.2 21.9 ± 3.7 395.4 ± 113.3 76.5 ± 13.8 3872.5 ± 1118.1

Table 2.4: Number of scenarios and elementary diagnoses returned by the
exhaustive algorithm in configuration E1 (confidence 95%)

table 2.5 reports time efficiency statistics about all the four configurations

defined above.

As for the benefits of decomposing the diagnostic problem into sub-problems

(section 2.3), the experimental data shows that, for the system under eval-

uation, it yields appreciable improvements in time efficiency. It should be

noted that observations in the SPIDER system exhibit a significant level of

dependency on each another; this suggests that, even in a sub-optimal con-

text (the optimal one being complete independence), decomposition can still

save some computational effort for the algorithms we have developed.

Table 2.5 also shows the impact that ordering of observations has on the

search space size (column nodes) and, consequently, on the execution time.

It is worth noting that, since we use a depth-first visit of the search space, a

larger search space doesn’t have a major impact on the used memory.

An even more significant performance difference is observed between E1 and

E4 (for the latter we omit test results for testset3 because almost all of them

either timed out or ran out-of-memory). The use of scenarios makes one and

two faults test cases more than an order of magnitude more efficient and

essentially enables the system to handle three faults test cases.

Let’s now turn our attention to the more interesting (from a practical

point of view) statistics concerning the algorithm with pruning. Recall from

section 2.7 that the algorithm with pruning can be parameterized by a nu-

meric value K representing the desired selectivity of the algorithm with re-

spect to the probability of the returned solutions.

In the following tables we report results of experiments for four different

configurations of the algorithm with pruning:

- P11 the algorithm uses scenarios and a selectivity factor K = 1.6

- P12 the algorithm does not uses scenarios and has selectivity factor K = 1.6

- P21 the algorithm uses scenarios and a selectivity factor K = 1.2

- P22 the algorithm does not uses scenarios and has selectivity factor K = 1.2
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cfg testset 1
time nodes

E1 93 ± 7 188 ± 29
E2 110 ± 7 188 ± 29
E3 370 ± 45 516 ± 92
E4 1912 ± 166 6632 ± 1702

cfg testset 2
time nodes

E1 217 ± 30 2822 ± 830
E2 276 ± 37 2822 ± 830
E3 1984 ± 304 15580 ± 4758
E4 6392 ± 1213 294797 ± 127985

cfg testset 3
time nodes

E1 594 ± 94 24672 ± 8891
E2 765 ± 123 24672 ± 8891
E3 7310 ± 1154 196332 ± 76997
E4 N/A

Table 2.5: Time (in msec) and size of the search space for different configu-
rations of the exhaustive algorithm (confidence 95%)

Configurations P12 and P22 make use of the same specific instantiations

of function ParentExplain() and operator � as E4 (see above).

The competence of each configuration with respect to the three batches of

test cases is reported in table 2.6. As expected, competence increases as K

decreases; in particular, the algorithm with pruning always exhibits a better

or equal competence than the exhaustive algorithm (where K =∞).

Since the various statistics (compacting power, time, search space size) are

computed only for the test cases that were actually solved, it is very im-

portant to look at the competence of a configuration: indeed, statistics for

a configuration with a very low competence only reflect the performance of

such configuration on the “easier” test cases that it was able to solve. We

will return more specifically on this issue below.

Another important point to make concerns the position, w.r.t. the whole

set of solutions, of the first preferred solution found. Recall from section 2.7

that the algorithm with pruning cuts all the nodes of the search tree whose

Γ measure is within a certain “distance” from the Γ measure of the best

solution found so far. If the first preferred solution is found very late in
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cfg testset 1 testset 2 testset 3
P11 100 100 100
P12 100 99 N/A
P21 100 100 100
P22 100 99.5 N/A

Table 2.6: Competence (%) of the different configurations of the algorithm
with pruning

the search process, the pruning up to that point will perform its test w.r.t.

a sub-optimal solution and may continue to expand nodes that would have

been cut if the Γ measure of the globally best solution was known.

In our domain, it turned out that, except in a negligible amount of test cases

(just 2 on the total 4200 diagnostic problems solved with different control

strategies), a preferred solution is found as the first solution, so the algorithm

with pruning is able to perform at its best. Obviously, this may not hold

for all system models. However, the local ordering of the children that takes

place after each node expansion (section 2.3), promises to be a generic enough

heuristic for finding a preferred solution very early in the search process in

most domains.

Table 2.7 reports results on the solution-compacting power of the algo-

rithm with pruning in configurations P11 (K = 1.6) and P21 (K = 1.2).

Clearly, as the pruning becomes more selective (i.e. K = 1.2) the number

of returned scenarios decreases. On the other hand the ratio between the

number of scenarios and the number of (preferred) diagnoses increases, since

as we become more selective less and less diagnoses generated from the re-

turned scenarios survive the preference check.

As noted before, the exhaustive algorithm can be thought of as a special con-

figuration of the algorithm with pruning where K =∞. It is thus interesting

to compare the statistics reported in tables 2.4 and 2.7.

K testset 1 testset 2 testset 3
scenarios diagnoses scenarios diagnoses scenarios diagnoses

1.6 2.2 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 0.4 14.1 ± 1.6 89.1 ± 13.8 45.0 ± 5.9 737.3 ± 134.7
1.2 2.2 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 0.4 5.5 ± 0.4 20.6 ± 2.8 13.4 ± 1.2 109.8 ± 18.1

Table 2.7: Number of scenarios and elementary diagnoses returned by the
algorithm with pruning in configurations P11 and P21 (confidence 95%)

Our final set of experimental results concerns the improvement in time
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efficiency caused by the use of the algorithm with pruning. We also wanted

to show that even by pruning the search space (i.e. heavily exploiting prefer-

ence criteria), the benefits of using scenarios instead of diagnoses during the

search process are still significant.

Results in table 2.8 confirm our expectations: the time efficiency increases

as K becomes more selective. Moreover, the configurations not using scenar-

ios (P12 and P22) perform much worse than the corresponding ones using

scenarios (P11 and P21).

Recall that these statistics are computed only for test cases actually solved

by a configuration (whose average number represents the competence of such

configuration). So, for example, the average time employed by P11 for solv-

ing testset 3 results to be 568msec versus 594msec employed by E1 but, if we

restrict our statistics to the test cases that E1 was able to solve, the average

time for P11 drops to 492msec.

Similarly, the average time employed by P12 for solving testset 2 results to be

4773msec versus 6392msec employed by E4 but, by restricting our statistics

to the test cases solved by E4, the average time for P12 drops to 3751msec.

cfg testset 1 testset 2 testset 3
time nodes time nodes time nodes

P11 83 ± 7 72 ± 5 199 ± 18 1109 ± 194 568 ± 73 10188 ± 2085
P12 1389 ± 63 407 ± 44 4773 ± 711 51839 ± 14218 N/A
P21 79 ± 6 72 ± 5 131 ± 10 286 ± 24 348 ± 39 1627 ± 198
P22 1402 ± 63 407 ± 44 2772 ± 332 5208 ± 838 N/A

Table 2.8: Time (in msec) and size of the search space for different configu-
rations of the algorithm with pruning (confidence 95%)

From the experimental data shown in this section we can conclude that

the main techniques introduced in this chapter (i.e. use of scenarios, decom-

position, observations ordering, pruning) lead to significant average time and

space complexity improvements in a realistic domain, at least if the model

obeys the rules discussed in section 2.5.

2.11 Discussion

In the present chapter we have introduced the notion of scenario as a way

of compactly characterizing sets of diagnoses. We have then showed how

such notion can be applied to diagnostic problem solving by presenting two

algorithms for computing solution scenarios to diagnostic problems. Such
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algorithms, and especially the one with pruning (section 2.7), demonstrated

how the computation of solution scenarios can be guided and simplified by

the use of preference criteria, thus adding the benefits of preference-based

techniques to the ones contributed by the use of scenarios.

An important property of scenarios is that, when needed, preferred diagnoses

can be easily generated from a set of scenarios in a time proportional to the

number of such diagnoses and an amount of space linear in the cardinality

of the set of scenarios if we are interested only in diagnoses with a minimal

number of faults as it is common in practice.

In section 2.10 we have experimentally shown the performance improvements

that come with the use of scenarios in the context of a realistic application,

the prototype diagnostic agent for the SPIDER space robotic arm. In partic-

ular, the average number of solution scenarios for a given diagnostic problem

turned out to be significantly smaller than the average number of the corre-

sponding diagnoses.

We have pointed out that some systems lend themselves particularly well

to exploit the scenario-based representation of diagnoses. We have identified

a class of system models for which this reduction is guaranteed to happen,

and underlined that the performance of our algorithms degrades gracefully

as the system model deviates from the properties of such class; in the least

favorable cases, the performance is guaranteed not to be worse than that of

an algorithm not using scenarios at all.

We have also explored how ordering the available system observations can

significantly impact the efficiency of our algorithms. A heuristic for deter-

mining a “good ordering” has been identified and experimentally validated.

It is worth noting that such heuristic strategies are very effective in the spe-

cific domain used as test bed, but these heuristics are not ad-hoc, since they

exploit characteristics of the System Description that can be easily evaluated

for each specific domain.

Finally, we have observed that decomposing a diagnostic problem into a

set of simpler sub-problems where only one observation has to be explained,

also leads to performance improvements, at least if observables are enough

independent from one another.

In conclusion, the combination of the notion of scenario with preference

criteria allows us to get a concise characterization of a large set of diagnoses

in a quite efficient way.

In the MBD literature there are other works aiming at compactly charac-
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terizing sets of diagnoses, since, as noted in the introductory chapter to this

dissertation, the overly large size of the extensive representation of such sets

is a well-known problem in the research area.

Solution scenarios are strongly related to kernel diagnoses (de Kleer et al.,

1992), and particularly to kernel abductive diagnoses. Components which are

not mentioned in an abductive kernel diagnosis (i.e. those that can be either

OK or AB) correspond in our framework to the components whose behav-

ioral modes are all possible (represented by a component bitmap consisting

of all 1s). This points us to the most important difference between abductive

kernel diagnoses and scenarios: scenarios handle multi-valued assumables; on

the contrary, kernel (abductive) diagnoses assumables can only be either OK

or AB ≡ ∼OK. Moreover, the work of (de Kleer et al., 1992) mainly aims

at exploring the formal properties of kernel diagnoses and reports just some

suggestions on how to incorporate the notion of kernel diagnoses in the design

of efficient algorithms (for example, the combination of kernel diagnoses with

probabilistic information). Our work explicitly shows how a scenario-based

representation can be easily combined with the use of preference criteria in

effective algorithms.

The notion of theory diagnoses (Friedrich, 1993) explicitly aims at a better

characterization of diagnoses when hierarchical theories are given as part of

the system model. Our work, on the other hand, completely avoids references

to the availability of hierarchical information; instead, for good performance,

it assumes that the system model exhibits as much as possible the charac-

teristics that have been discussed in section 2.5, i.e. the fact that nodes in

most families of the System Influence Graph are causally related following the

noisy-max rule. A further difference between our approach and Friedrich’s is

that he focuses on two-valued assumables.

In (Darwiche, 1998) the author introduces another characterization of

diagnoses based on the notion of consequence expressed in NNF (Negation

Normal Form). The paper first focuses on system models with two-valued

assumables, and then addresses the case of multi-valued assumables.

Darwiche’s work aims at exploiting structural properties of the system be-

ing diagnosed in order to efficiently obtain compact NNF consequences (in

particular, it shows that tree-like structures yield linear-time computation of

linear-size NNF consequences). He assumes that the families in the system

structure graph (corresponding to our System Influence Graph G) are small

enough so that operations that take exponential time in their size (e.g. com-
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puting a component consequence) can be considered as taking constant time.

When, as in the SPIDER domain, the complexity of the system model

strongly depends on the presence of large families in G and the topology

of G significantly deviates from that of a tree, it can be more effective to

encode the elementary assignments to the parents of each family as sets of

parent scenarios (in section 2.5 we have showed how, for families that obey to

the noisy-max rule, a linear number of parent scenarios can encode an expo-

nential number of assignments to the parents). It would then be interesting

to study the possibility of coupling Darwiche structure-based approach with

the use of scenarios.

With the exception of de Kleer’s extension of kernel diagnoses to kernel

abductive diagnoses, the mentioned works assume a consistency-based def-

inition of diagnosis. Even if most of our work has been presented referring

to abductive diagnosis, the concept of scenario itself is completely neutral to

the particular notion of diagnosis employed; in particular, in section 2.9 we

have shown that in order to handle a consistency-based notion of diagnosis,

we only need to plug-in a different function for the computation of solution

parent scenarios into the presented algorithms.

As a final remark, we want to point out that scenarios can also be ex-

ploited in presenting the results of the diagnostic problem solving activity to

the human operator that acts as a client of the diagnostic algorithm. Instead

of presenting each elementary diagnosis to the user, we can directly exploit

the information encoded into a scenario for presenting the results in an easily

understandable graphical way.

For each component, a scenario essentially specifies whether the component

is certainly normal, certainly faulty or it can be either normal or faulty (see

the distinction in N, F and NF introduced in section 2.8).

The diagnostic module can show components belonging to these three disjoint

sets using different colors (e.g. green for normal, red for faulty and yellow for

normal-faulty). This representation allows the user to easily localize faulty

components, but does not prevent her from getting information about fault

identification; in fact, each scenario has precise information about the alter-

native behavioral modes of each component, which can easily be displayed

upon an explicit request from the user.
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Chapter 3

Automatic Abstraction of the
System Description

This chapter addresses the problem of automatic abstraction of the behav-

ioral modes of components and of the components themselves in a System

Description. Since the abstractions that we describe are guaranteed not to

cause any loss of (relevant) information, they can be interpreted as rewrit-

ings of the System Description that lead to models capable of deriving fewer

and more general diagnoses. Abstract models also impact positively the effi-

ciency of the diagnostic algorithm, given that in general the computation of

a diagnosis takes time exponential in the number of system components.

We introduce the notion of indiscriminability among faults of a set of com-

ponents given the (current) observability of the system, which constitutes

the basis for a formal definition of admissible abstractions. The automatic

synthesis of abstract models further restricts abstractions such that the be-

havior of abstract components is expressed in terms of a simple and intuitive

combination of the behavior of their subcomponents.

We present experimental results which show the efficiency improvements and

the reduction of the number of returned diagnoses obtained with the diag-

nostic agent for the SPIDER space robotic arm introduced in chapter 2.

The results presented in this chapter have been partially published in (Torasso

and Torta, 2002), (Torta and Torasso, 2003a), (Torta and Torasso, 2003b).
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3.1 Introduction

System model abstraction has been successfully exploited in many approaches

to Model Based Diagnosis.

The pioneer work by (Mozetič, 1991) has estabilished a connection between

some of the computational theories of abstraction proposed in other areas of

Artificial Intelligence (e.g. (Sacerdoti, 1974), (Giunchiglia and Walsh, 1989))

and a notion of abstraction that could be usefully exploited in the MBD field.

Since then, the computational theory of abstraction has continued to receive

significant attention by AI researchers (e.g. (Giunchiglia and Walsh, 1992),

(Giunchiglia et al., 1997), (Ghidini and Giunchiglia, 2004)); at the same

time, novel proposals have been made to exploit theories of abstraction in

the context of the MBD task (e.g. (Friedrich, 1993), (Console and Theseider

Dupré, 1994), (Provan, 2001) and (Chittaro and Ranon, 2004)).

The approaches described in (Mozetič, 1991) and in its recent improve-

ments (Provan, 2001) and (Chittaro and Ranon, 2004) mostly use abstraction

in order to focus the diagnostic process and thus improve its efficiency; in

particular, the diagnosis of the system starts by considering the abstract

level(s) and, whenever an (abstract) diagnosis if found, the detailed model

is invoked in order to justify such diagnosis in terms of one or more detailed

diagnoses.

However, abstraction also makes possible to return fewer and more concise

abstract diagnoses when it is not possible to discriminate among detailed di-

agnoses. The works by (Console and Theseider Dupré, 1994) and (Friedrich,

1993) accomplish this goal by including abstraction axioms in the Domain

Theory and preferring diagnoses which are “as abstract as possible”.

Recently, some authors have aimed at the automatic abstraction of the

system model (Sachenbacher and Struss, 2003) 1. If the available observables

and/or their granularity are too coarse to distinguish among two or more be-

havioral modes of a component2, or the distinction is not important for the

considered system, a system model is automatically generated where such

behavioral modes are merged into an abstract behavioral mode. By using

the abstract model for diagnosis there’s no loss of (important) information,

while the diagnostic process is more efficient and the number of returned

1Previously an algorithm for automatic abstraction of components had been proposed
in (Out et al., 1994) for simpler models describing only normal behavior of the system

2Or, more generally, values of a system variable.
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diagnoses is smaller and more significant.

The authors of (Sachenbacher and Struss, 2003) stress the fact that, when a

system model is built from a library of component models (see section 1.3),

it is likely that many details in the component models (provided for reusabil-

ity) can’t be discriminated given the observability of the assembled system;

moreover, even in case they are discriminable, this may not be relevant for

the goals of a specific diagnostic/repair task, e.g. because it is known that

an entire subsystem must be replaced in case of the failure of just one of its

components.

The work presented in this chapter, which adopts a formal framework of

abstraction inspired by (Mozetič, 1991), focuses on extending existing results

on automatic abstraction by addressing the abstraction of both behavioral

modes and components in the presence of a reduced observability expressed

in terms of the number and/or granularity of the system observables.

As we shall see, for system models which include fault models as well as the

nominal one, the abstraction of components is a significantly more difficult

task than the abstraction of behavioral modes. In particular, while the (set

of) behavioral modes to be abstracted must belong to the (often limited) do-

main of the same component variable, choosing the (subsets of) components

that should be merged into a single abstract component requires a much

more sophisticated search and decision procedure; similarly, the construction

of the abstract component is significantly less constrained, and thus more

difficult, than the construction of an abstract behavioral mode, which is just

a disjunction of behavioral modes defined at the detailed level.

As noted above, abstractions based on system observability can be par-

ticularly relevant for compositional models. Another context in which they

can be very useful is on-board diagnosis.

When a system is operated on-board, indeed, it is likely that the only avail-

able observations are provided by sensors (which can themselves fail) and

taking further measures manually is out of question. Moreover, on-board

diagnosis is usually constrained by strict time and resources requirements:

using an abstracted system model should yield savings in both the time and

the space requirements of the diagnostic process.

Our proposal requires that abstractions do not cause any loss of diagnostic

information (e.g. as in the incomplete abstractions discussed in (Autio and

Reiter, 1998)) or loss of efficiency (e.g. due to increased fan-in as pointed out

in (Provan, 2001)); moreover, we restrict the mapping from abstract compo-
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Figure 3.1: A fragment of an hydraulic circuit at three levels of abstraction

nents to their subcomponents to be enough simple and intuitive. In order

to exclude all the undesired abstractions we introduce a precise definition of

admissible abstraction, and further restrict the computation of abstractions

through cutoff criteria which forbid admissible abstractions that may lead to

computational inefficiencies.

As a running example to illustrate our definitions and algorithms, we will

use throughout the chapter the fragment of hydraulic circuit adapted from

(Chittaro and Ranon, 2004) depicted in figure 3.1 (a); table 3.1 reports the

domain theories for the valve and the pipes (the model of the valve is the

same as in table 2.1 while the pipe can just be ok or broken).

Two possible abstractions of such system are shown in figures 3.1 (b) (where

pipe P1 and valve V 1 have been abstracted into valve AV 1) and 3.1 (c)

(where abstract valve AV 1 and pipe P2 have been abstracted into valve

AV 2).

As for the experimental validation of our techniques, we will present results

collected in a larger domain, namely the model of the SPIDER space robotic

arm introduced in section 2.10.

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.2 we give formal defi-

nitions of indiscriminability and admissible abstractions.

In sections 3.3 and 3.4 we describe how the declarative notions introduced

in 3.2 can be applied to the abstraction of behavioral modes and components

respectively.

Section 3.5 is devoted to discussing the impact of the notion of operating con-

ditions on the abstractions performed by our algorithms, while in section 3.6

we present the experimental results collected in the SPIDER robotic arm

domain. Finally, in section 3.7 we discuss the contributions of the material

presented in this chapter.
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valve
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗)
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(∗)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf)
V (lk) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf)
V (lk) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf)
V (lk) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf)
V (lk) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf)
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf)
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf)
pipe
P (ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ out(∗)
P (br) ∧ in(∗)⇒ out(nf)

Table 3.1: Models for generic valves and pipes

3.2 Basic Definitions

3.2.1 Ambiguous Observations

In this chapter we will make use of the definitions given in chapter 1 of

System Description (1.1.1), Diagnostic Problem (1.2.1) and Diagnosis (1.2.2

and 1.2.3). For ease of explanation, we will assume an abductive definition

of diagnosis; however the concepts, algorithms and theorems developed in

this chapter can be easily applied to a consistency-based notion of diagnosis

as we will briefly point out in section 3.7.

In the following it will be useful to refer to a slight extension of the notion

of Diagnostic Problem given in section 1.2 in order to allow for the presence

of ambiguity in the set OBSAV of available observations.

Definition 3.2.1 Let an ambiguous instantiation of a variable V be a dis-

junction V (v1) ∨ . . . ∨ V (vk), vi ∈ DOM(V ), i = 1, . . . , k.

A Diagnostic Problem with ambiguous observations is a 3-tuple DP = (SD,

OBSA
AV, INPUTS) where SD is a System Description, OBSA

AV is a set of

ambiguous instantiations of OBSAV ⊆ OBS and INPUTS is an instantia-

tion of INPUTS.
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In the remainder of this chapter, unless otherwise specified, we will just

use the term Diagnostic Problem as a shortcut for Diagnostic Problem with

ambiguous observations. The notion of abductive diagnosis must be slightly

modified in order to cope with the extended notion of diagnostic problem.

Definition 3.2.2 Given a diagnostic problem DP = (SD, OBSA
AV, IN-

PUTS), an assignment D = (c1(bm1), . . ., cn(bmn)) of a behavioral mode to

each component ci ∈ COMPS is an abductive diagnosis for DP if and only

if:

∀(m(v1)∨. . .∨m(vk)) ∈ OBSA
AV∃!i ∈ {1, . . . , k} : DT∪INPUTS∪D 	 m(vi)

In section 4.8.2 we will discuss an efficient way for solving Diagnostic Prob-

lems with ambiguous observations.

3.2.2 Indiscriminability and Abstraction

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, in many real situations only

a subset of OBS variables is available and/or the granularity of some ob-

servables is reduced not just for a specific diagnostic problem but for all the

diagnostic cases associated with a mode of operation or configuration of the

system.

In section 1.2.1, we have denoted with OBSAV the subset of the observables

in OBS whose value is actually known for a specific diagnostic problem. In

the following we shall assume that the same subset OBSAV applies to all or

at least several diagnostic problems over a given System Description.

We also assume that a granularity mapping Π is given s.t. Π(M(v)) maps

an instantiation of M ∈ OBSAV to a possibly more abstract instantiation

M(av); Π can be decomposed in a list of mappings (ΠM1 , . . . ,ΠMk
) where

OBSAV = {M1, . . . ,Mk} and ΠMi
is the granularity mapping for observable

Mi, i = 1, . . . , k.

If ∀M ∈ OBSAV , ∀v ∈ DOM(M) : ΠM(M(v)) = M(v) then there is no loss

of granularity at all; in this particular case we denote Π with Πid.

Component ΠM of Π induces a partition PΠ
M of DOM(M) s.t. v, v′ ∈

DOM(M) are in the same class iff ΠM(M(v)) = ΠM(M(v′)).
Given an instantiation OBSAV of OBSAV , we denote with OBSΠ

AV the fol-

lowing set of ambiguous observations induced by applying Π to OBSAV:

(M(v1) ∨ . . . ∨M(vk)) ∈ OBSΠ
AV ⇔ {v1, . . . , vk} is a class of PΠ

M
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Consider the examples in figure 3.1: in 3.1 (a), OBSAV = OBS = {out1,
in2, out}; in 3.1 (b), OBSAV = {in2, out} and in 3.1 (c), OBSAV = {out};
as for an example of Π we may consider a situation where values rf and f

of observables out1, in2 and out have been mapped to a coarser value pf

(positive flow).

The important point about OBSAV and Π is that these reductions of the

observability of the system can cause the model to become less discriminant

and thus different faults of the same component and/or of different com-

ponents to become indiscriminable. The following definition introduces the

notion of indiscriminability among instantiations of subsets of COMPS.

Definition 3.2.3 Let SCOMPS be a subset of COMPS, OBSAV the set of

available observables and Π a granularity mapping. We say that two instanti-

ations SC,SC′ of SCOMPS are 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-indiscriminable iff for any in-

stantiation X of INPUTS and any instantiation O of COMPS\SCOMPS

the following holds:

Π(tcDT (X ∪ O ∪ SC)|OBSAV
) = Π(tcDT (X ∪O ∪ SC′)|OBSAV

)

where tcDT (V) is the transitive closure of V given DT (i.e. the set of instan-

tiations of variables derivable from V ∪DT ) and operator | means projection

of a set of instantiations on a subset of the variables.

Note that the 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-indiscriminability relation induces a partition

into 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-indiscriminability classes of the set of possible instantia-

tions of SCOMPS.

When SCOMPS = {C}, indiscriminability between C(bm) and C(bm′)
expresses the indiscriminability between behavioral modes bm and bm′.

Definition 3.2.4 Let bm and bm′ be two behavioral modes of component

variable C s.t. C(bm), C(bm’) are 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-indiscriminable; then we say

that bm, bm′ are 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-indiscriminable behavioral modes for compo-

nent C.

Indiscriminability of behavioral modes will be the basis for the abstraction

of values (section 3.3).

Example 3.2.1 Consider figure 3.1 (a) and assume that the values rf and

f of the observables out1, in2 and out have been mapped by a granularity
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mapping Π to a coarser value pf . In such case it is easy to see that V1(ok)

and V1(lk) become indiscriminable, i.e. it is no longer possible to distinguish

between the ok and the lk behavioral modes of V 1.

Now assume that only observations in2 and out are available, both at

their full granularity (i.e. Π = Πid). Under the assumption that V1 is open

(i.e. opcV1(O)) indiscriminable instances of P1, V 1 would be grouped in the

following sets:

C1 = {〈ok, ok〉, 〈ok, so〉}
C2 = {〈ok, lk〉, 〈ok, hb〉}
C3 = {〈ok, sc〉, 〈br, ok〉, 〈br, lk〉, 〈br, so〉, 〈br, sc〉, 〈br, hb〉}

By also considering the situation where V1 is closed (i.e. opcV1(C)), set C1

is further split in two distinct sets C11 = {〈ok, ok〉} and C12 = {〈ok, so〉};
moreover, set C2 is further split in two distinct sets C21 = {〈ok, lk〉} and

C22 = {〈ok, hb〉}. If in a specific diagnostic problem we observe, for instance,

in2(nf) given opcV1(O) and in(f), the set of diagnoses is given by C3 3. �

For now, just note how this notion of indiscriminability is the basis for

any potential abstraction. If, indeed, two instantiations SC and SC′ of

SCOMPS ⊆ COMPS are indiscriminable, this means that whenever SC∪O
is a diagnosis for a given DP , SC′ ∪O is another, indiscriminable, diagnosis

for DP .

We now introduce a weak notion of abstraction where, as it is common in

structural abstractions, abstract components are recursively built bottom-up

starting with the primitive components.

Definition 3.2.5 Given a set COMPS = {C1, . . . , Cn} of component vari-

ables, a components abstraction mapping AM of COMPS defines a set

COMPSA = {AC1, . . . , ACm} of discrete variables (abstract components)

and associates to each ACi ∈ COMPSA one or more Cj ∈ COMPS (sub-

components of ACi) s.t. each component in COMPS is the subcomponent of

exactly one abstract component. Moreover, AM associates, to each abstract

component AC, a definition defAC, which is a characterization of the behav-

ioral modes of AC in terms of the behavioral modes of its subcomponents.

3There are |C3| = 6 indiscriminable diagnoses; 2 of them, namely 〈ok, sc〉 and 〈br, ok〉,
can be regarded as preferred diagnoses w.r.t. the criterion of minimizing the number of
faults
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More precisely, an abstract component and its definition are built hierarchi-

cally as follows:

- if C ∈ COMPS, AC is a simple abstract component if its definition defAC

associates to each abm ∈ DOM(AC) a formula defabm ≡ C(bm1) ∨ . . . ∨
C(bmk) s.t. bm1, . . . , bmk ∈ DOM(C); in the trivial case, AC has the same

domain as C and ∀bm ∈ DOM(C) : defbm ≡ C(bm)

- if AC ′, AC ′′ are abstract components with disjoint sets of subcomponents

SCOMPS ′, SCOMPS ′′ then AC is an abstract component with subcompo-

nents SCOMPS ′∪SCOMPS ′′ if defAC associates to each abm ∈ DOM(AC)

a definition defabm which is a logical formula built by connecting defini-

tions defbm′ , bm′ ∈ DOM(AC ′) with definitions defbm′′ , bm′′ ∈ DOM(AC ′′)
through ∨,∧ and ∼

The definition defAC of AC thus specifies a relation between instantia-

tions of the subcomponents of AC and instantiations (i.e. behavioral modes)

of AC itself. However we need to put some restrictions on these relations in

order to match our intuitions about what is an “admissible” definition.

Definition 3.2.6 Let AC be an abstract component. If AC is simple the

definitions associated to its behavioral modes are all said to be admissible.

If AC is a non-simple abstract component built by composing abstract compo-

nents AC ′, AC ′′, a definition for abm ∈ DOM(AC) is said to be admissible

is it satisfies one of the following:

1. conjunction: defabm ≡ defabm′ ∧ defabm′′ , abm′ ∈ DOM(AC ′), abm′′ ∈
DOM(AC ′′)

2. generalized OR: if def ′, def ′
1, . . . , def

′
l ∈ DOM(AC ′) and def ′′, def ′′

1 ,

. . . , def ′′
m ∈ DOM(AC ′′) and:

defabm ≡ (def ′ ∧∼def ′′
1 ∧ . . .∧∼def ′′

m) ∨ (def ′′ ∧∼def ′
1 ∧ . . .∧∼def ′

l )

As an important special case, when l = m = 0, defabm is a canonical

OR

Admissible definitions capture common abstractions, such as the case where

the abstract component is ok if all its subcomponents are ok (conjunction)

and faulty if at least one of its subcomponents is faulty (canonical OR).

Moreover, since we address the case of components with multiple behavioral

modes, we extend canonical OR with exceptions (generalized OR); clearly,
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the maximum number of exceptions allowed in a generalized OR should be

a configurable parameter of the abstraction algorithm.

Example 3.2.2 Consider again figure 3.1 (a) with the assumption that only

observations in2 and out are available at their full granularity (i.e. Π = Πid).

It is easy to see that components P1 and V 1 can be mapped to an abstract

component whose behavioral modes are expressed by the following admissible

definitions:

defabm1 ≡ P1(ok) ∧ V 1(ok) (conjunction)

defabm2 ≡ P1(ok) ∧ V 1(so) (conjunction)

defabm3 ≡ P1(ok) ∧ V 1(lk) (conjunction)

defabm4 ≡ P1(ok) ∧ V 1(hb) (conjunction)

defabm5 ≡ P1(br) ∨ V 1(sc) (canonical OR) �

Armed with the admissible definitions for behavioral modes we can now for-

mally identify the abstraction mappings we are interested in.

Definition 3.2.7 Given a System Description SD, a components abstrac-

tion mapping AM of COMPS, a set OBSAV ⊆ OBS and a granularity

mapping Π, we say that AM is admissible w.r.t. SD,OBSAV ,Π iff for each

abstract component AC with subcomponents SCOMPS:

1. admissible behavioral modes: each defk ∈ defAC is admissible in the

sense of definition 3.2.6

2. mutual exclusion: for any two distinct defk, defl ∈ defAC, and any

instantiation C of COMPS:

C ∪ {defk ∧ defl} 	 ⊥

3. completeness: for any instantiation C of COMPS:

C 	 ∨

k=1,...,|DOM(AC)|
defk

4. correctness: given defk ∈ defAC, the set of instantiations of SCOMPS

which satisfy defk coincides with or is a subset of an 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-
indiscriminability class
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Example 3.2.3 Consider the abstraction mapping described in example 3.2.2.

Such abstraction mapping is admissible w.r.t. the system depicted in fig-

ure 3.1 (a) when OBSAV = {in2, out} and Π ≡ Πid.

To see that this is true, it is sufficient to recall that the behavioral modes

definitions are admissible and to note that there is a 1:1 mapping between

them and the 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-indiscriminability classes shown in example 3.2.1

(in particular defabm1 corresponds to C11, defabm2 to C12, defabm3 to C21,

defabm4 to C22 and defabm5 to C3). It follows that the mutual exclusion,

completeness and correctness conditions are also satisfied. �

Note that given an admissible components abstraction mapping AM, to

each instantiation C of COMPS corresponds exactly one instantiation CA
of COMPSA consistent with COMPS given the definitions of elements in

COMPSA. We say that CA is the abstraction of C according to AM.

Admissible abstractions are defined in terms of admissible abstraction

mappings.

Definition 3.2.8 Let SDD = (SVD, DTD) be a System Description, AM
be an Admissible Abstraction Mapping w.r.t. SDD, OBSAV , Π and SDA =

(SVA, DTA) be a System Description s.t.:

- COMPSA ⊆ SVA is the set of abstract components introduced by AM in

place of components COMPSD ⊆ SVD

- INPUTSA = INPUTSD

- the observables OBSA in SVA are the OBSAV variables with a possibly re-

duced granularity expressed by a granularity mapping ΠA such that ∃ΠA :

Π = ΠA ◦ ΠA

- DTA is s.t. given any instantiation X of INPUTSD = INPUTSA and any

instantiation C of COMPSD the following holds:

Π(tcDTD
(X ∪ C))|OBSAV

= ΠA(tcDTA
(X ∪ CA))|OBSA

where CA is the abstraction of C w.r.t. AM

We say that SDA is an Admissible Abstraction of SDD w.r.t. AM and ΠA.

The condition on the observables OBSA essentially requires that the OBSAV

variables of SDD are abstracted into OBSA variables of SDA so that the
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domain of each V ∈ OBSAV is related to the domain of a variable V ∈ OBSA

with the same name through a granularity mapping ΠA.

As for the condition on DTA, it requires that whatever is derivable with DTD

from X ∪C must also be derivable with DTA from X ∪CA as far as we are only

interested in the atoms that can be actually observed (OBSAV and OBSA

respectively) at the level of granularity they can actually be observed (Π and

ΠA respectively).

Example 3.2.4 As it can be easily verified, the system of figure 3.1 (b) is

an admissible abstraction of the system of figure 3.1 (a) w.r.t. the admissible

abstraction mapping described in example 3.2.2. �

3.3 Abstraction of Behavioral Modes

3.3.1 The Algorithm

In this section we present an algorithm which identifies indiscriminable be-

havioral modes in a given model, and generates a simplified model where

mutually indiscriminable behavioral modes are merged in new (abstract) be-

havioral modes. We shall see that, as a by-product, the process will also

merge values of INTVARS variables into new (abstract) values.

The top level function BMAbstract() is sketched as pseudo-code in fig-

ure 3.2. The parameters of BMAbstract() are a System Description SDD,

the corresponding System Influence Graph G, the list OBSAV ⊆ OBS of

available observables, and a granularity mapping Π.

The function returns an admissible component abstraction mappingAM and

an admissible abstraction SDA of SDD (together with a granularity mapping

ΠA as per definition 3.2.8). Obviously, all the abstract components defined

by AM are simple in the sense of definition 3.2.5, i.e. they represent just

abstractions of behavioral modes.

The call to ReverseVisit(G) returns a list containing the System Vari-

ables ordered in such a way that if two variables N , M satisfy precedence rela-

tion 1.1.3 in G (i.e. N � M) we guarantee that position(N) > position(M).

In particular, we start the visit of G at the terminal sink nodes and proceed

backwards by visiting a node only if all its immediate successors have already

been visited.

The main loop in BMAbstract() considers at each iteration a variable

N in the list (except for the INPUTS variables, which do not need to be
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Function BMAbstract(SDD, G, OBSAV , Π)
AM = ∅
SDA := SDD

ΠA := Π
Candidates := ReverseVisit(G)
TrivialNodes := ∅
ForEach (N ∈ Candidates \ INPUTS)

(〈N , defN 〉, ΠA
N ) := MergeValues(DTA, N)

If (|defN | = 1) Then TrivialNodes := TrivialNodes ∪ {N}
DTA := BMReviseDT(DTA, 〈N, defN 〉)
If (N ∈ COMPS) Then AM := AM∪ {〈N, defN〉}
If (N ∈ OBSAV ) Then

ΠN,A = granularity mapping s.t. ΠN = ΠN,A ◦ΠA
N

ΠA := ΠA\ΠN ∪ {ΠN,A}
EndIf

Loop
Return AM, SDA, ΠA

EndFunction

Figure 3.2: Sketch of the BMAbstract() function

processed).

The call to MergeValues() returns a pair 〈N , defN 〉 where defN is a set of

pairs (ν, v1∨. . .∨vk); each pair in defN represents the definition of an abstract

value ν for variable N . It is easy to see that if N ∈ COMPS, 〈N , defN 〉 is a

simple abstract component definition in the sense of definition 3.2.5.

Moreover, for N ∈ COMPS, we shall see that values v1, . . . , vk mentioned

in each pair (ν, v1∨ . . .∨ vk) ∈ defN always belong to the same 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-
indiscriminability class of behavioral modes of N .

Function MergeValues() also returns a mapping ΠA
N for DOM(N) s.t. if

(ν, v1 ∨ . . . ∨ vk) ∈ defN , ΠA
N (N(vi)) = ν, i = 1, . . . , k; the purpose of ΠA

N is

then to explicitly map the values in DOM(N) to the abstract values defined

in defN .

If the call to MergeValues() produced a definition 〈N , defN 〉 s.t. all the

values of DOM(N) collapsed into a single abstract value (i.e. |defN | = 1 ),

variable N is added to the list of trivial nodes. When AbstractBM() termi-

nates, TrivialNodes contains the variables whose values are all equivalent in

influencing available manifestations; these variables are obviously useless for

the diagnostic task and the caller of AbstractBM() may decide to completely

remove them from the model.

Function BMReviseDT() is called in order to substitute in the Domain
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Theory occurrences of the values of N with the automatically generated

abstract values.

Then, if N ∈ COMPS, 〈N , defN 〉 is added to the Abstraction Mapping AM
being built by AbstractBM().

Finally, if N ∈ OBSAV the abstract granularity mapping ΠA being built by

BMAbstract() needs to be updated. In particular, a granularity mapping

ΠN,A s.t. ΠN is the composition of ΠN,A and ΠA
N is computed and added to

ΠA in place of ΠN . It is easy to see that this operation (after it has been

applied to each N ∈ OBSAV ) builds the granularity mapping ΠA according

to definition 3.2.8.

Let’s now describe in detail function MergeValues() (figure 3.3). First,

by calling FindInfluences(), it computes the conditions under which vari-

able N influences its immediate successors values; then, it uses this informa-

tion to compute a partition P of DOM(N) in equivalence classes grouping

indiscriminable values (BMFindIndiscriminable()).

From partition P, MergeValues() easily computes defN (ForEach loop) and

ΠA
N and returns them to the caller.

Function FindInfluences() considers how each value v of variable N un-

der consideration can cause value u of immediate successor variable M . The

condition under which N(v) causes M(u) is the disjunction of conjunctions of

the form α1∧α2 where α1 and α2 occur in a formula α1∧N(v)∧α2 ⇒M(u).

Function BMFindIndiscriminable() is recursive; at each call it partitions a

set of values into equivalence classes based on a single immediate successor

node and then calls itself recursively on each of the generated equivalence

classes in order to further discriminate by considering the remaining imme-

diate successors.

Note that in the test (〈α, π〉 ∈ P) we are testing pairwise identity of propo-

sitional formulas; we assume that any two equivalent formulas have been

made identical at that point by calls to normalize() in FindInfluences().

Normalization is not too computationally expensive since the formulas αv,u

handled by normalize() are in DNF and only positive literals can occur.

If the variable N on which BMFindIndiscriminable() is operating belongs

to OBSAV , the resulting partition P is composed with the partition PΠ
N in-

duced by ΠN on DOM(N); PΠ
N indeed represents the distinctions among N

values that can be directly observed.

The other main function directly called by BMAbstract() is BMReviseDT()

(figure 3.4). Given the pair 〈N , defN 〉 returned by MergeModes(), it consid-
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Function MergeValues(DTA, N)
defN := ∅
Successors := {children of N in G}
Influences := FindInfluences(DTA, N , Successors)
P := BMFindIndiscriminable(N , DOM(N), Successors, Influences)
ForEach πi = {v1, . . . , vk} ∈ P

νi = NewBMName()
defνi = v1 ∨ . . . ∨ vk

defN = defN ∪ {(νi, defν)}
Loop
ΠA

N = mapping s.t. ΠA
N (N(v)) = N(νi) iff v ∈ πi

Return (〈N, defN 〉, ΠA
N )

EndFunction

Function FindInfluences(DTA, N , Successors)
Influences := ∅
ForEach (v ∈ DOM(N), M ∈ Successors, u ∈ DOM(M))

Formulas := {ϕ ∈ DTA s.t. N(v) occurs in the body and M(u) occurs in the head}
αv,u := false
ForEach ((α1 ∧N(v) ∧ α2 ⇒M(u)) ∈ Formulas)

αv,u := αv,u ∨ (α1 ∧ α2)
Loop
Influences := Influences ∪ {(N(v), M(u), normalize(αv,u))}

Loop
Return Influences

EndFunction

Function BMFindIndiscriminable(N , Values, Successors, Influences)
M := first(Successors)
P := ∅
ForEach (v ∈ Values)

α := {(M(u), αv,u) s.t. (N(v), M(u), αv,u) ∈ Influences
If (〈α, π〉 ∈ P) Then

P := P\{〈α, π〉} ∪ {〈α, π ∪ {v}〉}
Else

P := P ∪ {〈α, {v}〉}
EndIf

Loop
P :=

⋃
〈α,π〉∈P{π}

Successors := tail(Successors)
If Successors �= ∅)

ForEach (π ∈ P)
P := P\π ∪ BMFindIndiscriminable(N , π, Successors, Influences)

Loop
EndIf
If (N ∈ OBSAV ) Then P := P ◦ PΠ

N

Return P
EndFunction

Figure 3.3: Sketch of the MergeValues() function
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Function BMReviseDT(DTA, 〈N, defN 〉)
ForEach ((ν, v1 ∨ . . . ∨ vk) ∈ defN)

Formulas := {ϕ ∈ DTA s.t. N(v), v ∈ {v1, . . . , vk} appears in ϕ}
ForEach ((ϕ = α1 ∧N(v) ∧ α2 ⇒M(u)) ∈ Formulas)

DTA := DTA\ϕ ∪ {(α1 ∧N(ν) ∧ α2 ⇒M(u))}
Loop
ForEach ((ϕ = α⇒ N(v)) ∈ Formulas)

DTA := DTA\ϕ ∪ {(α⇒ N(ν))}
Loop

Loop
Return DTA

EndFunction

Figure 3.4: Sketch of the BMReviseDT() function

ers the new values ν = v1 ∨ . . . ∨ vk defined in defN one at a time. It then

scans the set of clauses for occurrences of v ∈ {v1, . . . , vk} and replaces them

with ν. This process can produce duplicate formulas; by using set notation

in the pseudo-code we underline that only one copy of the duplicate formulas

has to be added to the revised Domain Theory.

3.3.2 Correctness

In this section we state two properties which imply that the abstraction

algorithm BMAbstract() behaves as intended. The proofs are reported in

appendix 3.A.

Property 3.3.1 At each iteration of the main loop of BMAbstract(SDD,

G, OBSAV , Π), AM is an admissible abstraction mapping w.r.t. SDD,

OBSAV , Π. Moreover, SDA is an admissible abstraction of SDD w.r.t. AM
and ΠA.

As an obvious corollary of this property, a call to BMAbstract() returns an

admissible abstraction mapping and an admissible abstraction of SDD.

We now state an important property which demonstrates the correspon-

dence among diagnoses at the detailed level and diagnoses at the abstract

level. The property makes use of the fact that, given an ambiguous instantia-

tion OBSΠ
AV of OBSAV , one can identify a corresponding ambiguous instan-

tiation OBSΠA
A of OBSA in the following way: for each (m(v1)∨ . . .m(vk)) ∈

OBSΠ
AV, there is an ambiguous observation (m(V1)∨ . . .∨m(Vl)) in OBSΠA

A
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s.t. values V1, . . . , Vl are the abstractions of values v1, . . . , vk computed by

BMAbstract().

Intuitively, the ambiguity introduced in the observations at the detailed level

by granularity mapping Π is expressed at the abstract level by the compo-

sition of two sources of ambiguity: the first source consists in the fact that

the domains of OBSA variables are (in general) more abstract than those of

OBSAV variables; the second source is the abstract granularity mapping ΠA.

It is important to realize that OBSΠ
AV and OBSΠA

A carry exactly the same

information about the values of the observables.

Property 3.3.2 Let AM, SDA and ΠA be the outputs of BMAbstract()

given a System Description SDD, a set of available observations OBSAV

and a granularity mapping Π.

Let DPD = (SDD, OBSΠ
AV, INPUTS) be a diagnostic problem with ambigu-

ous observations on System Description SDD and DPA = (SDA, OBSΠA
A ,

INPUTS) be the corresponding diagnostic problem with ambiguous observa-

tions on System Description SDA.

Then, DD = {c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn)} is a diagnosis for DPD iff its abstraction

DPA according to AM is a diagnosis for DPA.

3.3.3 Computational Complexity

In this section we informally discuss the computational complexity of function

BMAbstract(). First of all we note that the main ForEach loop is executed

|SV\INPUTS| times, i.e. O(|SV|) times.

In the body of the ForEach loop, functions MergeValues() and BMReviseDT()

are called.

Let’s consider the pseudo code of function MergeValues() and of the sub-

functions it calls (figure 3.3); it is not difficult to see that, if MergeValues()

has been called on variable N , its computational complexity is linear in the

number of families of G where N appears as a parent and exponential in the

size of the largest of such families.

The complexity of function BMReviseDT() is also linear in the number of

families of G where N appears as a parent and exponential in the size of the

largest of such families, since BMReviseDT() has to consider each formula in

the Domain Theory where N appears.

In summary, the computational complexity of BMAbstract() is polynomial

in the number of system variables |SV| but it is exponential in the size of the
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largest family Fmax in G. It is worth noting that it is often reasonable, espe-

cially for Compositional System Descriptions, to assume that |Fmax| is much

smaller than |SV| so that it does not lead to intractability (this assumption

is made e.g. in structure based diagnosis, see (Darwiche, 1998)).

3.3.4 An Example

We conclude the discussion on BMAbstract() by illustrating how the al-

gorithm works on the example of figure 3.1 (a) where all the observations

out1, in2 and out are available; the System Influence Graph of the system

is depicted in figure 3.5.. As for Π we initially assume that values rf and

f of observation in2 are mapped to the same value pf (positive flow), while

observations out1 and out are available at their full granularity.

The algorithm starts by trying to merge the values of out. Since out is a

terminal sink node and an observable, its values are partitioned according to

Π, i.e. none of them are merged.

The algorithm continues by trying to merge behavioral modes of P2. The

Influences relating P2 to out are:

(P2 (ok), out(f ), in2 (f )), (P2 (ok), out(rf ), in2 (rf )), (P2 (ok), out(nf ), in2 (nf )),

(P2 (br), out(f ),⊥), (P2 (br), out(rf ),⊥), (P2 (br), out(nf ), in2 (f ) ∨ in2 (rf ) ∨ in2 (nf ))

It follows that modes ok, br of P2 can’t be merged. It is now in2 turn to be

considered; the influences relating in2 to out are:

(in2 (f ), out(f ),P2 (ok)), (in2 (f ), out(rf ),⊥), (in2 (f ), out(nf ),P2 (br)),

(in2 (rf ), out(f ),⊥), (in2 (rf ), out(rf ),P2 (ok)), (in2 (rf ), out(nf ),P2 (br)),

(in2 (nf ), out(f ),⊥), (in2 (nf ), out(rf ),⊥), (in2 (nf ), out(nf ),P2 (ok) ∨ P2 (br))

Values f, rf and nf can’t be merged. Note that in2 is an observable, and that

its granularity is s.t. values f and rf are both observed as pf; however they

can’t be mapped to the same value in SD because, by observing variable out,

they can still be distinguished.

As for variable V1, the influences relating it to in2 are:

(V1 (ok), in2 (f ), opc(O) ∧ out1 (f )), (V1 (ok), in2 (rf ), opc(O) ∧ out1 (rf )),

(V1 (ok), in2 (nf ), opc(O) ∧ out1 (nf ) ∨ opc(C ) ∧ out1 (∗)),

(V1 (so), in2 (f ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (f )), (V1 (so), in2 (rf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (rf )),

(V1 (so), in2 (nf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (nf )),
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Figure 3.5: System Influence Graph for the system of figure 3.1 (a)

(V1 (sc), in2 (f ),⊥), (V1 (sc), in2 (rf ),⊥), (V1 (sc), in2 (nf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (∗)),

(V1 (lk), in2 (f ),⊥), (V1 (lk), in2 (rf ), opc(O) ∧ out1 (f ) ∨ opc(O) ∧ out1 (rf )),

(V1 (lk), in2 (nf ), opc(O) ∧ out1 (nf ) ∨ opc(C ) ∧ out1 (∗)),

(V1 (hb), in2 (f ),⊥), (V1 (hb), in2 (rf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (f ) ∨ opc(∗) ∧ out1 (rf )),

(V1 (hb), in2 (nf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (nf ))

It can be easily seen that none of V1 behavioral modes can be merged.

The process continues with variables out1 and P1 in a similar way without

making any abstraction. We conclude that if the only reduction in observabil-

ity is the mapping of values rf and f of in2 to value pf, there is no opportunity

for abstraction.

Let’s now consider a slightly different case, where the reduction of gran-

ularity applies to both in2 and out, i.e. values rf and f of both in2 and out

are mapped to value pf.

Now the values of out are partitioned according to Π, i.e. rf and f are

merged in the same value pf.

It is easy to see that this does not affect the processing of P2. However it

affects the processing of in2; indeed, the Influences relating in2 to out are

now:

(in2 (f ), out(pf ),P2 (ok)), (in2 (f ), out(nf ),P2 (br)),

(in2 (rf ), out(pf ),P2 (ok)), (in2 (rf ), out(nf ),P2 (br)),

(in2 (nf ), out(pf ),⊥), (in2 (nf ), out(nf ),P2 (ok) ∨ P2 (br))

and values rf, f can be merged. Even the fact that in2 is an observable does
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not prevent the merging of rf and f, since its granularity is s.t. values f and

rf are both observed as pf.

The abstraction of the values of in2 propagates also to variable V1; the

influences relating it to in2 are now:

(V1 (ok), in2 (pf ), opc(O) ∧ out1 (f ) ∨ opc(O) ∧ out1 (rf )),

(V1 (ok), in2 (nf ), opc(O) ∧ out1 (nf ) ∨ opc(C ) ∧ out1 (∗)),

(V1 (so), in2 (pf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (f ) ∨ opc(∗) ∧ out1 (rf )),

(V1 (so), in2 (nf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (nf )),

(V1 (sc), in2 (pf ),⊥), (V1 (sc), in2 (nf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (∗)),

(V1 (lk), in2 (pf ), opc(O) ∧ out1 (f ) ∨ opc(O) ∧ out1 (rf )),

(V1 (lk), in2 (nf ), opc(O) ∧ out1 (nf ) ∨ opc(C ) ∧ out1 (∗)),

(V1 (hb), in2 (pf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (f ) ∨ opc(∗) ∧ out1 (rf )),

(V1 (hb), in2 (nf ), opc(∗) ∧ out1 (nf ))

Behavioral modes ok and lk can now be merged. Finally, it can be easily

verified that the processing of variables out1 and P1 does not lead to any

further abstraction.

3.4 Abstraction of Components

3.4.1 Computing Abstractions

The hierarchical way abstract components are defined in section 3.2.2 sug-

gests that the algorithm for the abstraction of components can produce new

abstract components incrementally, by merging only two components at each

iteration. After some finite number of iterations, arbitrarily complex abstract

components can be produced.

As already mentioned in section 3.1, however, the admissibility of a compo-

nent abstraction is not enough in order to produce useful and meaningful

abstractions. We thus introduce some cutoff criteria on abstractions over

two components (i.e. single iterations), to be enforced by the computational

process.

First, it is undesirable to build abstract components with too many dif-
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Function Abstract(SDD, G, OBSAV )
AM := ∅
SDA := SDD

GA := G
While (Oracle(SDA, GA) = 〈Ci, Cj〉)

(DTloc, Gloc) := CutDT(SDA, GA, Ci, Cj)
If (MergeComps(DTloc, Gloc, Ci, Cj) = 〈AC, defAC〉)

COMPSA := COMPSA \ {Ci, Cj} ∪ {AC}
DTA := ReviseDT(DTA, DTloc, Gloc, 〈AC, defAC〉, Ci, Cj)
GA := System Influence Graph of DTA

AM := AM ∪ {〈AC, defAC〉}
EndIf

Loop
Return AM, SDA

EndFunction

Figure 3.6: Sketch of the Abstract() function

ferent behavioral modes (limited-domain criterion) 4; a proliferation of be-

havioral modes in the abstract component has negative effects on both the

efficiency of diagnosis and the understandability of abstract diagnoses. We

chose to impose the not too-restrictive limit |DOM(AC)| ≤ |DOM(AC ′)|+
|DOM(AC ′′)|, where AC is an abstract component built from (abstract)

components AC ′, AC ′′.
Second, we want to limit the fan-in of the abstract components 5; indeed, if

a structure-based diagnostic algorithm is used (Darwiche, 1998), introduc-

ing an abstract component that has a fan-in (much) larger than that of all

its subcomponents leads to computational inefficiencies as pointed out in

(Provan, 2001). The limit imposed on the fan-in of the abstract component

(fan-in criterion) can vary from the maximum among the fan-ins of its sub-

components to the sum of such fan-ins; the choice should be driven by the

type of diagnostic algorithm to be used with the abstract model as well as by

specific characteristics of the model under consideration. In the experiments

reported in section 3.6 we have obtained significant results by restricting the

fan-in of abstract components to be at most the maximum among the fan-ins

of their subcomponents.

Figure 3.6 reports an high-level description of the Abstract() algorithm.

4In the worst case, the abstract component could have as many behavioral modes as
the number of different instantiation of its subcomponents

5The fan-in of a component is the number of its inputs.
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Such algorithm should be invoked after performing behavioral modes ab-

straction with BMAbstract() (figure 3.2), i.e. given a set OBSAV of available

observables and a granularity mapping Π the following two calls should be

issued:

AMBM , SDBM , ΠA := BMAbstract(SDD, G, OBSAV , Π)

AM, SDA := Abstract(SDBM , G, OBSBM )

where OBSBM denotes the set of observables in SDBM .

Algorithm Abstract() receives a System Description SDD, the correspond-

ing System Influence Graph G and the list OBSAV ⊆ OBS of available

observables and returns an admissible component abstraction mapping AM
and an admissible abstraction SDA of SDD.

The algorithm entirely consists in a While loop. Function Oracle() se-

lects the next two candidate components Ci, Cj for abstraction according to

the strategies outlined in the next section. Then, DTloc and Gloc (i.e. the

portions of DTA and GA relevant for computing the influence of Ci, Cj over

the values of observables in OBSAV ) are isolated by calling CutDT() (dis-

cussed in section 3.4.3).

Function MergeComps() (section 3.4.4) tries to compute the definition of the

new abstract component given DTloc, Gloc, Ci and Cj; in case it succeeds,

COMPSA, DTA, GA and AM are updated according to the definition of

the abstract component. In particular, DTA is updated by invoking function

ReviseDT() (section 3.4.5).

The whole process terminates when function Oracle() can’t find any new

suggestion for further abstractions.

3.4.2 The Oracle

Function Oracle() must choose, at each iteration, a pair of candidate com-

ponents for abstraction. Since a search over the entire space of potential

abstractions would be prohibitive, the function is based on a greedy heuristic

that tries to achieve a good overall abstraction without doing any backtrack-

ing.

In our experience it turned out that the heuristic HA based on the following

two principles could achieve significant results.

First, HA follows a locality principle for choosing Ci, Cj, i.e. it prefers to

abstract components that are as close as possible on the System Influence

Graph G. This principle is often applied in manually built abstraction hi-
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erarchies where, at each level of the hierarchy, the new abstractions involve

components that are structurally close to one another.

This usually has the advantage of building abstract components that have

a fan-in comparable to that of their subcomponents and have a limited and

meaningful set of behavioral modes. Two good examples of structural pat-

terns that follow this principle are components connected in sequence and in

parallel 6.

The second principle underlying HA prescribes to prefer pairs of components

that are connected to the same observables in OBSAV ; this follows from the

fact that, if at least one of the two components is observable separately from

the other, it is more unlikely to find indiscriminable instantiations of the two

components.

During the evaluation of each pair of candidates, Oracle() immediately

enforces the fan-in criterion (this check can be easily performed at this stage).

As for the limited-domain cutoff criterion and the actual feasibility of an

admissible abstraction, Oracle() just “trusts” the heuristic HA, and defers

to MergeComps() the actual enforcement. There’s thus no warranty that the

components selected by Oracle() will end up being merged but just a good

chance of it to happen.

In the current implementation, Oracle() terminates when it can’t find

any pair of components which meet the limited fan-in criterion, are connected

in sequence or parallel and influence the same set of observables.

Example 3.4.1 Given the system in figure 3.1 (a) andOBSAV = {in2, out},
Oracle() selects P1, V 1 as candidates according to heuristic HA: P1, P2,

e.g., are further away and there’s also an observable point between them,

namely in2. Since the inputs to the potential abstract component AV 1

would be in, opc and the inputs to V 1 are out1, opc there is no increase in

the fan-in of the abstract component. Thus P1, V 1 are returned �

3.4.3 Cutting the Domain Theory

Function CutDT() has the purpose of selecting the portion DTloc of the Do-

main Theory DTA and the portion Gloc of the System Influence Graph GA

which are relevant for the abstraction of Ci, Cj.

6Note that the structural notions of vicinity, sequentiality and parallelism can be nat-
urally transposed in terms of relationships among nodes of G
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Figure 3.7: System Influence Graph of the system of figure 3.1 and sub-graphs
Gloc for P1, V 1 and for V 1, P2

In order to compute Gloc, CutDT() must identify all the nodes and arcs in GA

that play a role in how Ci, Cj influence the nodes in OBSAV .

This is accomplished by following the paths in GA that start from Ci and Cj

and bring to nodes in OBSAV up to the nodes where they converge. All the

parents of the nodes on such paths are also added to Gloc.

As an example, in figure 3.7 (a) we report the System Influence Graph of

the sample system of figure 3.1 (a) where only variable out is observable

(depicted in black). Figure 3.7 (b) shows the resulting Gloc when P1, V 1

are the components selected by Oracle() for abstraction while figure 3.7 (c)

shows the resulting Gloc when V 1, P2 have been selected.

Each Gloc implicitly defines its components COMPSloc , input variables

INPUTSloc , endogenous variables INTVARSloc and observables OBSloc . More-

over, the subset of INTVARSloc variables that are terminal sink nodes in Gloc

can be regarded as the set of outputs OUTPUTSloc .

For example, in the Gloc sub-graph of figure 3.7 (b) the following sets can be

identified:

COMPSloc = {P1 ,V1}
INPUTSloc = {in, opc}
INTVARSloc = {out1 , in2}
OBSloc = ∅
OUTPUTSloc = {in2}

while in the Gloc sub-graph of figure 3.7 (c) the following sets can be identi-

fied:
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Function MergeComps(DTloc, Gloc, Ci, Cj)
P = FindIndiscriminable(DTloc, Gloc, Ci, Cj)
If (|P| > |DOM(Ci)|+ |DOM(Cj)|) Then Return NULL
AC = NewCompName()
defAC = ∅
ForEach π ∈ P

abm = NewBMName()
defabm = MakeABMDefinition(π)
If (defabm = NULL) Then

Return NULL
Else

defAC = defAC ∪ {(abm, defabm)}
EndIf

Loop
Return 〈AC, defAC〉

EndFunction

Figure 3.8: Sketch of the MergeComps() function

COMPSloc = {V1 ,P2}
INPUTSloc = {opc, out1}
INTVARSloc = {in2 , out}
OBSloc = {out}
OUTPUTSloc = {out}

All these sets will play an important role both in the synthesis of abstract

components (next section) and in the subsequent revision of the Domain

Theory (section 3.4.5).

Once Gloc has been computed, DTloc can be immediately obtained by

selecting from DTA all and only the formulas φ which only mention variables

in Gloc.

3.4.4 Abstraction of Two Components

Once two candidate components Ci, Cj have been selected, MergeComps()

tries to merge them into a single abstract component. The function is

sketched in figure 3.8.

First, the set DOM(Ci)×DOM(Cj) is partitioned into indiscriminabil-

ity classes by function FindIndiscriminable(). Such function considers in

turn each variable O ∈ OUTPUTSloc and computes the set SN(O) of source
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nodes (i.e. nodes without parents) in Gloc connected to O (excluding Ci, Cj)
7;

instantiations of the source nodes represent the contexts under which Ci, Cj

influence the value of O.

From each instantiation of SN(O), then, FindIndiscriminable() tries to

derive a value for O with each pair of behavioral modes assignments to Ci,

Cj and gradually refines the partition of DOM(Ci)×DOM(Cj) by putting

into separate classes pairs that cause different values for O.

It is easy to see that, after FindIndiscriminable() has looped over each

O ∈ OUTPUTSloc and each instantiation of SN(O), the resulting partition

P of DOM(Ci)×DOM(Cj) consists in classes whose elements are indiscrim-

inable according to definition 3.2.3.

Classes of P form the basis for building abstract behavioral modes def-

initions: associating exactly one abstract behavioral mode to each of them

guarantees that the mutual exclusion, completeness and correctness condi-

tions given in definition 3.2.7 are automatically satisfied.

Since the number of classes in the partition P corresponds to the number

of abstract behavioral modes to be eventually generated, the limited-domain

cutoff criterion is applied to |P|.
If the check is passed successfully, the generation of the definitions for the

abstract behavioral modes starts by considering an indiscriminability class π

at a time and calling function MakeABMDefinition(). Such function tries to

build an admissible behavioral mode definition by considering the admissible

forms in the same order as given in definition 3.2.6; if it does not succeed, it

returns NULL and the abstraction of Ci, Cj fails.

Otherwise, when the ForEach loop terminates the definition defAC of a new

abstract component AC has been completely built and is returned to the

caller.

Example 3.4.2 Given that Oracle() has selected P1, V 1 as candidates for

abstraction, the admissible abstraction mapping described in example 3.2.3 is

computed by MergeComps() in the following way: FindIndiscriminable()

computes a partition P consisting of the indiscriminability classes mentioned

in example 3.2.1; since |P| = 5 < 7 = |DOM(P1)| + |DOM(V 1)| the lim-

ited domain cutoff check is passed; then, function MakeABMDefinition()

builds, for each indiscriminability class, the corresponding admissible defini-

tion shown in example 3.2.2 �

7Note that SN (O) ⊆ COMPSloc ∪ INPUTSloc.
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3.4.5 Revision of the Domain Theory

Function ReviseDT() is in charge of updating the Domain Theory DTA ac-

cording to the new abstract component definition returned by MergeComps().

The first thing ReviseDT() needs to do is to compute a graph Gloc,flat from

Gloc so that for each O ∈ OUTPUTSloc a family consisting in O and the set

of source nodes SN(O) is added to Gloc,flat. Note that each node in Gloc,flat

is either a source node or a sink node, i.e. there are no internal nodes.

As an example, figure 3.9 (a) reports the Gloc of figure 3.7 (b) and figure 3.9

(b) its corresponding Gloc,flat.

Once Gloc has been flattened into Gloc,flat, the nodes corresponding to Ci

and Cj are substituted with a node representing the new abstract component

AC; we denote the resulting graph as Gloc,abs. Figure 3.9 (c) shows the Gloc,abs

corresponding to the Gloc,flat of figure 3.9 (b).

At this point, ReviseDT computes a Domain Theory DTloc,abs by consid-

ering each family in Gloc,abs in turn; clearly, in each family one of the parents

is AC while the child is some O ∈ OUTPUTSloc . For each instantiation O of

SN(O)\{AC} and each instantiation AC(abm) of AC, a formula φ is added

to DTA:

φ ≡ O ∧AC(abm)⇒ O(v)

where O(v) is s.t.:

O ∧ defAC ∧DTloc 	 O(v)

i.e. φ expresses a direct derivation from O and AC(abm) of a value for

O that in the original Domain Theory could have required a derivation of

several steps.

Once DTloc,abs has been computed in this way, ReviseDT() updates DTA by

simply removing from DTA the formulas that appear in DTloc and replacing

them with the formulas in DTloc,abs.

Example 3.4.3 Considering again the Gloc,abs of figure 3.9 (c) and assuming

that the behavioral modes of AV 1 are defined as in example 3.2.2, we add

to DTloc,abs the following formula:

opc(O) ∧ in(f) ∧ AV 1(abm1)⇒ in2(f)

since:

opc(O) ∧ in(f) ∧ P1(ok) ∧ V 1(ok) 	 in2(f)
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Figure 3.9: The Gloc graph of figure 3.7 (b) and the corresponding Gloc,flat

and Gloc,abs graphs

(remember that defabm1 ≡ P1(ok) ∧ V 1(ok)); similarly, we introduce formu-

las:

opc(O) ∧ in(rf) ∧ AV 1(abm1)⇒ in2(rf)

opc(O) ∧ in(nf) ∧AV 1(abm1)⇒ in2(nf)

. . .

It is easy to see that, by interpreting abm1, abm2, abm3, abm4 and abm5 as

ok, so, lk, hb and sc respectively, AV 1 behavior is exactly that of a valve. �

3.4.6 Correctness

The following two results guarantee that algorithm Abstract() behaves as

intended. Their proofs are analogous to the ones reported in appendix 3.A

for BMAbstract().

Property 3.4.1 At each iteration of the main loop of Abstract(SDD, G,
OBSAV ), AM is an admissible abstraction mapping w.r.t. SDD, OBSAV ,

Πid. Moreover, SDA is an admissible abstraction of SDD w.r.t. AM and

Πid.

As an obvious corollary of this property, a call to Abstract() returns an

admissible abstraction mapping and an admissible abstraction of SDD.

The following property is intended to demonstrate the correspondence among

diagnoses at the detailed level and diagnoses at the abstract level.

Property 3.4.2 Let AM and SDA be the outputs of Abstract() given a

System Description SDD and a set of available observations OBSAV .

Let DPA = (SDA, OBSA, INPUTS) be a diagnostic problem on System
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Description SDA and DPD = (SDD, OBSAV, INPUTS) be the correspond-

ing diagnostic problem on System Description SDD.

Then, DD = {c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn)} is a diagnosis for DPD iff its abstraction

DPA according to AM is a diagnosis for DPA.

It is possible to combine the results stated in properties 3.3.1 and 3.3.2

with the ones stated above in order to obtain two correctness properties for

the abstraction of behavioral modes and components.

Corollary 3.4.1 Let SDD be a System Description, OBSAV the set of avail-

able observables and Π be a granularity mapping. Moreover, assume SDA,

AMBM , AM and ΠA are computed as follows:

AMBM , SDBM , ΠA := BMAbstract(SDD, G, OBSAV , Π)

AM, SDA := Abstract(SDBM , G, OBSBM )

Then, AM◦AMBM (i.e. the composition of AM with AMBM) is an admis-

sible abstraction mapping w.r.t. SDD, OBSAV , Π and SDA is an admissible

abstraction of SDD w.r.t. AM◦AMBM and ΠA.

Corollary 3.4.2 Let SDD be a System Description, OBSAV the set of avail-

able observables and Π be a granularity mapping. Moreover, assume SDA,

AMBM , AM and ΠA are computed as follows:

AMBM , SDBM , ΠA := BMAbstract(SDD, G, OBSAV , Π)

AM, SDA := Abstract(SDBM , G, OBSBM )

Let DPA = (SDA, OBSΠA
A , INPUTS) be a diagnostic problem with ambigu-

ous observations on System Description SDA and DPD = (SDD, OBSΠ
AV,

INPUTS) be the corresponding diagnostic problem with ambiguous observa-

tions on System Description SDD.

Then, DD = {c1(bm1), . . . , cn(bmn)} is a diagnosis for DPD iff its abstraction

DPA according to AM◦AMBM is a diagnosis for DPA.

3.4.7 Computational Complexity

In this section we informally discuss the computational complexity of func-

tion Abstract(). First of all, we note that every at most |COMPS|2 calls to

Oracle() either an abstraction takes place and reduces the number of compo-

nents by one or the execution of the algorithm terminates; thus, the number
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of iterations of the main While loop in Abstract() is O(|COMPS|3).
The call to Oracle() in the test of the While loop takes time polynomial in

O(|SV|), since there are |COMPS|2 possible pairs of components to evalu-

ate and we assume that the evaluation of each pair of components takes time

polynomial in |SV|, as it is certainly the case for the strategies discussed in

this chapter.

In the body of the While loop, three functions are called, namely CutDT(),

MergeComps() and ReviseDT().

It is easy to see that the complexity of function CutDT() is quadratic in the

number of nodes in G, i.e. it is O(|SV|2).
As for function MergeComps(), we note that, for each output O in Gloc, it

must deduce its value from each possible instantiation of the source nodes

SN(O) in Gloc connected to O. Its complexity is then polynomial in |SV|
but exponential in |SN loc|, where SN loc denotes the set of all source nodes

in Gloc.

The complexity of function ReviseDT() is also polynomial in |SV| and ex-

ponential in |SN loc| since the computations it performs are very similar to

the ones performed by MergeComps().

In summary, the computational complexity of Abstract() is polynomial in

the number of system variables |SV| but it is exponential in the size of the

largest set SN loc of source nodes of the local graphs Gloc it considers.

This result underlines the fact that the fan-in criterion has also a very im-

portant role in determining the feasibility of abstractions. The size of the

set SN loc, indeed, is determined by the fan-in of the new abstract compo-

nent AC8; by limiting the fan-in of AC through the fan-in criterion we are

then also limiting the size of SN loc and, consequently, the time needed for

computing the abstraction.

3.5 Adding Operating Conditions

In the definition of 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-indiscriminability (3.2.3), we require that

the two instantiations SC,SC′ of SCOMPS ⊆ COMPS derive the same

values for the observables under every context, i.e. every instantiation of

INPUTS variables.

This requirement may sometimes be too strong, so that for some system

8Currently, we require that SN loc does not contain any components except the two
components to be merged.
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models our abstraction algorithms could be able to identify only a few indis-

criminable assignments and then to perform only a small number of behav-

ioral modes and/or components abstractions9.

This problem also affects the diagnosability analysis task and has been taken

into account in (Struss et al., 2002) and (Cimatti et al., 2003). The authors

of these works explicitly recognize that complex systems can usually exhibit

a number of qualitatively different behaviors depending on the values of some

particular parameters of the system (both external and internal). Examples

of qualitatively different behaviors for an automotive system (Struss et al.,

2002) are engine idle, clutch engaged, cold engine.

In the static system models which we consider for automatic abstraction, the

variables that can act as the special system parameters which identify the

qualitative behaviors of the system are (subsets of) the INPUTS variables.

Indeed, in our static framework, status variables that express facts such as

engine cold (or valve open, as in the sample model of the propulsion system)

need to be modeled as INPUTS since the model has no memory of previous

time instants.

We will then adopt the term operating conditions (also used by (Struss et al.,

2002)) to identify a (partial) instantiation of a subset OPCONDS of INPUTS.

Definition 3.5.1 Let SD be a System Description and OPCONDS be a dis-

tinguished subset of INPUTS variables which contains the parameters whose

value can determine the qualitative behavior of the system in the sense dis-

cussed above. We define an instantiation OPCONDSAV of OPCONDSAV

⊆ OPCONDS to be an operating condition for SD.

Making use of the notion of operating conditions, we can formulate a defi-

nition of indiscriminability which is weaker than that given in definition 3.2.3.

Definition 3.5.2 Let SCOMPS be a subset of COMPS, OBSAV the set of

available observables, Π a granularity mapping and OCAV an operating condi-

tion (i.e. an instantiation of OPCONDSAV ⊆ OPCONDS). We say that two

instantiations SC,SC′ of SCOMPS are 〈OBSAV , Π, OCAV 〉-indiscriminable

iff for any instantiation XO of INPUTS\OPCONDSAV and any instantia-

tion O of COMPS\SCOMPS the following holds:

Π(tcDT (XO∪OCAV ∪O∪SC)|OBSAV
) = Π(tcDT (XO∪OCAV ∪O∪SC′)|OBSAV

)

9Remember that, in order for an abstraction to be admissible, it must only merge
instantiations that are mutually indiscriminable.
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where tcDT (V) is the transitive closure of V given DT (i.e. the set of instan-

tiations of variables derivable from V ∪DT ) and operator | means projection

of a set of instantiations on a subset of the variables.

All the concepts and algorithms presented in this chapter can be easily

adapted to reflect this weaker notion of indiscriminability; the adapted al-

gorithms can then be applied, when appropriate for the considered system

model, to perform more automatic abstractions.

3.6 Experimental Results

For testing the abstraction algorithms described in this chapter we have used

the model of the space robotic arm SPIDER introduced in section 2.10.

We have applied the BMAbstract() and Abstract() algorithms by consid-

ering as available observables the set of 29 sensorized observables at their

maximum granularity (i.e. Π = Πid).

In particular, starting from the original model (detailed), we have computed

a model abstract1 by performing only behavioral modes abstraction and a

model abstract2 by performing both behavioral modes and components ab-

straction (abstract2).

These computations, as well as the experiments described below, have been

performed using Java implementations running on a Sun Sparc Ultra 5 equipped

with SunOS 5.8.

The computation of abstract1 from detailed (performed with BMAbstract())

took about 1sec and produced an abstract model where the 35 system compo-

nents have an average 2.85 behavioral modes (versus the 3.43 of the detailed

model) and the Domain Theory contains 930 formulas (versus the 1143 of

the detailed model). Also the computation of abstract2 from abstract1 (per-

formed with Abstract()) took about 1sec and produced a further abstract

model with just 21 components with an average 2.76 behavioral modes and

548 formulas.

In order to evaluate the benefits of abstraction in solving diagnostic prob-

lems, we have run a significant number of test cases with the algorithm with

pruning described in section 2.7; the algorithm computes the solutions as sets

of scenarios and then extracts minimal cardinality diagnoses as described in

section 2.8. Note that, even if in this chapter we have referred to diagnostic

problems with ambiguous observations (both at the detailed and the abstract
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model testset 1 testset 2 testset 3
detailed 5.1 ± 0.3 22.0 ± 2.5 123.3 ± 23.1
abstract1 3.7 ± 0.2 11.7 ± 1.3 47.4 ± 8.4
abstract2 1.6 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 0.5

Table 3.2: Average number of preferred diagnoses (confidence 95%)

model testset 1 testset 2 testset 3
detailed 72 ± 4 135 ± 9 333 ± 54
abstract2 35 ± 3 41 ± 3 45 ± 8

Table 3.3: Average times (in msec) for computing preferred diagnoses (con-
fidence 95%)

level), since we imposed a granularity Πid on the SPIDER system model, all

the test cases of our experiments were diagnostic problems without ambigu-

ity; thus, there was no need to extend the algorithm with pruning in order

to handle diagnostic problems with ambiguous observations.

Three testsets of 250 cases each have been exploited for our experiments:

testset1 contains test cases where only one fault has been injected, while

testset2 and testset3 contain test cases where two and three faults have been

injected respectively.

Table 3.2 reports the average number of preferred (i.e. minimal cardi-

nality) diagnoses produced by the diagnostic algorithm when using models

detailed, abstract1 and abstract2 respectively.

The reduction of the number of preferred diagnoses obtained by using abstract1

instead of detailed is quite significant and increases with the complexity (i.e.

number of injected faults) of the test cases.

However, even more dramatic benefits are obtained by switching from abstract1

to abstract2. Here, the reduction for testset2 is a factor of 5 and for testset3

it is more than an order of magnitude.

The average times employed to solve test cases for models detailed and

abstract2 are reported in table 3.2.

The reduction of the average times obtained by using abstract2 instead of

detailed is significant, ranging from a factor of 2 for testset1 to a factor of 7

for testset3.
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3.7 Discussion

During the last 20 years, the computational theory of abstraction has received

significant attention by AI researchers (e.g. (Sacerdoti, 1974), (Giunchiglia

and Walsh, 1989), (Giunchiglia and Walsh, 1992), (Giunchiglia et al., 1997),

(Ghidini and Giunchiglia, 2004)) and some of the results have been adapted

and extended in order to be applied to the Model Based Diagnosis task

((Mozetič, 1991), (Friedrich, 1993), (Console and Theseider Dupré, 1994),

(Provan, 2001), (Chittaro and Ranon, 2004)).

In (Mozetič, 1991), the author defines three abstraction operators:

- collapse of values which consists in mapping many-to-one the values of the

variables at the detailed level to the values of the variables at the abstract

level

- deletion of variables which consists in deleting some of the variables at

the detailed level (i.e. not all the variables at the detailed level have a

counterpart at the abstract level)

- simplification of mapping which consists in simplifying the relationships

among variables imposed by the system model; such simplifications are

induced by the deletion of some of the variables at the detailed level

Furthermore, Mozetič defines a consistency condition CC that essentially

states that diagnoses which are impossible at the abstract level are impossible

at the detailed level as well.

Abstractions that satisfy this condition allow the diagnostic reasoning at

the abstract level to be used as a focusing mechanism: whenever an abstract

diagnosis is found, only the relevant portion of the detailed model is explored

in order to compute the corresponding detailed diagnoses.

As Mozetič says, condition CC corresponds to the notion of Theory Increasing

(TI) abstractions developed in (Giunchiglia and Walsh, 1989)10.

In this chapter, starting from a a formal framework of abstraction inspired

by (Mozetič, 1991), we have focused on the challenging task of the automatic

synthesis of abstract system models which exhibit the same discriminability

power as the original model. To this end, we have introduced the notion of

indiscriminability of instantiations of the component variables and presented

10And, if negation is preserved across abstraction, CC captures abstractions that are
both TI and NTI (Non-Theorem Increasing)
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two algorithms that exploit indiscriminability in order to automatically pro-

duce abstract system models.

While previous proposals for the automatic abstraction of the system model

exist in the literature (e.g. (Out et al., 1994) and (Sachenbacher and Struss,

2003), see below), our approach addresses a significantly more difficult task,

namely the abstraction of both behavioral modes and components for system

models which include one or more fault models as well as the nominal one.

For this kind os systems, the abstraction of components requires much more

sophisticated search, decision and construction techniques than the abstrac-

tion of behavioral modes.

In section 3.3.3 we have shown that the behavioral modes abstraction

algorithm takes time polynomial in the system size and exponential in the

size of the largest family in the System Influence Graph G. It is important

to note that this result holds independently of the topology of G.
Moreover, if we assume that the largest family in G is much smaller than

the system size (as it is the case for most system models), the algorithm can

be considered to be tractable, especially since it has to be run only offline

to compute the abstract model that is then used to solve several diagnostic

problems.

Similar complexity results have been shown for the components abstraction

algorithm (section 3.4.7); however, instead of taking time exponential in the

size of the largest family in G, such algorithm takes time exponential in the

size of the largest portion of G that has been isolated in order to abstract a

pair of components.

This justifies the adoption of criteria like the locality and fan-in criteria,

which tend to keep under control the size of the considered portions of G.
In terms of the notions introduced in (Mozetič, 1991), we synthesize ab-

stractions through collapse of values, collapse of variables (we do not delete

detailed level variables but map them many-to-one to abstract variables) and

simplification of mapping. Instead of Mozetič’s CC condition we have an ad-

missibility condition that is stronger.

Indeed, the definition of admissible components abstractions given in this

chapter aims at building abstract models that can completely replace the de-

tailed models without any loss of discriminability. This is different from the

goal of (Mozetič, 1991) and its improvements (Provan, 2001) and (Chittaro

and Ranon, 2004) where, as already mentioned, the abstract model is mainly

viewed as a focusing mechanism and is used in conjunction with the detailed
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model in order to improve efficiency.

Our notion of indiscriminability enforces abstractions where a diagnosis DA

at the abstract level corresponds exactly to the set of detailed diagnoses DD

whose abstraction is DA. As shown by (Autio and Reiter, 1998) this is not

the case for some common (manual) abstractions: in their example of the

abstract NOR gate consisting of an OR and a NOT gates, the ab-clause

AB(NOR) ≡ AB(OR) ∨ AB(NOT ) does not correspond to an indiscrim-

inability class, since the case where both OR and NOT are faulty has a

different behavior than the cases where only one fault is present. Our al-

gorithms would not synthesize such ab-clause, thus avoiding the consequent

loss of diagnostic information.

Performing automatic abstraction of behavioral modes and components

led to dramatic reductions in the number of returned diagnoses in the SPI-

DER experimental domain; in particular, components abstraction outper-

formed by a significant gap the application of behavioral modes abstraction

alone. The reduction in the model size also resulted in significant time savings

for the diagnostic process, which is not surprising given that, in general, the

computation of a diagnosis takes time exponential in the number of system

components.

We have defined the indiscriminability of instantiations implicitly refer-

ring to an abductive notion of diagnosis and we have assumed that such

notion was also the one adopted by the diagnostic algorithms that act on the

abstract models that we build (this assumption was needed, in particular,

for the proofs of properties 3.3.2 and 3.4.2).

These considerations point out an interesting characteristic of the notions of

indiscriminability and of admissible abstractions, i.e. that they are related to

the notion of diagnosis that one adopts when acting on the abstract models.

In order to handle the consistency-based notion of diagnosis, it is sufficient

to slightly adapt the definition of indiscriminability and, consequently, the

way our abstraction algorithms enforce it. In particular, instead of requiring

that the two indiscriminable instantiations SC, SC′ derive the same instan-

tiations of the observables, the modified notion of indiscriminability should

just require that they are consistent with the same instantiations of the ob-

servables.

One of the conditions we have imposed on admissible components ab-

stractions concerns the way behavioral modes of an abstract component AC

can be defined in terms of logical formulas over instantiations of the subcom-
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ponents of AC. In particular, we have required that the definition of each

abstract behavioral mode of AC is a conjunction or a generalized or of the

definitions of behavioral modes of its subcomponents (definition 3.2.6).

Although the admissible types of definitions have been chosen according to

the rationale exposed in section 3.2.2, they are not the only possible choice

in order to make our approach to abstraction applicable; if additional or dif-

ferent types of definitions would better fit particular systems or families of

systems, they could simply be added to or replace the ones we have proposed.

The indiscriminability of assignments to (subsets of) COMPS is related to

the conditions for diagnosability developed by several authors in the context

of diagnosability analysis (e.g. (Sampath et al., 1995), (Console et al., 2000),

(Struss et al., 2002), (Dressler and Struss, 2003), (Cimatti et al., 2003)).

However, these works aim at exploiting the diagnosability conditions for as-

sessing the diagnosability (or possibly the degree of diagnosability) of the

system being analyzed; on the other hand, we exploit our notion of indis-

criminability as the basis to define and compute admissible abstractions.

Nevertheless, since some of these works (e.g. (Sampath et al., 1995), (Cimatti

et al., 2003)) deal with the diagnosability of Discrete-Event Systems (DES),

it could be beneficial to take inspiration from the diagnosability conditions

they define in order to extend our results to DES.

Up to now, only a few methods have been proposed for automatic system

model abstraction in the context of MBD.

In (Sachenbacher and Struss, 2003) the authors propose an approach based

on a relational system model(i.e. the System Description is given as a relation

R among tuples of System Variables) for automated abstraction of variables

domains. Their work assumes that a desired level of abstraction τtarg for

the domains of some variables is given as part of the abstraction problem,

together with the restrictions τobs on system observability (τobs corresponds

to our available observables OBSAV and granularity mapping Π).

The main difference between (Sachenbacher and Struss, 2003) and our work

is that they aim at the abstraction of the values of variables while the present

work aims also at automatically abstracting component variables.

In (Out et al., 1994) the authors introduce the notion of ID-hierarchies of ab-

stract components which, as our admissible abstraction mappings, preserve

a strict correspondence between an abstract diagnosis and the set of detailed

diagnoses consistent with it.

However, their work deals with models which represent only the nominal
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behavior of the system, which results in a significant simplification of the

synthesis of behavioral modes definitions for the abstract components. In

particular, the partition of the instantiations of the subcomponents is always

reduced to two indiscriminability classes: a singleton OK-class (containing

the unique instance where all subcomponents are OK) and an AB-class (con-

taining all the remaining instances, where at least one subcomponent is AB).

Since there’s no fault model, the only instance which predicts values for the

observables is the one in the OK-class; instances in the AB-class do not pre-

dict anything about observable values, and thus can be safely put in the same

indiscriminability class without computing any transitive closure.

Among the methods based on manual abstraction, (Friedrich, 1993) pro-

poses the notion of theory diagnoses which exploits ab-clauses explicitly added

to the domain theory in order to compute abstract diagnoses.

Similarly, in (Console and Theseider Dupré, 1994) the model is augmented

with abstraction axioms which model is-a relationships; in such model also

observables can be expressed at different levels of abstraction.

In both works the level of abstraction of diagnoses is flexible (i.e. a diagno-

sis can mix elements at different levels of abstraction) and is driven by the

specific diagnostic case at hand (i.e. values of the observables and contexts).

Our abstraction algorithms automatically synthesize a single abstract level

given the knowledge of which variables are observable at which granularity;

we assume that the changes in the availability of observables are rare, so

that the produced models are reused for many diagnostic cases. Moreover,

the kinds of relationships among the abstract component behavior and its

subcomponents behavior allowed by our approach are less restrictive than

ab-clauses and is-a relationships.
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3.A Proofs

3.A.1 Lemmas

In this section we prove some lemmas that will be used in the subsequent

proofs.

Lemma 3.A.1 Let ϕ ≡ N(v) ∧ α ⇒ M(u) be a formula belonging to DT

and P the partition of DOM(N) returned by BMFindIndiscriminable().

Moreover, let π = {v1, . . . , vk} be the class of P where value v has been put

(i.e. v = vi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}).
If we substitute in DT formula ϕ with a formula:

ϕ′ ≡ (
∨

i=1,...,k

N(vi)) ∧ α⇒ M(u)

the following holds for any instantiation X of INPUTS and any instantia-

tion C of COMPS:

Π(tcDT (X ∪ C)|OBSAV
) = Π(tcDT [ϕ′/ϕ](X ∪ C)|OBSAV

) (3.1)

Proof: The proof of the lemma is by induction on the distance of ϕ =

N(v) ∧ α⇒M(u) from a terminal sink node in G where:

- dist(ϕ) = 1 if M is a terminal sink node

- dist(ϕ) = max(dist(ψ), M appears in the body of ψ) + 1 otherwise

First we note that it is obvious that:

Π(tcDT (X ∪ C)|OBSAV
) ⊆ Π(tcDT [ϕ′/ϕ](X ∪ C)|OBSAV

)

since ϕ′ has a weaker antecedent than ϕ. We then have to prove that the ⊆
relation also holds in the other direction.

Let dist(ϕ) = 1 and consider a derivation from X ∪ C ∪ DT [ϕ′/ϕ] s.t.

ϕ′ is involved. This means that at some point in the derivation both α and

N(vi), vi ∈ π have been derived.

If vi = v there is obviously a corresponding derivation in DT , where ϕ is

used instead of ϕ′. Let’s then assume that vi �= v.

Since vi and v have been put in the same class of P, there must exist in DT a

clause ψ = N(v)∧α⇒M(u′) s.t. u, u′ are in the same class of the partition

P ′ of DOM(M) (remember that BMAbstract() works backwards from the
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terminal sink nodes, so that M is processed before N).

Since dist(ϕ) = 1, either M �∈ OBSAV and P ′ = {DOM(M)} (i.e. all the

values in DOM(M) are in the same class) or M ∈ OBSAV and P ′ = PΠ
M (i.e.

P ′ is the partition of DOM(M) directly induced by granularity mapping

Π). In both cases, the difference between instantiations M(u) and M(u′)
(derived using ϕ and ψ respectively) disappears after projection on OBSAV

and application of Π.

Let now dist(ϕ) > 1. By inductive hypothesis we know that any formula φ

with antecedent M(u)∧β can be substituted by a formula φ′ with antecedent

(
∨

i=1,...,l M(ui)) ∧ β where {u1, . . . , ul} is the class of the partition P ′ of

DOM(M) where value u has been put by BMFindIndiscriminable().

Let’s then consider a derivation D from X ∪C ∪DT [ϕ′/ϕ] s.t. ϕ′ is involved.

For the same reasons as above, there must exist in DT a clause ψ = N(v) ∧
α⇒M(u′) s.t. u, u′ are in the same class of the partition P ′.
But then, whatever is the formula φ used in D with antecedent M(u)∧β, we

can assume that it has been substituted with a formula φ′ with antecedent

(
∨

i=1,...,l M(ui)) ∧ β. Then, a derivation using ψ and φ′ leads to the same

result as D. �

Lemma 3.A.2 Let ϕ ≡ α⇒ N(v) be a formula belonging to DT and P the

partition of DOM(N) returned by BMFindIndiscriminable(). Moreover,

let π = {v1, . . . , vk} be the class of P where value v has been put (i.e. v = vi

for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}). If formula ϕ is substituted by:

ϕ′ ≡ α⇒ (
∨

i=1,...,k

N(vi))

the following holds for any instantiation X of INPUTS and any instantia-

tion C of COMPS:

Π(tcDT (X ∪ C)|OBSAV
) = Π(tcDT [ϕ′/ϕ](X ∪ C)|OBSAV

) (3.2)

Proof: If dist(ϕ) = 1, it means that N is a terminal sink node so that either

N �∈ OBSAV and P = {DOM(M)} (i.e. all the values in DOM(N) are

in the same class) or N ∈ OBSAV and P = PΠ
N (i.e. P is the partition of

DOM(N) directly induced by granularity mapping Π). In both cases, the

difference between instantiations N(v) and
∨

i=1,...,k N(vi) (derived using ϕ

and ϕ′ respectively) disappears after projection on OBSAV and application

of Π.
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Let now dist(ϕ) > 1. We know from lemma 3.A.1 that, in all the an-

tecedents of clauses, N(v) can be substituted with (
∨

i=1,...,k N(vi)). But then

any derivation D that involves ϕ and then continues with a formula ψ where

(
∨

i=1,...,k N(vi)) is in the antecedent has a corresponding derivation equal to

D except that ϕ′ is used in place of ϕ. �

Lemma 3.A.3 If two behavioral modes bm′, bm′′ of a component C are put

in the same class by BMFindIndiscriminable(), then they are 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-
indiscriminable.

Proof: Consider a transformation DT ′ of DT s.t. all occurrences in the

bodies of clauses of C(bm) (for each C ∈ COMPS, bm ∈ DOM(C)) are re-

placed with (
∨

i=1,...,k C(bmi)) where {bm1, . . . , bmk} is the class where mode

bm has been put by function BMFindIndiscriminable(). From lemma 3.A.1

we know that:

Π(tcDT (X ∪ C)|OBSAV
) = Π(tcDT ′(X ∪ C)|OBSAV

)

Now consider two instantiations C′ and C′′ of COMPS s.t. they only differ

in assigning bm′ and bm′′ to C respectively. Since all the clauses in DT ′ that

mention C are in the form (
∨

i=1,...,k C(bmi)) ∧ α 	 M(u), it is immediate to

see that:

Π(tcDT ′(X ∪ C′)|OBSAV
) = Π(tcDT ′(X ∪ C′′)|OBSAV

)

which corresponds to the condition for 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-indiscriminablity.

3.A.2 Proof of Property 3.3.1

The proof is by induction on the processing order of N . If N is the first node

processed, it must be a terminal sink node and then N �∈ COMPS since

a component can’t be a terminal sink node. Then AM is left empty after

processing N , and an empty mapping is always admissible.

As for DTA, consider a transformation DT ′
A s.t. all occurrences of N(v)

(which are all in the heads of clauses) are replaced with
∨

i=1,...,kN(vi) where

{v1, . . . , vk} is the class where v has been put by BMFindIndiscriminable().

Thanks to lemma 3.A.2 we have that:

Π(tcDTA
(X ∪ C)|OBSAV

) = Π(tcDT ′
A
(X ∪ C)|OBSAV

)
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Now consider a transformationDT ′′
A ofDT ′

A s.t. all occurrences of
∨

i=1,...,k N(vi)

are replaced with N(ν) where ν is the name given to class {v1, . . . , vk}. It is

easy to see that:

Π(tcDT ′
A
(X ∪ C)|OBSAV

) = ΠA(tcDT ′′
A
(X ∪ C)|OBSAV

)

where ΠA is the granularity mapping updated by BMAbstract() so that if v

has been replaced by ν and Π(N(v)) = N(u), then ΠA(N(ν)) = N(u).

Transformation DT ′′
A is exactly what is computed by BMReviseDT() and thus

SDA is admissible w.r.t. the empty abstraction mapping and ΠA.

Let N be the n-th node processed, and first assume that N ∈ INTV ARS
(i.e. N is not a component). If N is a terminal sink node we can reason

exactly as for the case when N is the first node processed except that now

we have to use the inductive hypothesis on the nodes previously processed.

If N is not a terminal sink node, first note that, since N ∈ INTV ARS, AM
is left unchanged after processing N , and then by inductive hypothesis it is

admissible.

Consider a transformation DT ′
A of DTA s.t. all occurrences of N(v) are

replaced with
∨

i=1,...,k N(vi) where {v1, . . . , vk} is the class where v has been

put by BMFindIndiscriminable(). Thanks to the inductive hypothesis and

lemmas 3.A.1 and 3.A.2 we have that:

Π(tcDTA
(X ∪ CA)|OBSAV

) = Π(tcDT ′
A
(X ∪ CA)|OBSAV

)

Now consider a transformationDT ′′
A ofDT ′

A s.t. all occurrences of
∨

i=1,...,k N(vi)

are replaced with N(ν) where ν is the name given to class {v1, . . . , vk}. It is

easy to see that:

Π(tcDT ′
A
(X ∪ CA)|OBSAV

) = ΠA(tcDT ′′
A
(X ∪ CA)|OBSAV

)

where ΠA is the granularity mapping updated by BMAbstract() so that if v

has been replaced by ν and Π(N(v)) = N(u), then ΠA(N(ν)) = N(u).

Transformation DT ′′
A is exactly what is computed by BMReviseDT() and is

then admissible w.r.t. the abstraction mapping AM and ΠA.

Let now N ∈ COMPS. Mapping AM is updated s.t. 〈N , defN 〉 is

added to it; we note that each defν ∈ defN is certainly admissible since it is a

disjunction of behavioral modes and it certainly satisfies the mutual exclusion

and completeness conditions since each behavioral mode of N is associated

to exactly one abstract behavioral mode definition by MergeValues().
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Lemma 3.A.3 and the inductive hypothesis tell us that if two behavioral

modes of N are put in the same class in AM, then they are 〈OBSAV ,Π〉-
indiscriminable, thus also the correctness condition is satisfied.

As for DTA, consider a transformation DT ′
A of DTA s.t. all occurrences of

N(v) are replaced with
∨

i=1,...,k N(vi) where {v1, . . . , vk} is the class where

v has been put by BMFindIndiscriminable(). Thanks to the inductive

hypothesis and lemmas 3.A.1 and 3.A.2 we have that:

Π(tcDTA
(X ∪ CA)|OBSAV

) = Π(tcDT ′
A
(X ∪ CA)|OBSAV

)

Now consider a transformationDT ′′
A ofDT ′

A s.t. all occurrences of
∨

i=1,...,kN(vi)

are replaced with N(ν) where ν is the name given to class {v1, . . . , vk}. It is

easy to see that:

Π(tcDT ′
A
(X ∪ CA)|OBSAV

) = ΠA(tcDT ′′
A
(X ∪ C′A)|OBSAV

)

where ΠA is the granularity mapping updated by BMAbstract() so that if v

has been replaced by ν and Π(N(v)) = N(u), then ΠA(N(ν)) = N(u) and C′A
is the abstraction of C s.t. also the instantiation of N has been abstracted.

Transformation DT ′′
A is exactly what is computed by BMReviseDT() and is

then admissible w.r.t. the abstraction mapping AM and ΠA.

3.A.3 Proof of Property 3.3.2

If DD is a diagnosis for DPD the following must hold by definition:

∀(m(v1) ∨ . . . ∨m(vk)) ∈ OBSΠ
AV∃!i ∈ {1, . . . , k} : DTD ∪ X ∪DD 	 m(vi)

where X is the instantiation of the INPUTS variables given with DPD. More-

over, from property 3.3.1, we know that:

Π(tcDTD
(X ∪DD))|OBSAV

= ΠA(tcDTA
(X ∪DA))|OBSA

From the two equations above it immediately follows that:

∃m(Vj),ΠA(m(Vj)) = Π(m(vi)) : DTA ∪ X ∪DA 	 m(Vj)

But, if ΠA(m(Vj)) = Π(m(vi)) then, by definition of OBSΠA
A , the following

must also hold:

∃(m(V1) ∨ . . . ∨m(Vl)) ∈ OBSΠA
A , m(Vj) ∈ {m(V1), . . . , m(Vl)}

and this proves that DA is a diagnosis for DPA.

The proof that, if DA is a diagnosis for DPA, then DD is a diagnosis for DPD

is analogous.
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Chapter 4

Compilation of the System
Model with OBDDs

In this chapter we address the tasks of compiling the system model into

an OBDD (Ordered Binary Decision Diagram) and of computing diagnoses

from this representation of the model. The resulting set of diagnoses is also

compactly represented by an OBDD, from which individual diagnoses can be

efficiently extracted in preference order.

We show that, under assumptions that hold for significant classes of system

models, the time needed for solving any diagnostic problem is polynomial in

the size of the OBDD encoding the model.

While in the worst case such OBDD may have a size exponential in the num-

ber of system variables, in most practical cases a suitable variable ordering

leads to OBDDs of small size. We introduce heuristics for selecting a good

ordering and discuss their impact on the encoding size of complex system

models.

Extensive experimental data concerning the model of a complex industrial

plant show the effectiveness of the approach in efficiently solving diagnostic

problems involving multiple faults. Such efficiency is preserved when we con-

sider diagnostic problems with ambiguous observations.

The results presented in this chapter have been partially published in (Torasso

and Torta, 2003) and (Torta and Torasso, 2004).
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4.1 Introduction

Researchers in the MBD community have recently started to look at for-

malisms for the symbolic representation of the search and/or solution spaces

in order to improve the efficiency of tasks such as assessment of system di-

agnosability and computation of diagnoses (e.g. (Sztipanovits and Misra,

1996), (Cordier and Largouët, 2001), (Marchand and Rozé, 2002), (Cimatti

et al., 2003), (Schumann et al., 2004)).

Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs, see (Bryant, 1986), (Bryant,

1992)) are a well-known mathematical tool used in several areas of comput-

ing (including AI, see e.g. (Bertoli et al., 2001), (Jensen and Veloso, 1999))

for efficiently representing and manipulating large state spaces.

However, the use of OBDDs is not a per se panacea for the MBD task. First,

the encoding of the system model (in particular the choice of the ordering of

the system variables) must be done very carefully in order to avoid the explo-

sion of the OBDD size. Second, once the system model has been encoded as

an OBDD, the application of standard OBDD operators for the computation

and extraction of diagnoses may lead to time and/or space intractability.

Finally, some methods are needed to integrate into the OBDD approach the

filtering and/or ordering of diagnoses based on preference criteria.

We address these issues in the context of the diagnosis of static, deter-

ministic system models and present both theoretical results (time and space

upper bounds) and very promising experimental results showing the effec-

tiveness of our solutions.

Moreover, we exploit the flexibility of OBDDs in order to apply our tech-

niques (almost unchanged) to diagnosis in presence of non-deterministic sys-

tem models and diagnostic problems with ambiguous observations. The re-

sults presented in this chapter will be extended in chapter 5 in order to deal

with on-line diagnosis of dynamic systems.

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 4.2 we give formal defi-

nitions of the main concepts on which our work is based (including a short

summary on OBDDs). In section 4.4 we show how to encode a system de-

scription using OBDDs.

In section 4.5 we discuss how diagnostic problems can be solved from this

representation, how preferred diagnoses according to the minimal fault car-

dinality preference criterion can be extracted and how computationally com-

plex these tasks turn out to be. Section 4.7 is devoted to the analysis of
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heuristics which exploit the structure of the system under diagnosis for find-

ing good orderings for the system variables.

In section 4.8 we deal with the extensions mentioned above to non-deterministic

domains and diagnostic problems with ambiguous observations (briefly dis-

cussing their implications on the computational complexity) and in sec-

tion 4.9 we report the results of the application of our algorithms to the

diagnosis of a complex industrial plant. Finally, in section 4.10 we discuss

the contributions of the material presented in this chapter.

4.2 Short Summary on OBDDs

An OBDD is a graph representing a boolean function F(x1, . . . , xn) (Bryant,

1992).

More specifically, given an ordering of x1, . . . , xn, an OBDD is a rooted DAG

with (at most) two terminal nodes labeled 0 and 1 and non-terminal nodes

each labeled with one of the xi variables. Every internal node xi has exactly

two successors low and high (if xj is successor of xi in the DAG then xi must

precede xj in the ordering).

Every path P from the root to node 1 can be interpreted as an assignment

to the variables involved in P (xi = 1 if high(xi) is in P and xi = 0 if low(xi)

is in P) which guarantees that the value of F is 1. The size of an OBDD is

defined as the number of its nodes.

Figure 4.1 shows the truth-table, decision tree and OBDD representations of

a boolean function.

It is known that the OBDD of minimal size is unique for a given function

F and a fixed variable ordering. Variable ordering choice is a prominent issue

when encoding a boolean function as an OBDD: in (Bryant, 1992), e.g., the

author shows a function whose OBDD encoding size varies from linear to

exponential just because of different choices of variable ordering.

In many cases, however, the size of the OBDD representing F(x1, . . . , xn) is

much smaller than 2n; we denote with build the operator that, when applied

to a boolean function, returns the OBDD representing it.

Manipulations of boolean functions can be mapped to operations on the

OBDDs which represent them. In particular, binary logical operations can be

performed on OBDDs O1 and O2 with the apply operator whose complexity

is O(|O1| · |O2|); moreover the restrict operator substitutes a constant to a

variable in time almost linear on the size of the OBDD. It is also worth noting
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Figure 4.1: Truth Table, Decision Tree and OBDD representation of function
(x1 ∨ x2) ∧ x3

that the restrict operator always returns an OBDD whose size is smaller or

equal to the size of the original OBDD.

See table 4.1 for a summary of OBDDs operators and their complexity.

op time space
build O(2n) O(2n)

restrict O(|G| · log(|G|)) O(|G|)
apply O(|G1| · |G2|) O(|G1| · |G2|)

Table 4.1: OBDD operators and their complexity

4.3 Extending the Use of OBDDs

In the previous section we have introduced OBDDs as they have originally

been described in (Bryant, 1992), i.e. as a representation formalism for

boolean functions over boolean variables. However, in this chapter and chap-

ter 5 we will need to use OBDDs to encode different entities than pure boolean

functions and we will need to handle multi-valued variables.

In the remainder of this section we will then describe how OBDDs can be
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used to represent boolean functions over multi-valued variables and sets of

instantiations of multi-valued variables.

4.3.1 Boolean Functions over Multi-Valued Variables

By definition an OBDD O represents a boolean function F over boolean

variables B1, . . . , Bm. It is straightforward, however, to represent a boolean

function FM over a set of multi-valued variables {V1, . . . , Vm}.
First, since OBDDs handle only boolean variables (whose value is either 0 or

1), a generic multi-valued variable V with domain DOM(V ) = {v1, . . . , vk}
needs to be mapped to a set of boolean variables VB = {Vv1 , . . . , Vvk

} 1.

We need to explicitly enforce the fact that a multi-valued variable V assumes

exactly one value; this can be expressed by a completeness formula (i.e. Vv1∨
. . . ∨ Vvk

) and a set of mutual-exclusion formulas (i.e. ∼(Vvi
∧ Vvj

) ∀i �= j).

Given a boolean function FM(V1, . . . , Vm) over multi-valued variables {V1,

. . . , Vm}, let’s consider function F ′
M(V1,B, . . . , Vm,B) s.t.:

F ′
M(V1(v1)B, . . . , Vm(vm)B) = 1⇔ FM(V1(v1), . . . , Vm(vm)) = 1

where Vi(vi)B means that boolean variable Vi,vi
is set to 1 and boolean vari-

ables Vi,vj
, vj ∈ DOM(Vi), vj �= vi are set to 0.

The OBDD O which represents F ′
M also encodes the original function FM ,

since it is straightforward to map back and forth between instantiations of

the set of multi-valued variables and instantiations of the associated boolean

variables.

4.3.2 Sets of Instantiations of Multi-Valued Variables

From the results of the previous section, it directly follows that it is also

possible to encode arbitrary sets of instantiations of multi-valued variables.

Indeed, a boolean function FM over multi-valued variables {V1, . . . , Vm} im-

plicitly defines set of instantiations instset(FM ) as follows:

instset(FM ) = {I = (V1 (v1 ), . . . ,Vm(vm))|FM (I) = 1}
1In general we’ll denote with SB the set of boolean variables associated to the set S of

multi-valued variables. The proposed encoding is clearly not the most efficient, especially
for multi-valued variables with large ranges; all the following discussions, however, apply
to more efficient encodings as well.
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Function ComputeInstset(O, instance)
r = O.root
If (r = 1) output(instance)
If (r.high �= 0)

ComputeInstset(r.high, instance.add(r.label))
EndIf
If (r.low �= 0)

ComputeInstset(r.low, instance)
EndIf

EndFunction

Figure 4.2: Algorithm for computing instset

Given the OBDD OFM
which encodes FM , in order to compute instset(OFM

)

= instset(FM ) it is sufficient to perform an exhaustive visit of all the paths

in OFM
from the root to node 1; due to the completeness and mutual ex-

clusion formulas we are guaranteed that each such path contains exactly one

assignment to each multi-valued variable.

Computation of instset(OFM
) can be accomplished by invoking function

ComputeInstset() (figure 4.2) with a call ComputeInstset(OFM
, ∅).

In the algorithm we make use of operators root (which returns the root note

of an OBDD), high and low (which return respectively the high and low chil-

dren of a node) and label (which returns the label of a node).

It is worth noting that ComputeInstset() takes time linear in the size of its

output, i.e. instset(OFM
).

4.4 Encoding the System Description

Let us now describe how a given System Description (SV , DT) can be en-

coded with an OBDD.

First of all we note that, since the System Variables in SV = {V1, . . . , Vm}
are multi-valued, we need to introduce for each variable V ∈ SV a set VB of

boolean variables, one per value in DOM(V ).

We then need to choose an ordering for the boolean variables SVB =

V1,B ∪ . . . ∪ Vm,B; an in-depth discussion on techniques and heuristics for

choosing such ordering is reported in section 4.7 .

Once the ordering has been chosen, we can build the OBDDs representing

the mutual exclusion and completeness conditions on the boolean variables

SVB. OBDDs OMUTEX and OCOMPL representing respectively the conjunc-
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tion of all the mutual exclusion and completeness conditions are easily built

bottom-up by using the build and apply operators.

Since the Domain Theory DT is a propositional logical theory expressed

in terms of multi-valued variables in SV , we can associate to DT a boolean

function FDT over SV variables s.t.:

DT ∪ {V1(v1) ∧ . . . ∧ Vm(vm)} �	 ⊥ ⇔ FDT (V1(v1), . . . , Vm(vm)) = 1

i.e. an instantiation of SV is consistent with DT iff applying FDT to it yields

1. As shown in section 4.3, there exists an OBDD ODT which encodes FDT ;

we will refer to ODT as the OBDD encoding of DT .

It is very important to note that the given definition of ODT implicitly as-

sumes that a consistency-based notion of diagnosis will be adopted by our

diagnostic algorithm; the equation above, indeed, captures instantiations of

the system variables that are logically consistent with the domain theory, as

prescribed by the definition of consistency-based diagnosis (1.2.2).

However, thanks to the results reported in (Console et al., 1991), we know

that abduction can be reduced to deduction through an appropriate rewriting

of a logical theory into a corresponding completed theory. Once the Domain

Theory DT has been completed in a theory DT (C) according to (Console

et al., 1991), it is easy to see that the consistency of an assignment to System

Variables expresses the fact that the values of the endogenous variables are

derivable from those of the exogenous variables:

DT (C) ∪ SVexo ∪ SVend �	 ⊥ ⇔ DT ∪ SVexo 	 SVend

and then computing consistency-based diagnoses for DT (C) is equivalent to

computing abductive diagnoses for DT . The definition of ODT given above,

as well as the diagnostic algorithms that we shall introduce in the following

sections, can then handle abductive diagnosis without any change.

In order to actually build OBDD ODT , the formulas in DT first need to

be rewritten by substituting the instances of multi-valued variables with the

associated boolean variables. Thus, a generic Horn clause in DT :

N1(v1) ∧ . . . ∧Nk(vk)⇒M(u)

becomes:

N1,v1 ∧ . . . ∧Nk,vk
⇒Mu

The OBDD ODT is then built bottom-up by putting in conjunction OMUTEX

and OCOMPL with the OBDDs representing the transformed DT formulas.
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It is worth noting that, due to the addition of the mutual exclusion and

completeness formulas, ODT encodes a propositional theory which is not

Horn.

4.5 Computing Diagnoses

4.5.1 The Algorithm

In figure 4.3 we report a sketch of the algorithm for the computation of di-

agnoses given an OBDD-based representation of the Domain Theory.

The OBDD representing the Domain Theory (ODT ) is incrementally con-

strained with each piece of information provided by the system inputs (IN-

PUTS) and available observations (OBSAV), by using the standard OBDD

operator restrict. Note that with restrict(O,V (v)B) we denote the restric-

tion of variable Vv to 1 and the restriction of the other variables Vv′ ∈ VB to

0.

The resulting OBDD OTEMP represents the set of instantiations of variables

COMPS∪INTV ARS\OBSAV consistent withDT , INPUTS and OBSAV.

Since diagnoses are defined just in terms of assignments to COMPS vari-

ables, we need to project the assignments encoded by OTEMP on COMPS

by disregarding the values of the other variables; this is accomplished by

existential quantification on such variables. In terms of OBDDs, eliminating

variable B from OBDD O consists in computing the restrictions O1 and O0

of O with B = 1 and B = 0 respectively and then applying the ∨ operator

between O1 and O0.

Function DisregardVars(), given a set V ARS of multi-valued variables to

be disregarded, simply considers each boolean variable B ∈ V ARSB and

performs an existential quantification over it by combining the restrict and

apply standard operators as described above.

The following theorem states that the simple algorithm given above for

computing diagnoses from ODT is both correct and complete w.r.t. the

computation of consistency-based diagnoses. The proof is reported in ap-

pendix 4.A.

Theorem 4.5.1 Let DP = (SD,OBSAV, INPUTS) be a diagnostic prob-

lem, and ODIAG be the OBDD computed by algorithm ComputeDiagnoses().

Then the set of instantiations of COMPS represented by OBDD ODIAG (i.e.

instset(ODIAG)) contains all and only the consistency based diagnoses for DP
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1 Function ComputeDiagnoses(ODT , OBSAV , INPUTS)
2 OTEMP := ODT

3 ForEach I(v) ∈ INPUTS
4 OTEMP := restrict(OTEMP , I(v)B)
5 ForEach O(v) ∈ OBSAV

6 OTEMP := restrict(OTEMP , O(v)B)
7 ODIAG := DisregardVars(OTEMP , INTV ARS\OBSAV )
8 Return ODIAG

9 EndFunction

1 Function DisregardVars(OIN , VARS)
2 OOUT := OIN

3 For Each B ∈ V ARSB

4 OOUT := apply(∨, restrict(OOUT , B), restrict(OOUT , ∼B))
5 Return OOUT

6 EndFunction

Figure 4.3: Computation of diagnoses

4.5.2 Complexity Results

In the ComputeDiagnoses() algorithm, we have implicitly assumed that all

the non-observable endogenous variables in INTV ARS\OBS need to be

eliminated every time ComputeDiagnoses() is called with a new diagnostic

problem to solve. However, eliminating such variables just once by invoking

DisregardVars() off-line as follows:

ODT := DisregardVars(ODT , INTV ARS\OBS)

wouldn’t impact the correctness of ComputeDiagnoses() and could save com-

putation time for each call to such function. Note that eliminating the

non-observable endogenous variables corresponds to flattening the Domain

Theory so that the values of observable variables are directly related to the

values of COMPS and INPUTS.

If we further assume that OBSAV = OBS (i.e. the values of all the ob-

servables are actually given with each diagnostic problem), then, the call

to DisregardVars() in ComputeDiagnoses() doesn’t have any effect on

OTEMP and the following complexity result holds.

Theorem 4.5.2 Assume OBSAV = OBS and that INTV ARS\OBS vari-

ables have been eliminated off-line from ODT .

Then the time complexity of the ComputeDiagnoses() function is O(|SV| ·
|ODT | · log(|ODT |)). Moreover, |ODIAG| ≤ |ODT |.
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The result immediately follows from the fact that each of the two ForEach

loops is repeated O(|SV|) times and that each restrict executed in the body of

such loops takes timeO(|ODT |·log(|ODT |)). Moreover, as noted in section 4.2,

the calls to restrict don’t increase the size of OTEMP .

When, according to definition 1.2.1, we allow that for specific diagnostic

problems OBSAV ⊂ OBS, even if we eliminate all INTV ARS\OBS vari-

ables off-line, the call to DisregardVars() in ComputeDiagnoses() must

still eliminate some variables (namely OBS\OBSAV ).

However, even without making any assumption on the off-line elimination of

variables, a complexity result similar to the one stated above holds, provided

that the System Description completely specifies the behavior of the system.

Definition 4.5.1 A Domain Theory is said to be complete if, for each in-

stantiation of the exogenous variables COMPS∪INPUTS, it derives exactly

one value for each endogenous variable belonging to INTV ARS.

Theorem 4.5.3 Assume that the Domain Theory encoded by ODT is com-

plete and that a variable ordering that orders families in G s.t. parents are

indexed before the children is adopted for ordering the variables in ODT
2.

Then the time complexity of the diagnostic algorithm is dominated by the

complexity of function DisregardVars() which is O(|SV| · |ODT |2). More-

over, |ODIAG| ≤ |ODT |.

The proof is reported in appendix 4.A. Theorems 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 provide us

with upper bounds on time and space complexity for the computation of the

set of consistency-based diagnoses; we will make some additional remarks on

the computational complexity of the diagnostic task in section 4.10.

4.6 Extracting Preferred Diagnoses

In most diagnostic systems, especially when the set of returned diagnoses can

be very large, we are interested only in the preferred diagnoses, according to

some particular preference criterion. Preferred diagnoses can be efficiently

computed from ODIAG when the selected preference criterion is to minimize

the number of faults.

The basic idea consists in pre-compiling an OBDD Filter[k] representing the

2A family contains a node and its parents
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1 Function ComputePreferredDiagnoses(ODT , OBSAV , INPUTS)
2 OTEMP := ODT

3 ForEach I(v) ∈ INPUTS
4 OTEMP := restrict(OTEMP , I(v)B)
5 ForEach O(v) ∈ OBSAV

6 OTEMP := restrict(OTEMP , O(v)B)
7 ODIAG := DisregardVars(OTEMP , INTV ARS\OBSAV )
8 k := 0
OPREF := apply(∧, ODIAG, Filter[0])
While (OPREF = 0)

k := k+1
OPREF := apply(∧, ODIAG, Filter[k])

Return OPREF

9 EndFunction

Figure 4.4: Computation of preferred diagnoses

set of all assignments to COMPS involving k faults, for each k = 0, . . . , n;

by filtering the set of all the diagnoses for a specific diagnostic problem (i.e.

ODIAG) with such OBDDs we then determine the set of diagnoses with k

faults.

The set of minimum cardinality diagnoses can be computed by replacing

statement (8) in function ComputeDiagnoses() of figure 4.3 with some ad-

ditional statements as shown in figure 4.4.

The algorithm intersects ODIAG with Filter[k] starting with k = 0 and

stopping as soon as the result OPREF is not empty.

Figure 4.5 shows the algorithm to be run offline for computing the com-

plete set of fault cardinality filters. OBDD Filter[k] represents all and only

the instantiations of COMPS variables containing exactly k faulty compo-

nents.

OBDD Filter[0] represents the situation with no fault, i.e. all the compo-

nents are in the ok mode. Intuitively, for each instantiation of COMPS

represented in Filter[k − 1], Filter[k] substitutes the assignment of the ok

mode to a component Ci with all the possible faulty behavioral modes of Ci.

Note that each fault cardinality filter is initialized with the completeness and

mutual exclusion conditions for COMPS variables (denoted OCOMPL(COMPS)

and OMUTEX(COMPS) respectively), so all the instantiations they encode re-

spect such conditions.

The following result ensures that the off-line computation of fault car-

dinality filters is tractable and that the size of any computed filter is small
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1 Function ComputeFaultCardinalityFilters(COMPS)
2 n = |COMPS|
4 Filter[0] = apply(∧, OCOMPL(COMPS), OMUTEX(COMPS))
5 Filter[0] = apply(∧, Filter[0], build(C1,ok ∧ . . . ∧ Cn,ok))
6 For k=1 To n
7 Filter[k] = apply(∧, OCOMPL(COMPS), OMUTEX(COMPS))
8 For i=1 To n
9 Oi = restrict(FILTER[k-1], Ci,ok)
10 Oi = apply(∧, Oi, build(∼Ci,ok))
11 Filter[k] = apply(∨, Filter[k], Oi)
12 Return Filter[]
13 EndFunction

Figure 4.5: Computing the Fault Cardinality Filters

despite the fact that some of the filters represent an exponential number

of assignments to COMPS. The proof of the theorem is reported in ap-

pendix 4.A.

Theorem 4.6.1 Assume that the variable ordering for ODT indexes all the

boolean variables that encode a multi-valued variable contiguously, i.e. if

DOM(V ) = {v1, . . . , vk}, variables Vv1 , . . . , Vvk
have indexes i to i+ k − 1.

Then, the time complexity for computing fault cardinality filters is polynomial

in |COMPS| and the size of each filter Filter[k], k = 0, . . . , |COMPS| is
O(|COMPS|2).

4.7 Choosing an Order for the Variables

As pointed out in the section 4.2, one major concern in encoding any boolean

function as an OBDD regards the choice of variable ordering. Many heuristics

have been proposed in the OBDD literature for both static and dynamic

variable ordering3 (see e.g. (Sauerhoff et al., 1996), (Aloul et al., 2001),

(Aloul et al., 2003), (Rudell, 1993), (Bollig et al., 1995)). Even if none of

these heuristics has been proven to be effective in all cases (remember that

finding an optimal variable ordering is NP-hard as showed in (Bollig and

Wegener, 1994)), they significantly improve the compactness of the OBDD

representation of most boolean functions.

3Dynamic ordering strategies assume that an acceptably efficient variable ordering has
already been found and aim at improving it through an iterative process where the indexes
of just a few variables are changed at each iteration.
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Figure 4.6: Sample System Influence Graph G s.t. rev(G) is a tree. Variables
are indexed according to heuristics H1 through H3

Anoter point to make is that most of these heuristics share a common aim,

namely that of trying to index connected variables as close as possible by

exploiting (when it is available) the knowledge of the structure of the systems

to be encoded.

In this section we present some heuristics we have developed to deal with

the issue of variable ordering when a System Description needs to be encoded

with an OBDD. Our heuristics will exploit the knowledge of the topology of

the System Influence Graph G and of the DAG rev(G) obtained from G by

inverting the direction of all the edges. Some comments on how the heuristics

proposed in this section are related to, differ from and can be coupled with

other proposals in the OBDD literature are reported in section 4.10.

The choice of a variable ordering is relatively simple if rev(G) is a tree

or a forest of disjoint trees (see figure 4.6). Note that the leaves of rev(G)
represent variables in COMPS and INPUTS (i.e. exogenous variables).

For this type of causal networks we have experimentally demonstrated

that the combination of the following heuristics can be quite effective in

limiting the explosion of the OBDD size as the number of variables grows:

- H1: the boolean variables representing the values in the domain of a system

variable are assigned contiguous indexes (i.e. if DOM(V ) = {v1, . . . , vk}
then variables Vv1 , . . . , Vvk

have indexes i to (i+ k − 1) in the ordering)

- H2: always index parent variables in families of G before the child variable

- H3: index variables in the same family of G as close as possible

Note that heuristic H1 corresponds to the condition on the variable ordering

required by theorem 4.6.1 and heuristic H2 corresponds to that required by

theorem 4.5.3.

Also note that heuristics H1 and H3 are both based on the same locality

principle which prescribes to index as close as possible variables whose val-

ues are related (this principle is widely accepted in the OBDD literature,
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see e.g. (Aloul et al., 2001)). For example, the rationale behind H1 is that

variables VB associated with multi-valued variable V must be assigned con-

tiguous indexes because there exist strong relations among them imposed by

the mutual exclusion and completeness constraints.

An ordering strategy S1 which satisfies all three heuristics is obtained

by visiting rev(G) depth first, assigning index (|SV| − 1) to the root and

decreasing it at each visited node (see the numbering of nodes in figure 4.6).

Once the multi-valued system variables have been ordered in this way it is

sufficient to sequentially index the boolean variables starting with the ones

associated with the domain of system variable 0 (i.e. the last one visited by

the depth-first algorithm) and moving up towards system variable (|SV|−1)

(i.e. the root).

It is worth noting that this result is in accordance with analogous results

obtained in the field of digital circuit design/verification (e.g. (Sauerhoff

et al., 1996)) for a similar even if slightly different system model compilation

problem.

Example 4.7.1 In order to show the benefits of adopting the described

heuristics for ordering the variables we have compared strategy S1 with two

alternative strategies:

- SREV: visit rev(G) depth-first, assigning index 0 to the root and increasing

it at each visited node (violates H2 since it orders children before parents)

- SBF: visit rev(G) breadth-first assigning index (|SV| − 1) to the root and

decreasing it at each visited node (violates H3 since it groups variables at

the same depth instead of the same family)

Table 4.2 reports the results obtained for artificially generated systems of

increasing complexity. System Γ1 is depicted in figure 4.7 (a); figure 4.7 (b)

shows how system Γi+1 is recursively built from system Γi.

Strategy S1 significantly outperforms both SREV and SBF, being also able

to deal with system complexities that made SBF fail on our test system (N/A

values in the table represent computations that ran out-of-memory). �

Clearly, the cases where rev(G) is a tree only occur rarely in practice; often,

from some nodes in G, there may be more than one departing edge and

there may exist two or more directed paths between some pairs of nodes (i.e.

undirected cycles).
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Figure 4.7: Recursively defined test systems of increasing complexity

System Number of Variables S1 SREV SBF

Γ1 4 21 27 21
Γ2 13 108 134 143
Γ3 31 517 1204 2367
Γ4 67 2550 11904 572735
Γ5 139 12703 118904 N/A

Table 4.2: OBDD sizes for different systems applying different ordering
strategies

The applicability of S1, however, is not restricted to domains where

rev(G) is a tree. We have applied S1 to the computation of the variable

ordering for the model of the system depicted in figure 4.8.

The system, as the one presented in section 1.5, is a portion of the propulsion

sub-system originally introduced in (Kurien and Nayak, 2000) and involves

90 multi-valued variables (33 of which represent components).

In this extended portion of the propulsion sub-system, we have modeled a

pressurizer helium tank (T1), an oxidizer tank (T2), a fuel tank (T3), a set

of valves (VT and V11, . . . , V28), two engines (E1 and E2), pipe join points

(J11, . . . , J22) and pipe split points (S1,S2 and S3).

As in the example of section 1.5, we have modeled the operating conditions

opcVij
of valves V11, . . . , V28 as system inputs (i.e. INPUTS variables) and

the flows FNi,Nj
between two consecutive components Ni, Nj as endogenous

variables (i.e. INTVARS variables). The system observables OBS are FVT ,S1 ,

FJ11,V11 , FJ12,V12 , OE1, FJ21,V21 , FJ22,V22 , OE2 (⊕ symbols are attached to

observation points in figure 4.8).

Table 4.3 reports the models for the system components; the models for

valves, engines, tanks, split and join points are the same as those introduced

in section 1.5, while the model for pressurized tanks, a kind of component

that was not used there, has been added.

Figure 4.9 shows the System Influence Graph of the propulsion sub-system

and the indexes assigned to its nodes by S1. The graph has a cycle base of
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Figure 4.8: Propulsion sub-system

valve join
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(f) ∧ inr(∗)⇒ out(f)
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(f)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(nf)⇒ out(rf)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(f)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)
V (lk) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(nf)⇒ out(nf)
V (lk) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) tank
V (lk) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) T (ok)⇒ out(f)
V (lk) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) T (sc)⇒ out(nf)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) p-tank
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) T (ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ out(∗)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) T (sc) ∧ in(∗)⇒ out(nf)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf) split
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf) S(ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ outl(∗)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) S(ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ outr(∗)
engine
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(f)⇒ oe(t)
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(rf)⇒ oe(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(nf)⇒ oe(nt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(f)⇒ oet(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(rf)⇒ oe(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(nf)⇒ oe(nt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(nf) ∧ ier(∗)⇒ oe(nt)
E(br) ∧ iel(∗) ∧ ier(∗)⇒ oe(nt)

Table 4.3: Models for the components of the system of figure 4.8
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Figure 4.9: Propulsion sub-system System Influence Graph

13 cycles, involving up to 18 nodes 4; however, the resulting OBDD has a

very small size of 3908 nodes.

In the propulsion domain, rev(G) has multiple roots (namely, nodes with

indexes 89 and 37); thus, S1 has been applied by considering each root in

turn and visiting the nodes reachable from it; clearly, the nodes shared by

more than one sub-graphs have been visited only once and assigned a unique

index.

In order to appreciate the effectiveness of S1 we have applied strategy SRAND,

which indexes variables at random, to the task of indexing the variables of

the propulsion system. The compilation of the System Description ran out

of memory after reaching a partial size of more than 107 nodes.

Notwithstanding the positive results obtained with the propulsion sys-

tem, for complex System Influence Graphs where rev(G) significantly devi-

ates from a tree, strategy S1 alone may no longer be effective. This has

become empirically evident when we have considered the model of an indus-

trial plant (originally introduced in (Magro and Torasso, 2000)) containing

approximately 250 multi-valued system variables 31 of which represent com-

ponents.

The topology of the rev(G) associated to such model strongly deviates from

4The size of the cycle base is given by m− (n− 1) where m and n are respectively the
number of edges and the number of nodes in G.
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that of a tree; suffices it to say that the cycle base for G (considered as undi-

rected) consists in 48 cycles of length up to 15.

The attempt to encode the industrial plant model after ordering the variables

according to S1 led to a timeout after building a partial OBDD whose size

exceeded 1.8× 107 nodes.

In order to deal with this intractability we have resorted to combining S1

with more sophisticated techniques and we have devised two new strategies

denoted as S2 and S3.

The basic intuition underlying S2 is to replace the random choice of the next

root to visit with a heuristic based on the structure of the System Influence

Graph G.
During the visit of rev(G) from root r, whenever we visit a node that is

also reachable from another root r′ we store r′ in a stack; when it comes to

choosing the next root to visit, the one on the top of the stack is chosen.

By using S2 the size of ODT for the industrial plant model dropped to about

375,500 nodes, a tractable size that led to very efficient diagnostic problem

solving (see section 4.9).

Even better results could be reached with strategy S3, which is based on

the idea of decomposing G into a set of independent clusters of nodes such

that each cluster Ci has a smaller and simpler structure than G. In order to

disconnect the clusters from one another, we need to cut some edges by du-

plicating the associated nodes. In the industrial plant domain, the strategy

identified 12 nodes to be duplicated (bridges) out of 48 variables reachable

from multiple roots; such duplications gave rise to 7 independent clusters.

Once the System Influence Graph has been partitioned into a set of clusters,

we apply S2 to each cluster in turn. Applying this technique to the model of

the industrial plant led to an OBDD of about 59,000 nodes, a quite reason-

able size that led to a further improvement in the time needed for performing

diagnosis (section 4.9).

The spaces of indexes assigned to variables of any two clusters Ci, Cj are

forced to be disjoint; thanks to this, the entire model (i.e. all the clusters)

can be encoded into a single OBDD whose size coincides with the sum of the

sizes of the OBDDs representing each cluster.

In order to handle the partition of the System Influence Graph into multiple

clusters, we need to precompute off-line an OBDD which states the equiva-

lence of multiple copies of the duplicated (bridge) variables and the set of all

variables that represent copies of bridge variables (figure 4.10).
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OEQ = build(1)
For Each V ∈ Bridges
OV = build(1)
{V ′, . . . , V (k)} = GetCopies(V )
For Each v ∈ DOM(V)
OVv = Vv ⇔ V ′

v ∧ . . . ∧ Vv ⇔ V
(k)
v

OV = apply(∧, OV , OVv )
OEQ = apply(∧, OEQ, OV )

AllCopies :=
⋃

V ∈Bridges GetCopies(V )

Figure 4.10: Off-line pre-computations for strategy S3

1 Function S3ComputeDiagnoses(ODT , OBSAV , INPUTS)
2 OTEMP := ODT

3 ForEach I(v) ∈ INPUTS
4 OTEMP := restrict(OTEMP , I(v)B)
5 ForEach O(v) ∈ OBSAV

6 OTEMP := restrict(OTEMP , O(v)B)
OTEMP = apply(∧, OTEMP , OEQ)
OTEMP := DisregardVars(OTEMP , AllCopies)

7 ODIAG := DisregardVars(OTEMP , INTV ARS\OBSAV )
8 Return ODIAG

9 EndFunction

Figure 4.11: Computation of diagnoses with strategy S3

The ComputeDiagnoses() algorithm of figure 4.3 has to be revised by

adding two statements between lines (6) and (7). Figure 4.11 reports the

resulting algorithm S3ComputeDiagnoses().

The two additional statements impose the equivalence between bridge vari-

ables and their copies and then remove such copies from the OBDD with a

call to the DisregardVars() function. The extension of the algorithm to

compute preferred diagnoses is straightforward.

4.8 Extensions

4.8.1 Non-Deterministic Domain Theories

The presented algorithms do not need to be modified if we relax the constraint

we have put on the Domain Theory DT in definition 1.1.1 i.e. that DT must

be deterministic and can thus be expressed as a Horn theory.
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In particular, we are now allowing the Domain Theory to contain formulas

of the more general form:

N1(v1) ∧ . . . ∧Nk(vk)⇒ M(u1) ∨ . . . ∨M(up)

It is worth noting that the notion of System Influence Graph (definition 1.1.2)

can be applied unchanged to this type of formulas. Thus, the techniques

for encoding DT and the heuristics for ordering the variables based on the

topology of its associated System Influence Graph remain unchanged.

Also the algorithms presented in section 4.5 apply unchanged. The only

result that is no longer guaranteed to hold is the bound O(|SV| · |ODT |2) on

the complexity of DisregardVars() and thus on the complexity of solving a

diagnostic problem when OBSAV ⊂ OBS and (at least part of) the variables

in INTV ARS\OBSAV can’t be eliminated off-line (theorem 4.5.3).

However, as we will point out in the discussion of section 4.10, it is unlikely, at

least from a heuristic point of view, that the size of ODIAG grows drastically

just because of the elimination of INTV ARS\OBSAV variables.

4.8.2 Ambiguous Observations

In section 3.2.1 we have introduced the notion of Diagnostic Problem with

ambiguous observations, where OBSA
AV contains ambiguous observations of

(a subset of) the observables, expressed as disjunctions V (v1) ∨ . . . ∨ V (vk),

vi ∈ DOM(V ), i = 1, . . . , k.

Let OBSA
AV = {Vi(vi,1) ∨ . . . ∨ Vi(vi,ki

), i = 1, . . . , m}, i.e. OBSAV con-

tains variables V1, . . . , Vm and the observed value of each Vi is the dis-

junction Vi(vi,1) ∨ . . . ∨ Vi(vi,ki
). It is immediate to see that the set of

solutions for a Diagnostic Problem with ambiguous observations DP =

(SD,OBSA
AV, INPUTS) can be expressed as:

sol(DP ) =
⋃

vi∈{vi,1,...,vi,ki
}
sol((SD, {V1(v1), . . . , Vm(vm)}, INPUTS))

i.e. the set of solutions for DP can be computed as the union of the sets of

solutions of diagnostic problems with non-ambigous observations.

This naive way of computing sol(DP ), however is potentially very inefficient

since it may require to solve a number of diagnostic problems exponential in

the size of OBSAV .

In this section we propose a method for directly computing sol(DP ) which

is much more efficient than the naive method. The main difference w.r.t. the
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1 Function ComputeDiagnosesAO(ODT , OBSA
AV , INPUTS)

2 OTEMP := ODT

3 ForEach I(val) ∈ INPUTS
4 OTEMP := restrict(OTEMP , I(val)B)
5 ForEach (V (v1) ∨ . . . ∨ V (vk)) ∈ OBSA

AV

6 OV = build(Vv1 ∨ . . . ∨ Vvk
)

7 OTEMP = apply(∧, OTEMP , OV )
8 ODIAG := DisregardVars(OTEMP , INTVARS)
9 Return ODIAG

10 EndFunction

Figure 4.12: Diagnosis with ambiguous observations

non-ambiguous case is that, since each observation in DP is just a weak con-

straint on the value of an observable variable V , it cannot be enforced via

the restrict operator. Instead, an OBDD OV encoding the constraint must

be built and enforced with the apply operator.

The revised version of function ComputeDiagnoses() is reported in figure 4.12.

In the ComputeDiagnosesAO() algorithm, the second ForEach loop computes

an OBDD OV for each ambiguous observation in OBSA
AV and intersects it

with OTEMP .

At the end of the loop, observed variables are still present in OTEMP , and

therefore function DisregardVars() has to be applied to the complete set

INTVARS of endogenous variables.

4.9 Experimental Results

An in-depth experimental analysis of the approach presented in this chapter

has been performed on the domain of the industrial plant mentioned in sec-

tion 4.7. We have used the test set IS4 of 3,000 diagnostic cases containing

between 1 and 3 faults originally presented in (Magro and Torasso, 2000).

The diagnostic algorithms have been implemented in Java and executed

with JDK 1.3 on a laptop machine equipped with Pentium III CPU at

933MHz and 256MB RAM. The OBDD functions were provided by the

BuDDy C++ package via the JBDD interface.

We have compared the performance of ComputePreferredDiagnoses()

(figure 4.4) when strategy S2 is used for the variable ordering with that of a

version of algorithm S3ComputeDiagnoses() (figure 4.11) extended for com-

puting minimal cardinality diagnoses; clearly, for the second algorithm we
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strategy avg time (msec) avg obdd size avg # pref diag
S2 125 ± 1.1 79 ± 0.4 2.24 ± 0.08
S3 90 ± 1.0 77 ± 0.3 2.24 ± 0.08

Table 4.4: Statistics for the industrial plant system (confidence 95%)

used variable ordering strategy S3.

The first column of table 4.4 reports the average CPU time needed for solving

a diagnostic case; the second and third columns report the average size of

the OBDDs encoding all the minimal cardinality diagnoses and the average

number of such diagnoses respectively.

Both algorithms (denoted with S2 and S3 in the table) have performed ex-

tremely well. For example, with S3 the average time for solving a diagnostic

case is just 90 msec and also the confidence interval (at 95%) is extremely

small; this confirms that the computation time is almost insensitive to the

specific diagnostic case. Algorithm based on S2 also performs very well, and

the small increase in CPU time can be explained by the fact that the size of

OBDD ODT is larger than for S3 (see section 4.7).

Another important statistic is the average size of the OBDDs encoding the

set of all the assignments to system variables consistent with OBSAV and

INPUTS (i.e. the average size of OBDD OTEMP after asserting the values

of the system inputs and observables). Using strategy S2 we got an average

size of 2678± 76.3 while with S3 we got 3229± 61 (with 95% confidence).

It is worth noting that these statistics (both for time and space) are far below

the upper bounds reported in the theorems of section 4.5.

The effectiveness of the proposed methods receives a significant experi-

mental validation also for the diagnosis with ambiguous observations. We

have extracted 300 cases from test set IS4 and replaced some abnormal ob-

servations V (v) with the disjunctions of all the abnormal values in DOM(V ).

Table 4.5 compares statistics collected with the original 300 cases (no am-

biguous observations) with the same cases where 3 or 4 observations per case

have been made ambiguous as described above. Despite the increase in the

complexity of the reasoning task, the results exhibit just a very small in-

crease in computation time. This shows that our techniques scale easily to

an extension that can be troublesome for other approaches.
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ambiguity avg time (msec) avg obdd size avg # pref diag
no 95 ± 3.4 78 ± 1.1 2.53 ± 0.32
3-4 123 ± 6.1 83 ± 1.4 6.42 ± 0.75

Table 4.5: Statistics with ambiguous observations (confidence 95%)

4.10 Discussion

In this chapter we have addressed the issues that arise in the compilation of

a System Description into an OBDD and in the computation and extraction

of minimal cardinality diagnoses starting from such representation of the

system model.

In particular, we have pointed out that the encoding of the system model

can be troublesome due to the well known sensitivity of the OBDD size to

the variable ordering. Since the problem of finding an optimal variable order-

ing is NP-hard (Bollig and Wegener, 1994), we have proposed a number of

heuristics for computing a good variable ordering by taking into account the

topology of the System Influence Graph associated with the system model.

It is worth noting that, especially in the circuit verification literature, several

proposals have been made for the computation of efficient variable orderings

for OBDDs (e.g. (Sauerhoff et al., 1996), (Aloul et al., 2001), (Aloul et al.,

2003)). The ordering strategies described in these works aim, as our strate-

gies, at grouping connected variables as close as possible; in order to accom-

plish this goal, they exploit the structure of the circuits to be encoded. It is

worth noting that in our framework the role of the system structure is played

by the System Influence Graph whose topology does not necessarily mirror

that of the system structure (except for the case of Compositional System

Descriptions).

It would be interesting to apply these alternative strategies to our System

Influence Graphs in order to compare their performance to the one of our

strategies. In particular, it may be worth to combine the partitioning of the

System Influence Graph prescribed by our S3 strategy with the application

of the MINCE (Aloul et al., 2001) or FORCE (Aloul et al., 2003) strategies

in place of S2 within each cluster.

In the circuit verification literature there have also been several proposals

of so-called dynamic ordering strategies (e.g. (Rudell, 1993), (Bollig et al.,

1995)); such strategies assume that an acceptably efficient variable ordering

has already been found and aim at improving it through an iterative process
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where the indexes of just a few variables are changed at each iteration. The

application of dynamic ordering strategies after the application of any of our

strategies could bring additional benefits.

A contribution of this chapter consists in the algorithm for the computa-

tion of diagnoses and the analysis of both space and time complexity of the

algorithm for system models which satisfy certain conditions (theorems 4.5.2

and 4.5.3). These theoretical results provide upper bounds on the time and

space needed for solving any diagnostic case, regardless of the number of

faults; such bounds are polynomial in the size of the OBDD encoding the

system model.

Even if neither one of the conditions required by our theorems holds, it is

unlikely, at least from a heuristic point of view, that the time and space taken

by ComputeDiagnoses() grow drastically.

To see why, first note that the only source for such growth may come from

the elimination of INTV ARS\OBSAV variables. Let then SV∗ = COMPS

∪ INPUTS ∪ OBSAV be the subset of the System Variables where the en-

dogenous variables that are not observed have been removed and ODT ∗ be

the OBDD encoding of a flattened Domain Theory DT ∗ equivalent to DT

mentioning only variables in SV∗.
It easy to see that the rationale behind heuristics H1, H2, H3 (on which our

variables ordering strategy S1 is based) is still valid when it comes to com-

puting a variables ordering for the restricted set SV∗ in order to build ODT ∗ ;

in particular, a good ordering for variables SV∗ can be obtained by apply-

ing S1 to the whole System Influence Graph G as usual (also in (Sauerhoff

et al., 1996), where the OBDDs to be built only mention the system inputs

and outputs, the proposed strategy considers the internal system structure

as well).

Another interesting point to make is that the conditions of theorems 4.5.2

and 4.5.3 are just sufficient conditions for proving that time and space upper

bounds for ComputeDiagnoses() are polynomial in the size of the OBDD

encoding the system model. Different and/or more general conditions may

possibly be found with further study: a promising starting point for extend-

ing the applicability of our upper bounds may be e.g. the recent results

reported in (Huang and Darwiche, 2004) about the polynomially bounded

construction of OBDDs.

Other contributions of the work presented in this chapter that are worth

mentioning, are the description of a technique to extract minimal cardinality
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diagnoses (with the analysis of its computational complexity) and the exten-

sions of the diagnostic algorithm for dealing with non-deterministic system

models and ambiguous observations; while, thanks to such extensions, the

expressive power of our modeling language results significantly increased the

underlying structure of the algorithm has remained essentially unchanged.

From an experimental point of view, the application of our techniques to

the diagnosis of a complex industrial plant has shown very promising results

(both in time and space), well below the theoretical worst-case bounds. This

holds true also in presence of ambiguous observations, whose effects were

limited just to a small decrease of the performance w.r.t. the case with non-

ambiguous observations.

The results are particularly relevant because the variance over the average

time and space is very small, which means that our algorithms are almost

insensitive (as concerns time and space) to the differences among diagnostic

cases in the test set. This is a quite significant result if we consider that

the use of a different MBD algorithm on the same test set provided good

performance in a large number of cases but could not solve within a 1 minute

time-out a non-negligible portion of the test set (see (Magro and Torasso,

2000)).

An approach to diagnosis that, as the one described in this chapter, guar-

antees (under some conditions) polynomial upper bounds in the time and

space taken by diagnostic problem solving is structure based diagnosis (Dar-

wiche, 1998). Unlike the results obtained for structure-based diagnosis, our

complexity results do not depend directly on structural properties of the sys-

tem model but just on the size of the OBDD encoding of the model; however,

the size of such OBDD can be strongly influenced by the system structure

as pointed out in the discussion on variable ordering above.

As a final remark, we recall from the introduction to this chapter that

there are several other proposals in the MBD literature that exploit symbolic

techniques for the compilation of the system model; in particular, some of

them make use of OBDDs ((Sztipanovits and Misra, 1996), (Marchand and

Rozé, 2002), (Schumann et al., 2004)). Since all these works address dynamic

systems, we will compare them to our proposal at the end of the next chapter,

after our techniques have been extended to deal with dynamic systems as

well.
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4.A Proofs

4.A.1 Proof of Theorem 4.5.1

From section 4.4, we know that ODT represents a boolean function FDT s.t.:

FDT (C,X ,Y ,N ) = 1⇔ DT ∪ C ∪ X ∪ Y ∪N �	 ⊥
where C is an instantiation of COMPS variables, X is an instantiation of

INPUTS variables, Y is an instantiation of OBSAV variables and N is an

instantiation of INTV ARS\OBSAV variables.

Let ODT,OBSAV
be the OBDD obtained from ODT by existentially quantify-

ing INTV ARS\OBSAV variables, so that it represents a boolean function

FDT,OBSAV
s.t.:

FDT,OBSAV
(C,X ,Y) ≡ (∃N )(FDT (C,X ,Y ,N ))

It follows that FDT,OBSAV
satisfies the equivalence:

FDT,OBSAV
(C,X ,Y) = 1⇔ ∃N (DT ∪ C ∪ X ∪ Y ∪N �	 ⊥)

After we restrict INPUTS variables to be INPUTS and OBSAV variables

to be OBSAV we obtain a new function F ′
DT,OBSAV

s.t.:

F ′
DT,OBSAV

(C) = 1⇔ ∃N (DT ∪ C ∪ INPUTS ∪OBSAV ∪N �	 ⊥)

It is immediate to see that F ′
DT,OBSAV

(C) is the function encoded by OBDD
ODIAG. In order to conclude that F ′

DT,OBSAV
is the characteristic function

of the set of consistency-based diagnoses there remains to show that:

∃N (DT ∪C∪INPUTS∪OBSAV∪N �	 ⊥)⇔ DT ∪C∪INPUTS∪OBSAV �	 ⊥

(note that the right member of the equivalence is indeed exactly the defi-

nition of consistency-based diagnosis reported in section 1.2, except for the

fact that here the instantiation of COMPS is denoted with C instead of D).

The implication from left to right is obvious, since the 	 relationship

is monotonic. As for the implication from right to left, it is sufficient to

note that, since the standard propositional derivation denoted with 	 is cor-

rect and complete, there must exist a consistent assignment I to COMPS ∪
INPUTS∪INTV ARS s.t. I assigns C to COMPS, INPUTS to INPUTS,

OBSAV to OBSAV and some NI to INTV ARS\OBSAV . Instantiation NI
is then an example satisfying the existential quantification on the left side of

the equivalence.
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4.A.2 Proof of Theorem 4.5.3

From theorem 4.5.2 we know that the execution of the two ForEach loops

takes time O(|SV| · |ODT | · log(|ODT |)) and that |OTEMP | ≤ |ODT |.
The loop inside DisregardVars is executed exactly |INTV ARS\OBSAV |,

i.e. O(|SV)| times. What we now want to show is that, at each iteration,

the size of OTEMP does not increase.

Since by assumption DT is complete, given an instantiation of the parents

of a variable M ∈ INTV ARS\OBSAV in the System Influence Graph G,
the value of M is exactly determined. By adopting an ordering strategy that

indexes the parents before the children, we are then guaranteed that in any

path of OTEMP there is only a possible value for M .

Then, it is immediate to see that the existential quantification of M results

just in the nodes labeled with M being removed from OTEMP , without any

further change, i.e. at each iteration the size of OTEMP does not increase.

From these observations it follows that each execution of the body of the

loop in DisregardVars() takes time O(|ODT |2), and then that the execution

of DisregardVars() itself takes time O(|SV| · |ODT |2).
The complexity of ComputeDiagnoses() is then dominated and coincides

with that of DisregardVars(). Moreover, we have showed that none of the

operations performed by ComputeDiagnoses() increases the size of OTEMP ,

so that the size of the OBDD ODIAG returned by ComputeDiagnoses() must

be smaller or equal than the size of ODT .

4.A.3 Proof of Theorem 4.6.1

It will be useful in our proof to refer to a theorem due to Sieling and Wegener

(Sieling and Wegener, 1993):

Theorem 4.A.1 (Sieling and Wegener) Let x1, . . . , xn be the given vari-

able ordering and let f be defined on x1, . . . , xn. The reduced OBDD for f

contains as many xi-nodes (i.e., nodes labeled by variable xi) as there are dif-

ferent subfunctions f |x1=a1,...,xi−1=ai−1
, for a1, . . . , ai−1 ∈ {0, 1}, which depend

essentially on xi (function φ depends essentially on xi if φ|xi=0 is different

from φ|xi=1).

Let’s denote with C1 the component whose associated boolean variables

are the first ones indexed in Filter[k], and with Ci, i = 2, . . . , |COMPS| the
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component whose associated boolean variables are indexed in Filter[k] right

after the ones associated with Ci−1.

In order to prove that the size of Filter[k] is O(|COMPS|2) we first prove

that, for each Ci ∈ COMPS, assuming that the first value of DOM(Ci) in

the variable ordering is bmi, Filter[k] contains at most (k + 1) copies of the

boolean variable Ci,bmi
encoding Ci(bmi).

Let Fk be the boolean function represented by OBDD Filter[k], and let

Fk|C1(bm1)B ,...,Ci−1(bmi−1)B
be the restriction of Fk that assigns bmj to Cj, j =

1, . . . , i− 1.

The only contribution of Fk|C1(bm1)B ,...,Ci−1(bmi−1)B
to the value of Fk consists

in the number of faulty components in {C1(bm1), . . . , Ci−1(bmi−1)}.
Such number must clearly be between 0 and k thus the number of copies of

Ci,bmi
must be at most k + 1.

As for a variable Ci,bmj
, bmj �= bmi, it is immediate to see that the number

of restrictions of Fk with constant assignments to all the boolean variables

preceding Ci,bmj
in the ordering now depends on two possibly independent

factors:

- the number of faulty components hardcoded in the restriction (in the set

0, . . . , k)

- whether component Ci has already been assigned a value in the restriction

or not (either true or false)

It follows that the number of restrictions, and consequently of copies of node

Ci,bmj
, is at most 2 · (k+1). We have then proved that, for any boolean vari-

able in Filter[k] there are O(|COMPS|) copies (indeed, k ≤ |COMPS|).
Since the size of Filter[k] depends on the total number of nodes, |Filter[k]| =
O(|COMPS|2) (assuming that |DOM(C)|, C ∈ COMPS can be regarded

as a constant w.r.t. |COMPS|).
As for the time complexity of function ComputeFaultCardinalityFilters(),

we note that the body of the inner loop is executed exactly |COMPS|2 times.

Since the size of Filter[k], k = 0, . . . , |COMPS| is O(|COMPS|2), each ex-

ecution of the body takes time O(|COMPS|2). It follows that the execution

of the function takes time polynomial in |COMPS|.
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Chapter 5

On-Line Diagnosis of Dynamic
Systems with OBDDs

This chapter addresses the problem of diagnosing dynamic systems. The

techniques introduced in chapter 4 are extended in order to compile dynamic

qualitative system models into OBDDs and compute temporal diagnoses on-

line, i.e. while the system status (including the health of its components)

continues to evolve.

The definitions of system model, diagnostic problem and diagnosis given

in chapter 1 are extended in order to account for the evolution of system

variables over time.

Since we don’t assume that the diagnostic process is triggered by user requests

or by special observable events, we develop a mechanism for automatically

detecting changes in the health status of the system (i.e. fault detection);

only when a new fault has been detected, (preferred) diagnoses are computed

and presented to the client of the diagnostic algorithm.

Experimental data concerning the on-line diagnosis of the extended portion

of the propulsion system described in the previous chapter are presented.
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5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we extend the techniques introduced in chapter 4 in order to

deal with the temporal on-line diagnosis of dynamic systems.

Many of the first proposals for the model-based diagnosis of systems that ex-

hibit some form of dynamics date back to the early 90s; since then, temporal

MBD has received an increasing amount of attention.

In (Brusoni et al., 1998) the authors have defined a framework for charac-

terizing different approaches to temporal MBD at the knowledge level; the

definition of such framework constituted a significant step forward in enabling

other researchers to tackle the temporal MBD task in a more principled way.

In particular, according to (Brusoni et al., 1998), an approach to temporal

MBD can be characterized along three fundamental dimensions:

- the types of temporal phenomena that are modeled and handled; such phe-

nomena may include time-varying context (i.e. system inputs that vary over

time), temporal behavior (i.e. the system has a dynamic internal status from

which its nominal and/or faulty behaviors can depend) and time-varying

behavior (i.e. the behavioral modes of system components can, more or less

spontaneously, evolve over time in a non-deterministic way)

- the adopted ontology of time, i.e. whether time is modeled as a metric

entity (either continuous or discretized) or just as a set of relations (ordering

among events, inclusion among intervals, · · ·)
- the adopted notion of diagnosis within the spectrum, defined in (Con-

sole and Torasso, 1991) for the atemporal case, which ranges from fully

consistency-based to fully abductive

According to this characterization, the approach to temporal MBD described

in this chapter addresses all the mentioned temporal phenomena and adopts

a qualitative notion of time (consisting in a total order relation on events)

and a consistency-based notion of diagnosis.

Another important issue, not explicitly addressed in (Brusoni et al.,

1998), which can strongly affect the way temporal MBD is tackled, is whether

the diagnostic task must be carried off-line or on-line. It easy to see, indeed,

that in on-line diagnosis the diagnostic algorithm must be able to revise the

set of diagnoses as new observations become available: such revision pro-

cess must be performed in an incremental way, since it would be prohibitive,

especially for a fast-evolving system, to compute the set of diagnoses from
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scratch every time.

Our approach addresses on-line diagnosis and, consequently, it needs effi-

cient mechanisms for continuously tracking the system status over time and

for automatically detecting new faults.

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 5.2 we give the extended

definitions of system model, diagnostic problem, diagnosis and preferred di-

agnosis needed for dealing with dynamic systems. In section 5.3 we show how

the transition relation characterizing the evolution of a dynamic system over

time can be encoded using an OBDD and in section 5.4 we discuss how the

heuristics for variable ordering can be extended in order to take into account

the temporal relations among system variables.

Section 5.5 is devoted to the presentation of the on-line diagnostic algorithm;

in particular, the tasks of tracking the system status, detecting new faults

and extracting diagnoses in preference order are addressed.

In section 5.6 we report the results of the application of our algorithm to

the on-line diagnosis of the extended portion of the propulsion system of sec-

tion 4.7. Finally, in section 5.7 we discuss the contributions of the material

presented in this chapter.

5.2 Basic Definitions

5.2.1 Temporal System Description

In this section we extend the definition of System Description given in sec-

tion 1.1 in order to account for the evolution of system variables over time.

Definition 5.2.1 A Temporal System Description (TSD) is a tuple (SV,

DT, ∆) where:

- SV is the set of discrete system variables partitioned in INPUTS (system

inputs), STATUS (system status) and INTV ARS (internal variables).

Distinguished subsets COMPS ⊆ STATUS and OBS ⊆ INTV ARS rep-

resent system components and observables respectively.

We will denote with DOM(v) the finite domain of variable v ∈ SV; in

particular, for each C ∈ COMPS, DOM(C) consists in the list of possible

behavioral modes for C (an ok mode and one or more fault modes)

- DT (Domain Theory) is an acyclic set of Horn clauses defined over SV
representing the instantaneous behavior of the system (under normal and
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abnormal conditions); the clauses are constructed in such a way that the

roles associated with variables belonging to different sorts are respected:

INPUTS and STATUS variables will always appear in the body of clauses

and each variable in INTV ARS will appear at least once as head of a

clause. Moreover we require that any instantiation of STATUS∪INPUTS
is consistent with DT

- ∆ is the System Transition Relation mapping the values of the variables in

INPUTS ∪ STATUS at time t to the values of the variables in STATUS

at time t+1.

A generic element τ ∈ ∆ (named a System Transition) is then a pair:

(Xt ∪ St, St+1)

where Xt is an instantiation of INPUTS variables at time t and St, St+1

are instantiations of STATUS variables at times t and t+1 respectively.

The clauses in the Domain Theory express the (instantaneous) dependen-

cies of the values of INTV ARS variables on the values of STATUS and

INPUTS variables; in contrast, the System Transition Relation expresses

the dependency of the current system status on the previous system status

and system inputs. In particular, then:

- INPUTS constitute purely exogenous System Variables (SVexo)

- STATUS constitute partially endogenous System Variables (SVpend); in-

deed, even if their value at time t cannot be influenced by the value of other

variables at time t, it can be influenced by the previous values of variables

in STATUS ∪ INPUTS
- INTV ARS constitute purely endogenous System Variables (SVend)

The definition of the System Transition Relation ∆ reflects the qualitative

notion of time that we adopt in this chapter. In particular, a time instant

corresponds to a complete instantiation of the system variables and time

instants are totally ordered in a sequence.

This notion of time is very similar to the ones adopted, for example, in

(Console et al., 1994) and (Kurien and Nayak, 2000) and is justified by the

assumption that the values of (some of) the system variables are sampled by

a system monitor at a regular rate; such sampling rate (determined by a clock
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associated with the system monitor) usually depends on the characteristics

of the system being monitored.

In the following, we will sometimes denote a System Transition τ = (Xt∪
St, St+1) as τ = St

Xt→ St+1 and say that St is the source status of τ (St =

source(τ)) and that St+1 is the target status of τ (St = target(τ)).

Given a system status S and an instantiation X of the INPUTS variables,

the set of the possible successor states of S given X is defined as:

Π(S,X ) = {S ′ s.t. S
X→ S ′ ∈ ∆}

Operator Π can be easily extended to apply to a set S = {S1, . . . , Sk} of

system states:

Π(S,X ) =
⋃k

i=1 Π(Si,X )

Finally, let θ = (τ0, . . . , τk−1) be a sequence of system transitions s.t. τi =

Si
Xi→ Si+1, i = 0, . . . , k − 1. We say that θ is a (feasible) system trajectory.

5.2.2 Temporal Diagnostic Problems and Diagnoses

Given a Temporal System Description we can characterize specific temporal

diagnostic problems over it as follows.

Definition 5.2.2 A temporal diagnostic problem is a tuple TDP = (TSD,

S0, k, OBSAV , σ) where:

- TSD is a Temporal System Description

- S0 is the set of possible initial states (i.e. system states at time 0)

- k is an integer representing the size of the time window [0, . . . , k] over which

the diagnostic problem is defined

- OBSAV ⊆ OBS is the subset of the system observables whose value was

actually observed in time window [0, . . . , k]

- σ is a sequence (X0,Y0, . . . ,Xk,Yk) where the Xis are instantiations of the

INPUTS variables at times 0, . . . , k and the Yis are instantiations of the

OBSAV variables at times 0, . . . , k. Sequence σ then represents the available

(observed) information about the system in time window [0, . . . , k].

In the following we will denote with TDP t, t ∈ {0, . . . , k} the Temporal

Diagnostic Problem obtained by restricting TDP to the first t time instants.

Given a temporal diagnostic problem TDP , we say that a system status

S is instantaneously consistent at time t, t ∈ {0, . . . , k} if:

DT ∪ Xt ∪ Yt ∪ S �	 ⊥
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Instantaneous consistency of S expresses the fact that the instantiation S of

STATUS variables is logically consistent with the current values of INPUTS

and OBSAV variables, under constraints imposed by Domain Theory DT . It

is worth noting that this notion is closely related to the notion of (atemporal)

consistency-based diagnosis formalized in definition 1.2.2.

The following definition formalizes the notions of belief state and temporal

diagnosis.

Definition 5.2.3 Let TDP= (TSD, S0, k, OBSAV , σ) be a temporal di-

agnostic problem. We define the belief state Bt at time t (t = 0, . . . , k)

recursively as follows:

- B0 = {S0 s.t. S0 ∈ S0 and S0 is instantaneously consistent at time 0}
- ∀t = 1 . . . k Bt = {St s.t. St ∈ Π(Bt−1,Xt−1) and

St is instantaneously consistent at time t}
In order for St to belong to Bt, then, it must be consistent with the current in-

formation about the system (i.e. Xt,Yt) and with the prediction Π(Bt−1,Xt−1)

based on the past history.

In particular, we say that any system status Sk ∈ Bk is a (temporal) diagnosis

for TDP .

The set of trajectories that the system could have followed in time window

[0, . . . , k] according to TDP (denoted as traj(TDP )), is simply the subset of

feasible trajectories θ = (τ0, . . . , τk−1) s.t. τt = (Xt∪St, St+1), t = 0, . . . , k−1

with St ∈ Bt, t = 0, . . . k.

5.2.3 Compositional Temporal System Description

The definition of Temporal System Description given in section 5.2.1 is not

compositional in the sense that the system model is not defined in terms of

the models of its components. However it is straightforward to accommodate

a compositional notion of Temporal System Description to our notion.

To this purpose, in the following definitions we introduce the notions of Tem-

poral Component Description and then of Compositional Temporal System

Description as a special case of Temporal System Description.

Definition 5.2.4 A Temporal Component Description (TCD) is a tuple (CVC,

DTC, ∆C) where:
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- CVC is a set of discrete variables partitioned in INC (component inputs),

STC (component dynamic status), OUTC (component outputs); a distin-

guished variable C ∈ STC represents the component

- DTC (Component Theory) is a flat set of Horn clauses defined over CVC

representing the behavior of the component (under normal and abnormal

conditions); the clauses are constructed in such a way that the roles associ-

ated with variables belonging to different sorts are respected: INC and STC

variables always appear in the body of clauses and OUTC variables only

appear as heads of clauses. Moreover we require that any instantiation of

INC ∪ STC is consistent with DTC

- ∆C (Component Transition Relation) relates the values of INC and STC

variables at time t to the values of STC variables at time t+1.

A generic element τC ∈ ∆C (named a Component Transition) is then a

pair:

(XC,t ∪ SC,t, SC,t+1)

where XC,t is an instantiation of INC variables at time t and SC,t, SC,t+1

are instantiations of STC variables at times t and t+1 respectively.

The clauses in the Component Theory express the (instantaneous) de-

pendencies of the values of OUTC variables on the values of STC and INC

variables; in contrast, the Component Transition Relation expresses the de-

pendency of the current component status on the previous component status

and component inputs.

Definition 5.2.5 A Compositional Temporal System Description (CTSD) is

a Temporal System Description (SV, DT, ∆) that is related to a set TCD1,

. . ., TCDn of Temporal Component Descriptions (one per component) in the

following way:

- COMPS is the set of the component variables C1, . . . , Cn appearing in TCD1,

. . ., TCDn

- STATUS is the set of component status variables, i.e.:

STATUS =
⋃

C∈COMPS

STC
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- INPUTS corresponds to the set of component inputs that are not outputs of

another component, i.e.:

INPUTS = (
⋃

C∈COMPS

INC )\( ⋃
C∈COMPS

INC ∩
⋃

C∈COMPS

OUTC )

- INTVARS corresponds to the set of the component outputs, i.e.:

INTVARS =
⋃

C∈COMPS

OUTC

- DT corresponds to the union of the component theories DTC, C ∈ COMPS

- ∆ is built starting from the component transition relations ∆C, C ∈ COMPS.

In particular, each System Transition τ = (X ∪ S, S ′) ∈ ∆ is built from a

set {τC1 , . . . , τCn}, τCi
= (XCi

∪ SCi
, S ′

Ci
) ∈ ∆Ci

of Component Transitions

according to the following conditions:

(1) X = (
⋃

Ci∈COMPS XCi
)|INPUTS

(2) S =
⋃

Ci∈COMPS SCi

(3) S ′ =
⋃

Ci∈COMPS S
′
Ci

(4) (
⋃

Ci∈COMPS XCi
) ∪ (

⋃
Ci∈COMPS SCi

) ∪DT �	 ⊥

Intuitively, conditions (1) to (3) simply assure that τ actually corresponds

to Component Transitions τCi
, Ci ∈ COMPS (operator | in condition (1)

means projection of a set of instantiations on a subset of the variables).

Condition (4) assures that the Component Transitions from which τ is built

are mutually consistent given the domain theory DT .

In the given definition of CTSD there isn’t an explicit representation of

the system topology (i.e. the way components are connected to each other).

However, we require that if an output O ∈ OUTCi
of a component Ci is

connected to an input I ∈ INCj
of another component Cj, O and I are the

same variable; an explicit representation of the system topology can then be

obtained by automatically deriving the System Influence Graph G from DT .

In definition 5.2.1 we have imposed (through the formal characterization

of the System Transition Relation ∆) that the values of STATUS variables

at time t+1 can be influenced only by the values of INPUTS and STATUS

variables at time t.

However, this restriction may sometimes be problematic when the Temporal

System Description is compositional. Indeed, sets INC , C ∈ COMPS of

component inputs may well contain INTVARS variables, and some of the
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Component Transitions τC = (XC ∪ SC , S
′
C) ∈ ∆C , C ∈ COMPS may then

express the influence of the values of some INTVARS variables at time t on

the values of STC variables for component C at time t+1.

In particular, the projection of (
⋃

Ci∈COMPS XCi
) on INPUTS variables (con-

dition (1) in definition 5.2.4) may then cause a loss of information by build-

ing identical System Transitions τ starting from different sets of Component

Transitions {τC1 , . . . , τCn}, τCi
∈ ∆Ci

.

There are many cases where this loss of information is guaranteed not to hap-

pen; for example when the Temporal System Description is such that, given

a System Status and an instantiation of the INPUTS variables, the Domain

Theory derives exactly one value for each endogenous variable in INTVARS

(i.e. DT is complete in the sense of definition 4.5.1). In the following we will

then assume, for simplicity of exposition, that there is no loss of information

when ∆ is built from ∆C , C ∈ COMPS.

In the cases where such information loss is possible, it is sufficient to extend

some of the definitions given so far in order to admit System Transitions that

depend also on the values of (some) endogenous variables in INTVARS; we

report such definitions in appendix 5.B. All the techniques described in this

chapter can be straightforwardly adapted to deal with the extend definitions.

5.2.4 Types of Component Transition Relations

In definition 5.2.5 we have introduced Compositional Temporal System De-

scriptions. A Compositional System Transition Relation can be represented

as the list (∆C1 , . . . ,∆Cn) of Component Transition Relations from which it

is built (by taking into account also DT ).

Each of such Component Transition Relations ∆C can be interpreted as the

transition relation of a labeled automaton AC = (QC , ΣC , ∆C) where:

- QC is the set of possible component states for C (i.e. instantiations of STC

variables)

- ΣC = DOM(INC) 1 is the set of labels on the arcs of the automaton (i.e.

inputs to C)

It is possible to characterize the behavioral modes of a component C (i.e.

the elements of DOM(C)) in terms of topological properties of the directed,

1If S = {V1, . . . , Vm} is a set of discrete variables, we denote with DOM(S) the product
DOM(V1)× . . .×DOM(Vm)
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labeled graph representing automaton AC :

- for each permanent behavioral mode bm-p, from any state in AC where C(bm-

p) holds, it is only possible to reach states where C(bm-p) holds

- for each transient behavioral mode bm-t, there is at least a state in AC

where C(bm-t) holds from which it is possible to reach a state where C(bm-t)

does not hold; however, once a state where C(bm-t) does not hold has been

reached, there is no way to go back to a state where C(bm-t) holds

- for each intermittent behavioral mode bm-i, there is at least a state in AC

where C(bm-i) holds from which it is possible to reach a state where C(bm-i)

does not hold and then again a state where C(bm-i) holds

Based on these notions of different types of behavioral modes, we can identify

three types of Component Transition Relations of increasing complexity:

- BM-P: the ok mode is transient and all the faults are permanent

- BM-T: the ok mode is transient, and the faults are permanent or transient

- BM-I: the ok mode is transient or intermittent, and the faults are permanent,

transient or intermittent

In all three types of Component Transition Relations defined above the ok

mode is restricted not to be permanent since this would mean that the com-

ponent can not fail and then it is not interesting from a diagnostic point of

view. If, however, in a Component Transition Relation the ok mode is per-

manent, we say that such Component Transition Relation is of type BM-OK.

5.2.5 Preferred Diagnoses

In this section we extend the notion of preferred diagnoses given in chapter 1

to the temporal case. In particular we assume that, for each System Tran-

sition τ = (Xt ∪ St, St+1), the qualitative probability (expressed as a rank,

see section 1.4) of the system to take τ is assigned; intuitively, the rank of a

diagnosis Sk will be determined by the likelihood that the system has evolved

from its initial state to Sk during time window [0, . . . , k].

This preference criterion, while very general, requires a huge number of

ranks to be provided by the user. The assumption that the TSD is compo-

sitional greatly reduces the number of needed qualitative probabilities. In

such case, indeed, it is possible to add the ranks separately to each Temporal

Component Description.
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Definition 5.2.6 A Temporal Component Description extended with ranks

is a tuple (CVC, DTC, ∆C) where:

- CVC and DTC are as in definition 5.2.4

- ∆C is an extension of a Component Transition Relation s.t. each Compo-

nent Transition τC ∈ ∆C is a tuple (XC,t ∪ SC,t, SC,t+1, r) where XC,t is an

instantiation of INC variables at time t, SC,t and SC,t+1 are instantiations

of STC variables at times t and t+1 respectively and r is a rank

If the rank r of Component Transition τC = (XC,t ∪ SC,t, SC,t+1, r) ∈ ∆C

only depends on the behavioral modes bm, bm′ assigned to variable C by SC,t

and SC,t+1 respectively we say that r is a mode-transition rank.

The following definitions introduce the notions of ranks of system transitions

and system trajectories.

Definition 5.2.7 Let TSD be a Compositional Temporal System Descrip-

tion extended with ranks.

Given a System Transition τ built by composing Component Transitions τC ,

C ∈ COMPS we define:

rank(τ) =
∑

C∈COMPS

rank(τC)

Given a feasible trajectory θ = (τ0, . . . , τk−1), the rank of θ is defined as:

rank(θ) =
k−1∑
t=0

rank(τt)

If a temporal diagnostic problem TDP = (TSD,S0, k, OBSAV , σ) specifies

the rank r0 of each initial status S0 ∈ S0, it is possible to associate a rank

to any system status St appearing in some belief state Bt according to the

following definition.

Definition 5.2.8 Let St ∈ Bt where Bt is the belief state at time t for Tempo-

ral Diagnostic Problem TDP = (TSD,S0, k, OBSAV , σ), and TDP specifies

the rank r0 of each initial status S0 ∈ S0. We define the rank of St as:

- if t = 0, rank(St) is the rank assigned to St by TDP
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- if t > 0:

rank(St) = min(rank(S0) + rank(θ))

where θ = (τ0, . . . , τt−1) is any system trajectory in traj(TDP t) such that

source(τ0) = S0 and target(τt−1) = St

Intuitively, when, according to TDP , we can reach a System Status St from

different initial states and through different trajectories, we associate to St

the rank of the best (i.e. minimum rank) combination of an initial status S0

and a trajectory θ starting from it, thus implicitly assuming that the system

actually evolved from S0 to St through θ.

We say that St ∈ Bt is a preferred system status at time t for problem TDP

iff �∃ a system status S ′
t ∈ Bt s.t. rank(S ′

t) < rank(St).

In particular, if Sk is a preferred system status at time k (where [0, . . . , k] is

the temporal window associated with TDP ), we say that Sk is a preferred

temporal diagnosis for TDP .

In practice, since S0 may in general be very large, we are interested in char-

acterizations of the ranks of system states which don’t require to explicitly

specify the ranks of the initial states.

As a particular case, when all the ranks in TSD are mode-transition ranks

and each S0 ∈ S0 assigns the ok behavioral mode to all component variables

C ∈ COMPS (i.e. we assume that at time 0 all components are working),

the ranks of initial states can be assumed to be 0 without the need to specify

them with the Temporal Diagnostic Problem.

5.2.6 An Illustrative Example

Let’s consider the extended portion of the propulsion system described in

section 4.7 of the previous chapter. The system is reported in figure 5.1 for

convenience.

Unlike in section 4.7, the operating conditions opcVij
of valves V11, . . . , V28

are modeled as status variables (i.e. they belong to STATUS). In this way,

each valve maintains a “memory” of its operating condition across different

time instants.

Operating conditions of valves can be switched by issuing commands cmdVij

modeled as system inputs (i.e. INPUTS variables). The domain of each

command variable consists in the values open, close and null (no command

issued).
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V26
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V28

T2
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J11

J12

J21

J22

VT
T1

S1
S2

S3

Figure 5.1: Propulsion system

Table 5.1 reports the instantaneous models (i.e. Component Theories) for

the system components. The models for engines, tanks, pressurized tanks,

split and join points are the same as those introduced in section 4.7; as for

the valves we have added the br behavioral mode that represents an evolution

of the leaking mode s.t. no flow reaches the output of the valve.

It is worth noting that the instantaneous behavior of a valve in the sc behav-

ioral mode is exactly the same as if the valve was in the br behavioral mode:

if we only take into account a single time instant, the two behavioral modes

are indiscriminable (in the sense of definition 3.2.4). This is the reason why

we haven’t modeled the br behavioral mode in the previous chapters, where

only the instantaneous behavior of the propulsion system was considered.

Figure 5.2 shows the automaton associated to Component Transition Rela-

tion ∆V associated to a generic valve V . For example, the status (ok, O)

(i.e. the valve is working correctly and operates in open condition), after a

close command can transition to status (so, ∗) (∗ means that the operating

condition doesn’t matter in so behavioral mode) with cost 1; in other words,

when the close command is issued, a fault putting V in so mode can occur

(clearly, the valve may instead take the 0-cost transition that leads to status

(ok, C)).

Similarly, status (ok, O) can transition to status (lk, O) with cost 1 either if

an open or null command has been issued. Note that the ok and lk behav-

ioral modes are transient while so, sc, hb and br are permanent; thus, ∆V is

of type BM-T according to the definitions given in section 5.2.4.

Figure 5.3 shows the automata associated to ∆E for a generic engine E
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valve join
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(f) ∧ inr(∗)⇒ out(f)
V (ok) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(f)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)
V (so) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(∗) J(ok) ∧ inl(rf) ∧ inr(nf)⇒ out(rf)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(f)⇒ out(f)
V (sc) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(rf)⇒ out(rf)
V (lk) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) J(ok) ∧ inl(nf) ∧ inr(nf)⇒ out(nf)
V (lk) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) tank
V (lk) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) T (ok)⇒ out(f)
V (lk) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) T (sc)⇒ out(nf)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) p-tank
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(rf) T (ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ out(∗)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf) T (sc) ∧ in(∗)⇒ out(nf)
V (hb) ∧ in(f) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf) split
V (hb) ∧ in(rf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(rf) S(ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ outl(∗)
V (hb) ∧ in(nf) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf) S(ok) ∧ in(∗)⇒ outr(∗)
V (br) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (O)⇒ out(nf)
V (br) ∧ in(∗) ∧ opcV (C)⇒ out(nf)
engine
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(f)⇒ oe(t)
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(rf)⇒ oe(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(f) ∧ ier(nf)⇒ oe(nt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(f)⇒ oet(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(rf)⇒ oe(rt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(rf) ∧ ier(nf)⇒ oe(nt)
E(ok) ∧ iel(nf) ∧ ier(∗)⇒ oe(nt)
E(br) ∧ iel(∗) ∧ ier(∗)⇒ oe(nt)

Table 5.1: Models for the components of the system of figure 5.1
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OK,O OK,C

SO,O

BR,C

LK,O LK,C

SC,C

close,0

open,0

close,1

open,1

open,1

close,0

open,0

open,0

*,0

*,0

null,0 close,0
null,0

open,0
null,0

close,0
null,0

open,1

open,1
null,1

open,1
null,1

BR,O
close,0

open,0

open,0
null,0

close,0
null,0

HB,C HB,O
open,0

close,0

close,0
null,0

open,0
null,0

close,1 open,1

Figure 5.2: Component Transition Relation ∆V of a valve V

OK BR0

(a)

1 0 OK SC0

(b)

1 0

Figure 5.3: Component Transition Relations ∆E and ∆T of an engine E and
of a tank T

and ∆T for a generic (pressurized or non-pressurized) tank T . Since the ok

mode is transient and the fault mode is permanent for both engines and

tanks, ∆E and ∆T are both of type BM-P.

We do not report the automata associated to the Component Transition

Relations ∆J and ∆S of generic join points and split points respectively;

since join and split points can not fail, ∆J and ∆S are of type BM-OK and

their associated automata trivially consist in a status labeled with ok.

Let’s now consider the system configuration depicted in figure 5.1, where

black valves are closed (i.e. opcV (C)) and white ones are open (i.e. opcV (O)).

We now consider an example evolution of the system over a time window,

starting from an initial status in which all components are working properly,

in order to better understand the challenges related to the on-line monitoring

and diagnosis of the system.

Suppose that, at time t = 1, FVT ,S1 has value f (i.e. full flow of helium reaches
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T2, T3), that thrust is observed only at engine E1 (i.e. OE1(t), OE2(nt))

and that at the join points the following values are observed: FJ11,V11(f),

FJ12,V12(f), FJ21,V21(nf), FJ22,V22(nf). Since the prediction made under the as-

sumption that all components are working properly yields values that match

with the observations, the preferred system status in the belief state clearly

involves no faults and has thus rank 0.

Now suppose that at time t = 6, valve V14 goes into lk mode; this

fact influences observations: in particular, we now observe Y6 = {FVT ,S1(f),

OE1(rt), OE2(nt), FJ11,V11(rf), FJ12,V12(f), FJ21,V21(nf), FJ22,V22(nf)} where

observations FJ11,V11(rf) and OE1(rt) are off-nominal 2. The preferred sys-

tem states explaining these observations are two: one involves V14(lk) (with

all other components, including V17 in ok mode) and the other one involves

V17(lk) (with all other components, including V14 in ok mode). The rank of

both states is 1, since both involve a system trajectory where, at time t = 5,

a single component (either V14 or V17) has taken a transition of rank 1 from

the ok to the lk behavioral mode.

Note that the system status involving both V14(lk) and V17(lk) has rank 2

and thus, even if it belongs to the belief state, it is not preferred; also note

that faults V14(hb) and V17(hb) cannot be considered as explanations of the

observations since the hb behavioral mode can be reached from the ok behav-

ioral mode of an open valve only as an (undesired) effect of a close command;

however, no such command has been issued in our example.

Let’s now suppose that at t = 9, due to the observed reduced thrust, the

system controller issues an open command to V13 and a close command to

V14 so that the oxidizer should start flowing through V13. At t = 10 these

commands take effect (resulting in opcV13(O) and opcV14(C)) but at the same

time instant valve V13 has just transitioned to the lk mode.

Observations have the same values as in t = 6 (i.e. Y10 = Y6) so that

FJ11,V11(rf) and OE1(rt) are still the only off-nominal values; however now

the unique preferred system status is the one involving V17(lk) (with all

other components in ok mode) since this is the only status of rank 1 that can

explain the observations Yt both before and after the operating conditions of

V13 and V14 have been swapped.

If, at t = 12, engine E1 completely shuts off because V13 goes into br mode,

we observe Y12 = {FVT ,S1(f), OE1(nt), OE2(nt), FJ11,V11(nf), FJ12,V12(f),

2An observation is off-nominal if it is not consistent with the assumption that all
components are in the ok behavioral mode.
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FJ21,V21(nf), FJ22,V22(nf)} where the off-nominal values are now OE1(nt) and

FJ11,V11(nf); the unique preferred explanation (of rank 2) is that V17(lk) has

evolved to V17(br).

Suppose, however, that at t = 14 we swap again the operating conditions of

V14 and V13, and at t = 15 we observe Y15 = {FVT ,S1(f), OE1(rt), OE2(nt),

FJ11,V11(rf), FJ12,V12(f), FJ21,V21(nf), FJ22,V22(nf)} (i.e. E1 is producing again

some thrust).

These observations cannot be explained by any evolution of the preferred

system status at time t = 12 (involving V17(br)) in time window [12, 15];

this is due to the fact that the br fault is permanent, thus V17 should still

completely prevent flow from reaching J11 and E1.

If the diagnostic algorithm only kept track of the preferred system states, it

would now have to backtrack at least to t = 10 and re-consider the status

of rank 2 involving both V14(lk) and V13(lk). Since the belief state at each

time instant is ambiguous and the chronological backtracking may need to

span several time instants in the past, an unacceptable amount of time may

elapse before the current belief state is restored to a non-empty value.

In the following sections, we will present a backtrack-free diagnostic algo-

rithm that, by exploiting OBDDs as a compact encoding mechanism, keeps

track of the whole belief state and efficiently extracts preferred diagnoses just

for presenting them to its clients.

5.3 Encoding the System Transition Relation

In this section we will consider the compilation of the System Transition

Relation ∆ into an OBDD. For a discussion of the OBDD compilation of the

Domain Theory, please refer to section 4.4.

We will consider System Transition Relations without ranks; ranks, in-

deed, are integer numbers and special techniques should be used to encode

(and manipulate) them as boolean variables. In section 5.5 we will show how,

under some conditions, ranks can be efficiently taken into account without

encoding them into the tuples of relation ∆; in the discussion (section 5.7),

however, we will make some further remarks on the possibility of encoding

ranks within ∆.

In order to see how ∆ can be encoded with an OBDD, it is sufficient

to show that it can be considered as a set of instantiations of multi-valued

variables and then exploit the results of section 4.3.2 about the encoding of
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such sets.

A System Transition τ = (Xt ∪ St, St+1) ∈ ∆ is an instantiation of STA-

TUS variables at the current and next time instants plus an instantiation

of INPUTS variables at the current time instant. In order to distinguish

between current and next values, we need to introduce two copies of each

variable V ∈ STATUS : a current copy Vcur ∈ STATUScur and a next copy

Vnxt ∈ STATUSnxt.

It follows that each System Transition τ is an instantiation of variables

INPUTS ∪ STATUScur ∪ STATUSnxt , and ∆ can then be encoded by putting

in disjunction all the instantiations corresponding to System Transitions

through the standard OBDD apply operator.

Once ∆ has been encoded with an OBDD, we can perform several rela-

tional operations over it by using OBDD operators.

For example, the relational operation select(∆, φ) (i.e. select from ∆ the

tuples that satisfy condition φ) can be implemented by the following OBDD

operation:

Oout = apply(∧,O∆,Oφ)

where Oφ is the OBDD encoding of condition φ.

Relational operation project(∆, {V1, . . . , Vk}) (i.e. project ∆ on variables

V1, . . . , Vk) can be implemented by the following OBDD operations:

Oout = O∆

∀V ∈ SV\{V1, . . . , Vk}, ∀B ∈ VB

Oout = exists(Oout, B)

Finally, if the values v1, . . . , vk of variables V1, . . . , Vk are known and we want

to restrict ∆ accordingly, the following OBDD operations can be used:

Ovars = build(V1(v1)B ∧ . . . ∧ Vk(vk)B)

Oout = restrict(O∆,Ovars)

(assuming that the restrict operator can be simultaneously applied to all the

variables in V1,B ∪ . . . ∪ Vk,B).

5.4 System Variables Ordering

In section 4.7 we have discussed a number of heuristics and techniques for

choosing the variables ordering for the OBDD encoding of a System Descrip-

tion. In particular, we have devised a strategy S1 and two possible extensions

S2 and S3.

All these strategies cannot be directly applied to the ordering of the variables
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of a Temporal System Description. Indeed, as we have pointed out in sec-

tion 5.3, the encoding of ∆ requires us to introduce two copies of STATUS

variables, one for the current and one for the next time instants. Moreover,

there is no a priori guarantee that a good ordering of the variables based on

the mutual influences determined by DT is still a good ordering when also

the influences introduced by ∆ are considered.

In general, one may need to unfold the System Influence Graph over two

or more instants of time and apply the variable ordering strategies to the

unfolded graph (Darwiche and Provan, 1996).

However, in most practical cases, especially if the Temporal System Descrip-

tion is compositional, the value of a status variable V at time t+1 strongly

depends on the value of V at time t. So, a good heuristic following the same

locality principle that underlies heuristics H1 and H3 of strategy S1 should

require to index the two copies Vcur and Vnxt of each V ∈ STATUS one next

to the other.

Strategy S1 can then be extended to a strategy S1∗ able to deal with Tem-

poral System Descriptions in the following way:

- use strategy S1 to index System Variables as in the static case, considering

only current copies of status variables

- update the ordering by substituting each status variable V ∈ STATUS in-

dexed by S1 with its two copies Vcur and Vnxt so that Vnxt immediately follows

Vcur
3

By applying strategy S1∗ to the model of the propulsion sub-system described

in section 5.2.6 we have obtained an encoding ODT of DT with a size of 3908

nodes and an encoding O∆ of ∆ with a size of 1485 nodes. The sizes of both

ODT and O∆ are then very limited.

The fact that OBDDs ODT and O∆ have small sizes strongly influences both

the time and space efficiency of the temporal diagnostic algorithm that we

present in the next section; such efficiency is a crucial property especially in

the on-line context we are considering.

3If a variable V belonging to STATUS or INPUTS does not appear in G, it is indexed
right before the first variable in G which refers to same component as V .
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5.5 On-Line Diagnosis with OBDDs

In this section we look at the computational tasks associated with perform-

ing on-line temporal diagnosis using OBDDs. Basically, such tasks include

keeping track of the belief state as time evolves, detecting failures as they

occur and, when a new failure is detected, presenting preferred diagnoses to

the diagnostic module’s clients (human users and/or other modules, such as

control and re-planning modules).

As demonstrated by the example in section 5.2.6, it is necessary to keep track

of all the possible states of the system at any given instant, since keeping

only the preferred states may lead to costly backtrackings spanning several

time instants (see e.g. (Kurien and Nayak, 2000)). This is one place where

the use of OBDDs and their ability of compactly encoding large sets of states

plays a fundamental role.

Figure 5.4 shows a conceptual schema of the belief state update across one

time-step. First, at time t, the current belief state Bt and system inputs Xt

are used in conjunction with system transition relation ∆ to make a predic-

tion Pt+1 of the possible system states at time t+ 1; then, at time t+ 1, the

set CSt+1 of instantaneously consistent system states (i.e. the set of states

consistent with DT given inputs Xt+1 and observations Yt+1 at time t+1) is

computed; finally, the new belief state Bt+1 is computed as the set of states

that belong both to the prediction Pt+1 and to CSt+1, i.e. that are consis-

tent with the information about both the past history and the current time

instant.

Just keeping track of the belief state is not sufficient; indeed, an on-line

diagnostic module is expected to alert its clients about new failures in a

timely fashion, without the need for the clients to ask themselves for the

current diagnoses. This detection task is not trivial when the estimated

state is ambiguous (i.e. large belief state), since different estimated states

may claim the presence of a different number and/or type of failures.

When a new failure has been detected (or a client has actively asked for

current diagnoses), the diagnostic module should start presenting diagnoses

in preference order, so that the client may make decisions in a short time,

basing them just on the most likely explanations.

Clearly, during and after the presentation of current preferred diagnoses, the

diagnostic module must continue to track the evolution of the belief state,

so that the entire process can be repeated an indefinite number of times. In
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Figure 5.4: Updating the belief state

the next sections we describe each of the mentioned tasks in more detail.

5.5.1 Tracking the Belief State

Figure 5.5 sketches the algorithm for the on-line computation of diagnoses.

The Temporal System Description TSD is represented by the set SV of sys-

tem variables plus OBDDsODT andO∆ representing the Domain Theory and

System Transition Relation respectively; parameter S0 represents the set of

initial states of the system, while OBSAV ⊆ OBS is the list of variables

whose value is observed in the diagnostic problem. In this section we look at

the overall algorithm and focus on the tracking of belief states, while in the

next section we shall look into more detail at the detection and presentation

tasks.

As stated in section 5.3, the OBDD representation of a Temporal System

Description requires two copies of (the boolean encoding of) each variable V

belonging to STATUS. Such copies are denoted Vcur and Vnxt respectively.

For all the other variables V ∈ SV\STATUS there is only one copy denoted

Vcur; while ODT mentions just cur variables, O∆ mentions both cur and nxt

variables.

The following OBDDs are used to store temporary results at each iteration

(the subscripts cur or nxt following the OBDD name underline which copies

of the STATUS variables are mentioned in the OBDD):

- Bcur represents the belief state at the current time instant
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Function OnLineDiagnosis(TSD = (SV , ODT , O∆), S0, OBSAV )
history := NIL
ODT,OBSAV := DisregardVars(ODT , INTV ARS\OBSAV )
Xcur = GetCurrentInputs()
Ycur = GetCurrentObservables()
CScur = ComputeConsistentStates(ODT,OBSAV , Xcur, Ycur)
Bcur := apply(∧, S0, CScur)
history.add(Bcur)
Bnxt = Predict(Bcur, O∆, Xcur)
While (WaitTick())
Xcur = GetCurrentInputs()
Ycur = GetCurrentObservables()
CScur = ComputeConsistentStates(ODT,OBSAV , Xcur, Ycur)
Bcur := rename(Bnxt, STATUSnxt,B , STATUScur ,B)
Bcur := apply(∧, Bcur, CScur)
history.add(Bcur)
If (DetectNewFailures(history)) Then

spawn(DisplayPreferredDiagnoses(history.copy()))
Bnxt = Predict(Bcur, O∆, Xcur)

EndWhile
EndFunction

Figure 5.5: On-line diagnostic algorithm

- Bnxt represents the prediction of the possible system states in the next time

instant

- CScur represents the current set of instantaneously consistent system states

- Xcur represents the current values of system inputs

- Ycur represents the current values of system observables

The algorithm starts by eliminating from ODT the endogenous variables that

are not observable in the current diagnostic problem (DisregardVars() has

been described in section 4.5.1). Since no information can be gathered about

the value of such variables and they are not part of the output of the algo-

rithm (i.e. the set of diagnoses), there is no point in keeping track of their

values, and thus it is computationally convenient to filter them out during

the initialization of the diagnostic algorithm.

Then, the algorithm retrieves the values of system inputs (Xcur) and obser-

vations (Ycur) at time t = 0 and computes the set CScur of instantaneously

consistent system states by calling function ComputeConsistentStates()

(we describe function ComputeConsistentStates() below).
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The belief state at time t = 0 is computed as the intersection of CScur with

the set of possible initial states S0 and is added to a history list; the purpose

of history and the issues related to its size are discussed in the following

sections.

The initialization part of the algorithm ends with a call to function Predict()

which computes the set of possible states at time t = 1 given the current belief

state and system inputs (we describe function Predict() below).

A new iteration of the While loop is entered at each new time instant

(WaitTick()). The first statements in the loop body are similar to the ini-

tialization statements outside the loop described above: they retrieve the

current values of system inputs Xcur and observations Ycur and then invoke

function ComputeConsistentStates() to compute the set CScur of instan-

taneously consistent system states.

At this point all the information for updating the belief state is ready. How-

ever, the set of predicted states is represented by an OBDD Bnxt which

mentions nxt copies of STATUS variables. Thus, before intersecting such

set with the set CScur, we need to rename each nxt variable in Bnxt to the

corresponding cur variable.

The renaming is performed by the OBDD operator rename. While a rename

operation can be in general extremely expensive (i.e. exponential in the

number of renamed variables), if the renaming does not change the topology

of the OBDD O it can be performed in time linear to the size of O; this

is exactly what happens in our algorithm, thanks to the variable ordering

strategy described in section 5.4.

After the intersection with CScur, the resulting current belief state is

added to the history. Then, the detection function DetectNewFailures()

is invoked; if DetectNewFailures() returns true, the presentation process

(DisplayPreferredDiagnoses()) is started with the spawn operator. Note

that the presentation process runs in parallel with the tracking process and

acts on an instantaneous copy of history made at the time the presentation

process itself is created. In this way, even if presentation turns out to be

time-consuming, the tracking process can keep up with the input flow of

system information (system inputs, observations) and can update the history

without affecting the presentation process.

The last statement of the loop body is devoted to computing the prediction

of the set of next states, so that the loop can be iterated as soon as the clock

emits a new tick.
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Function ComputeConsistentStates(ODT,OBSAV , Xcur, Ycur)
CStemp := restrict(ODT,OBSAV , Xcur)
CScur := restrict(CStemp, Ycur)
Return CScur

EndFunction

Function Predict(Bcur, O∆, Xcur)
O∆,temp := select(O∆, Xcur)
O∆,temp := project(O∆,temp, STATUScur ∪ STATUSnxt)
O∆,temp := select(O∆,temp, Bcur)
Bnxt := project(O∆,temp, STATUSnxt)
Return Bnxt

EndFunction

Figure 5.6: ComputeConsistentStates() and Predict() functions

Let’s now describe in more detail functions ComputeConsistentStates()

and Predict(). Function ComputeConsistentStates() (figure 5.6) com-

putes the set of instantaneously consistent states CScur by restricting OBDD

ODT,OBSAV
with Xcur and Ycur. Since non-observable endogenous variables

do not appear in ODT,OBSAV
, after the restrict operations CScur mentions

only the cur copies of the variables in STATUS, i.e. it represents a set of

system states as expected.

We also note that, since ComputeConsistentStates() performs the same

operations as the ones performed by the atemporal diagnostic algorithm

when all non-observed variables have been eliminated off-line, the complex-

ity of ComputeConsistentStates() is almost linear in |ODT,OBSAV
| (see sec-

tion 4.5.2).

The first two statements of function Predict() (figure 5.6) select, among

the System Transitions τ = (X ∪ S, S ′) ∈ ∆ the ones s.t. X = Xcur and

then project ∆ on the (current and next) status variables, so that the rela-

tion ∆temp encoded by O∆,temp contains all and only the tuples (S, S ′) s.t.

(Xcur ∪ S, S ′) ∈ ∆.

Then, the tuples (S, S ′) ∈ ∆temp where S belongs to Bcur are selected and

∆temp is projected on the STATUSnxt variables, i.e. on the target states. In

this way, OBDD Bnxt represents the set of system states S ′ that are reach-

able in one step from at least one state S in the current belief state when

the system inputs are Xcur .

In order to express the correctness and completeness of the proposed

algorithm, we first need to introduce the notion of observed trace. Let Xi
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and Yi be the instantiations of system inputs and observations encoded by

OBDDs Xcur and Ycur at iteration i (the values of Xcur and Ycur in the

initialization statements outside the loop are associated to iteration 0). We

define the observed trace at iteration k as the sequence (X0, Y0, . . ., Xk, Yk).

We can now state that our algorithm is correct and complete w.r.t. the

computation of belief states. The proof is reported in appendix 5.A.

Theorem 5.5.1 Let TDP = (TSD, S0, k, OBSAV , σ) be a temporal di-

agnostic problem and assume that algorithm OnLineDiagnosis() has been

invoked with SV, ODT , O∆, S0 and OBSAV as parameters; moreover, as-

sume that the observed trace for OnLineDiagnosis() at iteration k coincides

with σ. Then OBDD Bcur computed at iteration t ≤ k represents belief state

Bt for TDP.

As an important corollary, directly following from theorem 5.5.1 and defini-

tion 5.2.3, our algorithm is then correct and complete w.r.t. the computation

of the set of temporal diagnoses for the diagnostic problem TDP .

Corollary 5.5.1 Under the assumptions of theorem 5.5.1, OBDD Bcur com-

puted by algorithm OnLineDiagnosis() at iteration k represents the set of

temporal diagnoses for diagnostic problem TDP .

5.5.2 Detecting Failures and Presenting Diagnoses

In this section we consider how the diagnostic module can automatically

detect new failures of system components and present the preferred diagnoses

to its clients.

As already noted, the detection is performed in function OnLineDiagnosis()

by calling function DetectNewFailures() (figure 5.5). Parameter history

passed to function DetectNewFailures() is a copy of the list where function

OnLineDiagnosis() has stored the belief states Bcur at each iteration up to

the current time instant. Since there is no limit on the size of the time

window during which the diagnostic algorithm runs, also the size of history

(and thus the quantity of memory needed to store it) may have no upper

bound; in the next section we will discuss some conditions under which it

is sufficient to keep track just of the most recent value of Bcur in order to

perform the detection.

If at each time instant the status of the system was exactly known, a sim-

ple criterion could be used to detect a new failure: return true if and only
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if, during the last time step, the behavioral mode of at least one component

has changed in Bcur.

Unfortunately, the belief state is in general ambiguous: the diagnostic agent

just tracks the set of system states that are consistent with the observations

so far. Detecting every change in Bcur is not a viable solution: the belief

state, indeed, does not change only because new failures have occurred, but

also due to commands issued to the system, to changes in system inputs and

also to spontaneous evolutions of the system status.

This leads us to a principle that we believe should be satisfied by any cri-

terion followed by DetectNewFailures(): the function should return true

only when something irreversible has happened to the belief state. The no-

tion of irreversibility takes into account also the ranks of states: if a system

status S of rank R has disappeared from Bcur at iteration k, this is consid-

ered irreversible even if S may appear again in Bcur at some later iteration,

provided its rank will be larger than R.

We place other two additional requirements on DetectNewFailures():

first, it should have a limited computational complexity, since the function

is invoked at each time instant. Second, in order not to flood the clients of

the diagnostic algorithm with an unbearable amount of information, the true

value should be returned only when something relevant enough has happened.

A criterion that in our opinion satisfies all these requirements is based on

checking whether the rank of the preferred system states has increased during

the last time step. Due to the completeness of our tracking algorithm and

the fact that transition ranks are non-negative, the minimum rank of system

states never decreases. Moreover, checking whether the minimum rank has

increased during the last time step is inexpensive provided that ranks of

system states can be computed and compared efficiently (see next section).

Finally, we believe that it is very relevant to inform the user whenever all

the system states with a given minimum rank Rmin have disappeared from

Bcur.

Of course alternative criteria may be applied. For example, function

DetectNewFailures() may detect whenever a preferred system status (or

even any system status) disappears from the belief state in an irreversible

way. This happens when a system status S with rank R is removed from

Bcur and no other system status S ′ ∈ Bcur with rank R′ ≤ R can evolve to S

with a trajectory of rank (at most) R−R′.
These criteria detect irreversible events and provide more information to the
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clients of the diagnostic algorithm. However their evaluation is more compu-

tationally expensive, and they also may end up triggering the presentation

function DisplayPreferredDiagnoses() too often. Thus, we have chosen

the simpler criterion described above which detects increases in the cost of

preferred system states.

Function DisplayPreferredDiagnoses() is in charge of presenting the

diagnoses within a process which runs in parallel with the belief state track-

ing process; given a copy of the history list at the time when the presentation

process is created, DisplayPreferredDiagnoses() has then the task of enu-

merating all the preferred diagnoses at that time instant.

If an OBDD OPREF representing all and only such preferred diagnoses can be

computed from history, the enumeration of the diagnoses is straightforward

and takes time linear in the number of enumerated diagnoses (section 4.3.2).

In the next section we look at some conditions that guarantee an efficient

computation of such OBDD.

5.5.3 Computing the Rank of System States

In section 5.2.5 we have noticed that, if a Temporal System Description is

not compositional, extending it with ranks is prohibitive because of the huge

number of ranks that are required. In this section we will then focus on

Compositional Temporal System Descriptions.

The rank of a system status S has been defined in section 5.2.5 as the minimal

sum of the rank of an initial status S0 and the rank of a trajectory θ starting

from S0 and ending in S (where clearly θ ∈ traj(TDP ), i.e. is consistent

with the observed trace σ).

The rank of S thus, in general, does not only depend on the assignments to

STATUS variables specified by S, but also on historical information about

how S has been reached. Consider a component C with an intermittent fault

mode bm-i, such that the behavioral mode of C can change from ok to bm-i

with rank 1 and from bm-i back to ok with rank 2; by just looking at a system

status S which assigns ok to C, we can’t tell whether C(ok) contributes to the

rank(S) with a rank of 0 (component C has always been ok), 3 (component

C has transitioned to mode bm-i and back to ok once), 6 (two transitions of

C back and forth between ok and bm-i) and so on. By looking at the history

list, however, we may disambiguate among these alternatives and discard at

least part of them; the rank of S will then correspond to the rank of the
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cheapest remaining alternative.

The computation of ranks of system states at time t = k, thus, requires

in general to compute the set traj(TDP ) from the history list, to compute

the rank of each trajectory θ ∈ traj(TDP ) and to enumerate the system

states corresponding to trajectories θPREF of minimum rank.

This computational process presents at least two severe problems. First, in

order to compute traj(TDP ) we need to keep track in the history list of

all the previous values of Bcur, from iteration 0 up to the iteration that has

triggered the presentation process; as already noted, it may be unfeasible to

keep track of all this historical information, due to the growth of the history

list size. Second, the computation of traj(TDP ) and then of the ranks of

each trajectory θ ∈ traj(TDP ) is a very expensive computation, that seems

to partially invalidate the advantages of the symbolic representation of the

sets of diagnoses made possible by the use of OBDDs.

In this section we show that there is an efficient way of computing the

ranks of system states under the assumption that all the ranks in ∆C ,

C ∈ COMPS are mode-transition ranks (section 5.2.5) and the compo-

nent models are not of type BM-I (section 5.2.4); in other words, we allow

behavioral modes of system components to be either permanent or transient

but disallow intermittent behavioral modes. For ease of exposition, we will

also make the assumption that each S0 ∈ S0 assigns the ok behavioral mode

to all component variables C ∈ COMPS, and then has rank 0.

Note that the rank of an assignment of a behavioral mode bm to a com-

ponent C may still not depend just on bm itself; indeed, even in BM-T

component models, behavioral mode bm may be reachable from the ok be-

havioral mode in more than one way (e.g. through behavioral modes bm′ and

bm′′ respectively) and such alternative trajectories may have different ranks.

However, contrary to the intermittent case, the number of such alternative

trajectories must be finite and typically it is also very small.

The idea is then to preprocess the system model and make as many copies

of behavioral mode bm as there are alternative trajectories of different ranks

between ok and bm (let’s denote these copies as bm′, . . . , bm(k)); each behav-

ioral mode bm(i) will then have a unique rank associated to it. Of course this

implies modifications to the Component Theory DTC and the Component

Transition Relation ∆C ; however these are straightforward, and in particular

the component behaves in each behavioral mode bm(i), i = 1, . . . , k exactly

as in behavioral mode bm.
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Function ComputeRankFilters(COMPS)
n := |COMPS|
k := 1
Filter[0] = apply(∧, OCOMPL(COMPS), OMUTEX(COMPS))
Filter[0] = apply(∧, Filter[0], build(C1,ok ∧ . . . ∧ Cn,ok))
Loop

k := k + 1
Filter[k] = apply(∧, OCOMPL(COMPS), OMUTEX(COMPS))
For i=1 To n

ForEach bm ∈ transient-modes(Ci)
Oi,bm = restrict(FILTER[k-1], Ci,bm)
Otemp = build(bm′ ∨ . . . ∨ bm(k)), bm(i) ∈ successor-modes(Ci, bm))
Oi,bm = apply(∧, Oi,bm, Otemp)
Filter[k] = apply(∨, Filter[k], Oi,bm)

While (Filter[k] �= Filter[k-1])
Return Filter[]

EndFunction

Figure 5.7: Computing the rank filters

Given that, after this preprocessing step, we can assume that to each be-

havioral mode bm of each component C a unique rank can be associated, we

can precompute off-line a set of rank filters with an algorithm very similar

to the one described in section 4.6 for computing fault cardinality filters.

Here, Filter[i], i = 0, . . . , k represents all and only the assignments to

COMPS variables whose rank is exactly i. In figure 5.7 we give a sketch

of the algorithm for the computation of rank filters; for simplicity of exposi-

tion, the algorithm further assumes that all the transition ranks are equal to

1. However it is not difficult to see that it can be straightforwardly extended

to handle ranks greater than 1 as well.

OBDD Filter[0] represents the situation with rank 0, i.e. all the components

are in the ok mode.

For each instantiation C of COMPS variables represented by Filter[k − 1],

the algorithm adds a set of instantiations C′ to Filter[k]. Instantiations C′
are obtained from C by considering one component Ci at a time and sub-

stituting the assignment of a transient behavioral mode bm-t to Ci with all

the possible behavioral modes reachable from bm-t in one Component Tran-

sition. The list of transient behavioral modes of a component Ci is obtained

by calling function transient-modes() while the list of behavioral modes

reachable from transient mode bm-t in one transition is obtained by calling
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function successor-modes().

Given our assumption that transition ranks are all equal to 1, and since C′
is obtained from C by taking exactly one transition for some component Ci,

it follows that the rank of C′ is one plus the rank of C.
Theorem 4.6.1 given in the previous chapter also holds for the computational

complexity of ComputeRankFilters() and ensures that both the off-line com-

putation of rank filters is tractable and that the size of any computed filter

is small.

Equipped with rank filters, the implementation of the detection and pre-

sentation functions is straightforward. Function DetectNewFailures() (fig-

ure 5.8) simply retrieves the current set of diagnoses ODIAG from list history

and checks whether its intersection with the set of instantiations of STA-

TUS variables of rank Rmin is not empty. Variable Rmin is a global variable

keeping track of the last known rank of preferred system states, and must be

initialized to 0.

If the intersection is non-empty, according to the criterion described in sec-

tion 5.5.2, DetectNewFailures() returns false. Otherwise, the value of

Rmin is updated by finding the minimum k s.t. the intersection of ODIAG

with the set of instantiations of STATUS variables of rank k is not empty.

Function DisplayPreferredDiagnoses() is event simpler. When it is in-

voked, variable Rmin has already been updated with the rank of the current

preferred diagnoses. Then, DisplayPreferredDiagnoses() has just to in-

tersect ODIAG with the the set of instantiations of STATUS variables of

rank Rmin and to invoke the enumeration function ComputeInstset() (sec-

tion 4.3.2) on the resulting OBDD OPREF .

It is important to note, that, for the described solution, the size of list

history may be just 1, i.e. history may contain just the current belief state

Bcur; the growth of history, then, is not an issue. The only other information

that must be kept is the value of variable Rmin.

5.6 Experimental Results

An experimental analysis of the approach presented in this chapter has been

performed on the domain of the extended portion of the propulsion system

presented in section 5.2.6. We recall that the model of such system involves 90

variables, 33 of which represent components with up to 6 behavioral modes.

System Variables have been ordered according to strategy S1∗ (section 5.4) so
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Function DetectNewFailures(history)
ODIAG = head(history)
OPREF = apply(∧, ODIAG, Filter[Rmin])
If (OPREF = 0) Then

changed = true
While OPREF = 0

Rmin := Rmin + 1
OPREF = apply(∧, ODIAG, Filter[Rmin])

Else
changed = false

Return changed
EndFunction

Function DisplayPreferredDiagnoses(history)
ODIAG = head(history)
OPREF = apply(∧, ODIAG, Filter[Rmin])
ComputeInstset(OPREF , ∅)

EndFunction

Figure 5.8: Detecting new failures and presenting preferred diagnoses

avg time (msec) avg max time (msec) avg max Bcur size
17 ± 0.5 29 ± 4.4 142 ± 4.0

Table 5.2: Statistics for the on-line diagnosis of the extended portion of the
propulsion system (confidence 95%)

that the size of OBDD ODT encoding the Domain Theory DT was just 3908

nodes and the size of OBDD O∆ encoding the System Transition Relation

∆ was just 1485 nodes.

The diagnostic algorithm has been implemented in Java and executed

with JDK 1.4 on a laptop machine equipped with Centrino CPU at 1.4GHz

and 512MB RAM. The OBDD functions were provided by the BuDDy C++

package via the JBDD interface.

We have executed the algorithm on a test set of 150 test cases, each one

involving the on-line diagnosis of the propulsion system over a time window

of 100 time instants. The test set was composed by three groups of 50 cases:

group1 (where one fault was injected in each test case), group2 and group3

(where 2 and 3 faults were respectively injected in each test case).

Table 5.2 reports experimental data about the following statistics collected

on the whole test set of 150 cases:

- average time employed by the on-line algorithm to execute one iteration
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(i.e. the time needed to perform the computations between two consecutive

ticks of the clock)

- average of the maxima (computed for each test case) of the time employed

by the on-line algorithm to execute one iteration

- average of the maxima (computed for each test case) of the size of OBDD

Bcur

On average, the execution of one iteration of the diagnostic algorithm (which

included the execution of the fault detection function) took about 17 msec;

by considering, for each case, the maximum time taken by a single iteration,

such average grew to about 29 msec. Note that these amounts of time allow

the sampling rate of the sensors data to be very high and, consequently, make

possible a fine grained monitoring of the system behavior.

As for the size of the OBDD Bcur (i.e. of the OBDD encoding the belief state),

table 5.2 shows an average of only about 142 nodes obtained by considering,

for each case, the maximum size reached by Bcur over the time window of

100 time instants (i.e. iterations).

From an experimental point of view, we can then conclude that the diagnostic

time per iteration and the size of the encoding of the belief state do not grow

drastically as time passes (and the system inputs and the components health

conditions change). It is interesting to note that, from a theoretical point of

view, we could guarantee the efficiency of operations such as the computation

of instantaneously consistent system states and the renaming of variables in

Bnxt (section 5.5.1); however, we couldn’t state any theoretical upper bounds

on the time complexity of Predict() and on the size of its result Bnxt. It may

be the topic of further theoretical and experimental research to study whether

polynomial theoretical upper bounds exist (at least under some conditions)

or such bounds are super-polynomial but they happen not to be hit in (most)

practical cases.

To conclude this section, in table 5.3 we show the average number of diag-

noses returned by the presentation function DisplayPreferredDiagnoses()

upon detection of new failures, and the average size of their OBDD repre-

sentation; we give separate statistics for group1, group2 and group3.

While the values of both the considered statistics are very limited for each

group, we also note that they seem not to grow with the number of faults

injected in the test cases.
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group avg # diag avg obdd size
group1 3.56 ± 0.78 72 ± 4.9
group2 3.95 ± 1.06 70 ± 3.2
group3 3.01 ± 0.50 68 ± 2.7

Table 5.3: Statistics for preferred diagnoses (confidence 95%)

5.7 Discussion

In this chapter we have extended the techniques presented in chapter 4 for the

compilation of a system model into an OBDD and the computation and ex-

traction of preferred diagnoses to a significantly more general class of system

models; such extended class of system models is general enough to express

most of the characteristics of dynamic systems relevant for MBD.

In particular, according to the framework of (Brusoni et al., 1998), the follow-

ing temporal phenomena can be captured (and of course taken into account

by the diagnostic algorithm): time-varying context (i.e. system inputs that

vary over time), temporal behavior (i.e. the system has a dynamic internal

status from which its nominal and/or faulty behaviors can depend) and time-

varying behavior (i.e. the behavioral modes of system components can, more

or less spontaneously, evolve over time in a non-deterministic way).

We have started by extending the formal definitions of system model,

diagnostic problem and diagnosis to the temporal case. The minimal rank

preference criterion has been revisited in order to take into account the fact

that the likelihood of a temporal diagnosis may depend not only on the

assignment to system status variables expressed by the diagnosis, but also

on the way such system status has been reached; in particular, in a time-

varying system, not all the faulty behavioral modes need to be permanent,

but some of them may be transient or even intermittent.

The compilation of the temporal system models into OBDDs has posed

additional challenges w.r.t. the atemporal case, both for encoding the System

Transition Relation ∆ and for choosing the appropriate variable ordering. In

particular, we have decided not to encode the information related to prefer-

ences (consisting in ranks associated with system transitions) directly within

∆ mainly because ranks are arbitrary positive integers that need special tech-

niques in order to be encoded and handled efficiently with OBDDs.

We have proposed assumptions under which the preference order can be

computed very efficiently without the need of encoding ranks within ∆, and
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exploited such assumptions in our algorithm. However, as pointed out in

section 5.5.3, if our proposed preference criterion needs to be enforced in

its full generality, the encoding of ranks within ∆ seems to be one of the

most promising approaches; another possible approach would be to explore

the compilation of the system models into Algebraic Decision Diagrams (Ba-

har et al., 1993), which are essentially an extension of OBDDs for handling

non-boolean functions.

The diagnostic algorithm we have proposed for computing temporal di-

agnoses from the OBDD encoding of the system model is designed to work

on-line and, consequently, it is based on efficient mechanisms for continuously

tracking the system status over time, automatically detecting new faults and

presenting preferred diagnoses to its clients. While the status tracking task

is common to many approaches to temporal MBD, only little attention has

been paid up to now to the detection and presentation tasks (to the best of

our knowledge).

The performance of the algorithm has been tested in a non-trivial domain,

namely the extended portion of the propulsion system presented in sec-

tion 4.7. The experimental results concerning both time and space efficiency

have been very satisfactory.

On-line temporal MBD has been widely addressed in the MBD literature,

particularly from the mid 90s to today. Two seminal works of (Sampath et al.,

1995) and (Sampath et al., 1996) on the on-line diagnosis of Discrete Event

Systems (DES) propose the compilation of the system model into a finite

state machine called diagnoser.

The diagnoser approach has stimulated additional studies that have led to ex-

tensions of the approach to, among others, timed and probabilistic automata

((Tripakis, 2002), (Thorsley and Teneketzis, 2003)). Two of such extensions

that are of particular interest w.r.t. the present work are the ones proposed

in (Marchand and Rozé, 2002) and, more recently, (Schumann et al., 2004)

about the representation of the diagnoser with OBDDs.

While the diagnoser approach is extremely efficient when the diagnoser au-

tomaton has a limited number of states or (in the case it is encoded with an

OBDD) it has a symbolic representation of limited size, it cannot always be

applied because the size of the diagnoser automaton is potentially exponen-

tial in the size of the original automaton representing the DES.

An approach to the diagnosis of DES which does not rely on the diagnoser

and exploits OBDDs for encoding the system model is the one described in
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(Sztipanovits and Misra, 1996). The authors characterize the set of diagnoses

in each time instant through a 1st order formula φ; then, they show that by

imposing the constraints expressed by φ with calls to standard OBDD oper-

ators, it is possible to obtain an OBDD representing the set of diagnoses. In

order to handle the dynamics of the system, the authors introduce another

formula ψ characterizing the set of diagnoses at time (t + 1) given the set

of diagnoses at time t. While the paper demonstrates the applicability of

OBDDs to the diagnosis of DES, it does not present any algorithms for the

computation of diagnoses and it does not discuss issues such as variable or-

dering, fault detection and extraction of preferred diagnoses.

Other proposals for dealing with temporal diagnosis of DES exist, which rely

on different (and more powerful) modeling languages. In particular, some

authors have proposed Petri Nets (Dox et al., 2003) or Process Algebras

(Picardi, 2002) representations of DES while others have addressed systems

whose components are partially asynchronous (Lamperti and Zanella, 2002).

In all the approaches to the diagnosis of DES mentioned so far, one of

the main sources of complexity comes from the fact that the system model

representation can grow exponentially with the number of its components;

only recently some authors have started to alleviate this problem through

a distributed approach to diagnosis ((Baroni et al., 1999), (Pencolé et al.,

2002)).

The approach presented in this chapter significantly reduces the impact of

this problem by using the traditional logic-based notion of Domain Theory

for describing the instantaneous behavior of the system and resorting to fi-

nite state machines only to describe the dynamic behavior of the system. In

this way, each state of the finite state machine associated with the System

Transition Relation consists in a complete instantiation of System Variables

whose complex relationships are expressed by a rich logical theory. This

makes possible, among other things, to devise and exploit variable ordering

strategies (for the OBDD encoding) based on the topology of the System

Influence Graph (which, as a particular case, can capture the system struc-

ture).

This way of modeling DES is related to those followed in (Darwiche and

Provan, 1996) and (Provan, 2003) where, however, the authors propose tech-

niques for system modeling and diagnosis which are not based on OBDDs.

Finally, another approach to the on-line diagnosis of DES related to the

one presented in this chapter is the one described in (Kurien and Nayak,
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2000) which has been implemented in the Livingstone 2 system, the evolution

of the MIR (Mode Identification and Reconfiguration) module of the core

autonomy architecture of RAX, the Remote Agent eXperiment (Muscettola

et al., 1998).

As in our approach, the system under diagnosis is modeled as a synchronous

transition system (all system components take exactly one transition between

two consecutive ticks of a common clock); moreover, the modeling language of

finite state automata is enriched with the possibility of associating constraints

with each component status, expressing the behavior of the component in

that particular status.

The main difference w.r.t. the present proposal is that, since the belief

state is not encoded with symbolic techniques, Livingstone 2 keeps track

of only a subset of the possible states in which the system can currently be.

This potentially leads to costly backtrackings when the estimated belief state

becomes empty.
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5.A Proofs

5.A.1 Proof of Theorem 5.5.1

In order to prove that OBDD Bcur computed by OnLineDiagnosis() at

iteration t ≤ k represents the belief state Bt, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.A.1 The OBDD CScur computed by ComputeConsistentStates()

at iteration t ≤ k represents the set of system states instantaneously consis-

tent with Xcur and Ycur at time t.

Proof: The proof of the lemma follows exactly the lines of the proof of

theorem 4.5.1; the only differences are that the concept of consistency-based

diagnosis is substituted by the concept of instantaneously consistent state

and that function DisregardVars() is called only once at the beginning of

OnLineDiagnosis(). �

Another fact that will be used in the theorem proof is the correctness of

Predict(): if OBDD Bcur represents the belief state Bt at some iteration t <

k then OBDD Bnxt returned by function Predict() represents Π(Bt,Xcur).

This fact can be immediately seen by considering the sequence of relational

operators applied to O∆ by Predict() (as described in section 5.5.1).

Let’s now turn to the proof of the theorem. As for t = 0, Bcur = B0

since only the statements outside the While loop of OnLineDiagnosis() are

executed, and such statements trivially enforce the definition of the belief

state at time 0 (definition 5.2.3).

For a generic iteration t, 1 ≤ t ≤ k, we first prove that Bcur = Bt is true

if at iteration t the object Bnxt received from the previous iteration t − 1

represents Π(Bt−1,Xt−1) and then that the latter condition (which we denote

as Ψ) is an invariant of the loop.

At iteration t object Bcur is initialized by renaming Bnxt so, by our hypothesis,

it represents all and only the system states in Π(Bt−1,Xt−1) expressed with

cur copies of the variables. Moreover from lemma 5.A.1 we know that OBDD

CScur represents the set of states instantaneously consistent at time t. After

the value of Bcur has been updated by intersecting it with CScur, each system

status St represented by Bcur will satisfy the two conditions:

- St ∈ Π(Bt−1,Xt−1)

- St ∈ CSt
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and then it is a status of Bcur according to definition 5.2.3.

As for the invariance of Ψ, we note that Ψ is certainly true at iteration 1

because in the statements outside the loop (corresponding to iteration 0)

OBDD Bcur represents belief state B0 (as already noted) and, thanks to the

correctness of Predict(), we know that Bnxt represents Π(B0,X0).

If Ψ is true at iteration t, we have showed that OBDD Bcur, computed during

the iteration, represents belief state Bt. But, again due to the correctness

of Predict(), this means that Bnxt, computed by the last statement in the

loop body, represents Π(Bt,Xt), i.e. Ψ is true at iteration t+ 1.

5.B Extended Definitions

In this section we extend some of the definitions given at the beginning of

this chapter in order to admit System Transitions that depend also on the

values of (some) endogenous variables in INTVARS. The motivation for these

extended definitions is given in section 5.2.3.

Definition 5.B.1 A Temporal System Description (TSD) is a tuple (SV,

DT, ∆) where:

- SV is the set of discrete system variables partitioned in INPUTS (system

inputs), STATUS (system status) and INTV ARS (internal variables).

Distinguished subsets COMPS ⊆ STATUS and OBS ⊆ INTV ARS rep-

resent system components and observables respectively.

We will denote with DOM(v) the finite domain of variable v ∈ SV; in

particular, for each C ∈ COMPS, DOM(C) consists in the list of possible

behavioral modes for C (an ok mode and one or more fault modes)

- DT (Domain Theory) is an acyclic set of Horn clauses defined over SV
representing the instantaneous behavior of the system (under normal and

abnormal conditions); the clauses are constructed in such a way that the

roles associated with variables belonging to different sorts are respected:

INPUTS and STATUS variables will always appear in the body of clauses

and each variable in INTV ARS will appear at least once as head of a

clause. Moreover we require that any instantiation of STATUS∪INPUTS
is consistent with DT

- ∆ is the System Transition Relation mapping the values of the variables

in SV = INPUTS ∪STATUS ∪ INTV ARS at time t to the values of the
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variables in STATUS at time t+1.

Let a system snapshot be an instantiation X ∪ S ∪ I of SV variables con-

sistent with DT (i.e. X ∪ S ∪ I ∪DT �	 ⊥).

A generic element τ ∈ ∆ (named a System Transition) is then a pair:

(Xt ∪ St ∪ It, St+1)

where Xt∪St∪It is a system snapshot at time t and St+1 is an instantiation

of STATUS variables at time t+1

In the following, we will sometimes denote a System Transition τ = (Xt∪
St ∪ It, St+1) as τ = (St ∪ It) Xt→ St+1 and say that St is the source status of

τ (St = source(τ)) and that St+1 is the target status of τ (St = target(τ)).

Given an instantiation S ∪ I of STATUS ∪ INTV ARS and an instantiation

X of the INPUTS variables, the set of the possible successor states of S ∪ I
given X is defined as:

Π(S ∪ I,X ) = {S ′ s.t. S ∪ I X→ S ′ ∈ ∆}
Operator Π can be easily extended to apply to a set S = {S1∪I1, . . ., Sk∪Ik}
of instantiations of STATUS ∪ INTV ARS:

Π(S,X ) =
⋃k

i=1 Π(Si ∪ Ii,X )

Finally, let θ = (τ0, . . . , τk−1) be a sequence of system transitions s.t. τi =

(Xi ∪ Si ∪ Ii, Si+1), i = 0, . . . , k − 1. We say that θ is a (feasible) system

trajectory.

Given a temporal diagnostic problem TDP , we say that an instantiation

S ∪ I of STATUS ∪ INTV ARS is instantaneously consistent at time t,

t ∈ {0, . . . , k} if:

DT ∪ Xt ∪ Yt ∪ S ∪ I �	 ⊥
Instantaneous consistency of S ∪ I expresses the fact that the instantiation

S ∪ I of STATUS ∪ INTV ARS variables is logically consistent with the

current values of INPUTS and OBSAV variables, under constraints imposed

by Domain Theory DT .

The following definition formalizes the notions of belief state and temporal

diagnosis.

Definition 5.B.2 Let TDP= (TSD, S0, k, OBSAV , σ) be a temporal di-

agnostic problem. We define the belief state Bt at time t (t = 0, . . . , k)

recursively as follows:
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- B0 = {S0 ∪ I0 s.t. S0 ∈ S0 and

S0 ∪ I0 is instantaneously consistent at time 0}
- ∀t = 1 . . . k Bt = {St ∪ It s.t. St ∈ Π(Bt−1,Xt−1) and

St ∪ It is instantaneously consistent at time t}
In order for St ∪ It to belong to Bt, then, it must be consistent with the

current information about the system (i.e. Xt,Yt) and additionally St must

be consistent with the prediction Π(Bt−1,Xt−1) based on the past history

We denote with states(Bt) the projection of belief state Bt over STATUS

variables (i.e. Bt|STATUS). In particular, we say that any system status

Sk ∈ states(Bk) is a (temporal) diagnosis for TDP .

The set of trajectories that the system could have followed in time window

[0, . . . , k] according to TDP (noted traj(TDP )), is simply the subset of

feasible trajectories θ = (τ0, . . . , τk−1) s.t. τt = (Xt ∪ St ∪ It, St+1), t =

0, . . . , k − 1 with St ∪ It ∈ Bt, t = 0, . . . k − 1 and Sk ∈ states(Bk).

Definition 5.B.3 A Compositional Temporal System Description (CTSD)

is a Temporal System Description (SV, DT, ∆) that is related to a set TCD1,

. . ., TCDn of Temporal Component Descriptions (one per component) in the

following way:

- COMPS is the set of the component variables C1, . . . , Cn appearing in TCD1,

. . ., TCDn

- STATUS is the set of component status variables, i.e.:

STATUS =
⋃

C∈COMPS

STC

- INPUTS corresponds to the set of component inputs that are not outputs of

another component, i.e.:

INPUTS = (
⋃

C∈COMPS

INC )\( ⋃
C∈COMPS

INC ∩
⋃

C∈COMPS

OUTC )

- INTVARS corresponds to the set of the component outputs, i.e.:

INTVARS =
⋃

C∈COMPS

OUTC

- DT corresponds to the union of the component theories DTC, C ∈ COMPS
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- ∆ is built starting from the component transition relations ∆C, C ∈ COMPS.

In particular, each System Transition τ = (X ∪ S ∪ I, S ′) ∈ ∆ is built from

a set {τC1 , . . . , τCn}, τCi
= (XCi

∪SCi
, S ′

Ci
) ∈ ∆Ci

of Component Transitions

according to the following conditions:

(1) X = (
⋃

Ci∈COMPS XCi
)|INPUTS

(2) S =
⋃

Ci∈COMPS SCi

(3) I ⊆ (
⋃

Ci∈COMPS XCi
)|INTV ARS

(4) S ′ =
⋃

Ci∈COMPS S
′
Ci

(5) (
⋃

Ci∈COMPS XCi
) ∪ (

⋃
Ci∈COMPS SCi

) ∪DT �	 ⊥
Intuitively, conditions (1) to (4) simply assure that τ actually corresponds

to Component Transitions τCi
, Ci ∈ COMPS (operator | in conditions (1)

and (3) means projection of a set of instantiations on a subset of the vari-

ables). Condition (5) assures that the Component Transitions from which τ

is built are mutually consistent given the domain theory DT .

By looking at condition (3), it is important to note that not all INTVARS

variables need to appear in (
⋃

Ci∈COMPS XCi
); in particular, INTVARS vari-

ables that are outputs of some component but are not input of any com-

ponent do not appear in (
⋃

Ci∈COMPS XCi
). Thus, I can be completed by

assigning any value to such variables, i.e. given a set of Component Transi-

tions {τC1 , . . . , τCn} one may build more than one System Transition τ ; note

how this is different from the fact that a single System Transition can be ob-

tained from different sets of Component Transitions, which may be the main

motivation for adopting the extended definitions reported in this appendix.

Definition 5.B.4 Let St ∈ states(Bt) where Bt is the belief state at time

t for Temporal Diagnostic Problem TDP = (TSD,S0, k, OBSAV , σ), and

TDP specifies the rank r0 of each initial status S0 ∈ S0. We define the rank

of St as:

- if t = 0, rank(St) is the rank assigned to St by TDP

- if t > 0:

rank(St) = min(rank(S0) + rank(θ))

where θ = (τ0, . . . , τt−1) is any system trajectory in traj(TDP t) such that

source(τ0) = S0 and target(τt−1) = St

We say that St ∈ states(Bt) is a preferred system status at time t for problem

TDP iff �∃ a system status S ′
t ∈ states(Bt) s.t. rank(S ′

t) < rank(St).
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In particular, if Sk is a preferred system status at time k (where [0, . . . , k] is

the temporal window associated with TDP ), we say that Sk is a preferred

temporal diagnosis for TDP .
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Conclusions

In this thesis we have addressed two well known computational complexity

problems that arise in MBD, namely the exponentiality of the amount of

time required for solving a diagnostic problem (((Friedrich et al., 1990), (By-

lander et al., 1991)) 4 and the exponentiality of the number of diagnoses itself

(which holds even when only the minimal diagnoses w.r.t. set inclusion are

considered).

To this end, we have devised novel methods which focus on finding compact

representations of the set of solutions to diagnostic problems. It is important

to note that, in our methods, the whole (possibly exponentially large) set

of diagnoses is compactly represented; this makes them different from ap-

proximation methods (e.g. (de Kleer, 1991), (Mozetič and Holzbaur, 1994),

(Provan, 2004)) which achieve time and space efficiency when only a subset

of the set of diagnoses is actually computed (e.g. the set of preferred diag-

noses according to some criterion).

While we have aimed at preserving the completeness of our diagnostic algo-

rithms, we have also considered that it can be very useful, for presentation

purposes, to extract preferred diagnoses from the compact representation of

the whole set of diagnoses; this has led us to explore efficient techniques for

extracting diagnoses in preference order for each of the proposed methods.

Another important point to make, is that the methods described in this

thesis do not prescribe to compute the compact representation a-posteriori,

after the diagnostic problem has been solved. Instead, the sets of candidate

diagnoses considered during the search for the solutions are represented in

the same, compact way proposed for the final set of diagnoses and the search

algorithm directly manipulates such representation.

In this way, the computational process is more efficient because the size of the

search space is reduced; on the other hand it is clear that the set of solutions,

4At least if P �= NP .
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by being more compact, is easier to understand, analyze and manipulate.

We have investigated three different methods for attacking the problem

of finding a compact representation of the set of diagnoses.

In particular, in chapter 2 we have presented a characterization of the diag-

noses as sets of scenarios.

In chapter 3 we have studied a way to automatically abstract the System De-

scription when the (reduced) observability prevents the diagnostic algorithm

from discriminating among certain behavioral modes of the same component

or of different components.

Finally, in chapters 4 and 5 we have proposed the compilation of the System

Description into an OBDD as another way to efficiently compute a compact

representation of the diagnoses for both static and dynamic systems.

The system models addressed in chapters 2 and 3 are deterministic, ac-

cording to the definition of System Description given in chapter 1. Even if

the assumption of determinism has certainly simplified the development of

the proposed algorithms, we believe that they may be adapted without too

much effort to the non-deterministic case; this may be one of the research

directions to extend the results of this thesis.

In section 4.8.1 of chapter 4 we have partially relaxed the requirement that

the system model must be deterministic, by allowing a disjunction of dif-

ferent assignments to the same variable M to appear in the consequents of

the model formulas. We have not addressed the more general case where

any disjunction can appear in a consequent, since it would have significantly

complicated the meaning of the System Influence Graph, while it seems quite

unlikely that it could be needed for modeling influences among system vari-

ables (especially in component-based models).

Even if each method presented in the thesis has been developed along its

peculiar lines, there are some important characteristics shared by all of them:

- we have always adopted a principled approach, by introducing clear formal

definitions of the entities involved in the method as well as statements of

equivalence between different characterizations of the entities

- all the problems that have been addressed exhibited some form of in-

tractability in their general form and finding optimal solutions to them

was computationally infeasible; we have then always resorted to heuristics

and/or assumptions which have enabled our algorithms not only to provide

solutions but, in most cases, good quality solutions
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- in all the cases we have preserved the correctness and completeness of the

proposed diagnostic algorithms

- as pointed out above, we have always addressed the problem of integrating

a proposed method with preference criteria for the extraction of preferred

diagnoses

- all the proposed algorithms have been validated against complex, realistic

domains obtaining promising results; note that the measure of the com-

plexity of an experimental domain does not consist only in the number of

system variables, but also, just to name two additional factors, on the topo-

logical properties of the System Influence Graph as well as on the degree of

observability of the system

Beside the definition of heuristics and the experimental validation, we were

able to provide explicit formal results about some of the benefits of the

proposed methods. This is the case for the result of chapter 2 stating that,

for noisy-max models, the number of parent scenarios is linear in the size

of a family; similarly, in chapter 4, we were able to state results about the

polynomial complexity of computing the OBDD representation of the whole

set of diagnoses and the polynomial complexity of extracting diagnoses in

preference order under not too restrictive assumptions.

Discussions about the state of the art for alternative approaches in the

MBD literature are distributed in the previous chapters along with the pre-

sentation of our ideas.

Also some of the extensions that we envision for our methods are mentioned

in the respective chapters. However, here we would like to point out just two

major research directions opened by the material presented in this thesis.

The first one regards the extension of the automatic abstraction approach

(chapter 3) to temporal system models. As already pointed out in section 3.7,

our definition of (admissible) abstractions is strongly based on the notion of

indiscriminability. Since such notion has already been studied in the litera-

ture in the context of Discrete Event Systems, it could constitute a promising

starting point for the extension of our work.

Moreover, we have recently started to exploit the experience we have gained

on OBDDs in order to apply them to the automatic abstraction task (Fecia di

Cossato, 2004), with a particular focus on addressing the limited forms of ex-

ponential complexity exhibited by some operations (sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.7);
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Figure 5.9: Relationships among the methods discussed in this Thesis.

also these results may be useful in making possible to address the more com-

plex task of automatic abstraction of temporal system models.

Another interesting research direction would be to continue to extend the

applicability of the method based on the compilation of the system model

into an OBDD (chapters 4 and 5).

Very recently we have started to explore the application of this technique

to multi-agent systems, obtaining promising preliminary results (Micalizio

et al., 2004).

A last important point to make regards the way the methods proposed

in this thesis are related with each other (see figure 5.9).

For instance, the method based on the compilation of the system model

into an OBDD may seem to be more efficient and to apply to a more general

class of systems than the one based on scenarios. However, while this may

certainly be true when a compact compilation of the system model can be

achieved, the scenarios-based approach may still be applied to system models

that are not (yet) amenable to compilation into OBDDs.

Moreover, as already noted in section 2.11, the value of a scenarios-based

representation of diagnoses partially lies in the increased expressivity arising

from the factorization of subsets of diagnoses around the alternative behav-

ioral modes allowed for each component. Even in case the system model can

be efficiently compiled into an OBDD and the methods of chapters 4 and 5
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can be used, it may then be useful to extract (preferred) diagnoses from the

OBDD representation in the form of sets of scenarios.

As for the automatic system model abstraction method, it is immediate to

see that it can be applied off-line to compute the abstract model regardless

of the diagnostic algorithm which will act upon such abstract model.

Note that, if many behavioral modes have been merged by the abstraction

algorithm, the scenarios computed by the diagnostic algorithms of chapter 2

will on average encode a smaller number of elementary diagnoses, i.e. the

ratio between the number of scenarios and the number of diagnoses will not

be as high as when the detailed model is used. However, this does not mean

that scenarios become useless: indeed, scenarios capture the indiscriminabil-

ity relations that arise in a specific diagnostic problem while our abstractions

only merge two behavioral modes when they are indiscriminable under any

instantiation of the system inputs.
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